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Abstract
In this thesis we investigate two different sets of physics questions, aiming at a better under-standing of the low-energy behaviour of Yang-Mills theories, and the properties connected toconfinement, in a first part. In a second part, we consider asymptotically safe quantum gravity,which is a proposal for a UV completion of gravity, based on the existence of an interactingUV fixed point in the Renormalisation Group flow. Both theories are characterised by non-perturbative behaviour, the first in the IR, the second in the UV, thus we apply a functionalRenormalisation Group equation which is valid beyond the perturbative regime. We investigatethe ground state of SU(3) Yang-Mills theory, finding the formation of a gluon condensate, whichwe connect to a model for quark confinement. We further investigate the deconfinement phasetransition at finite temperature and shed light on the question what determines the order of thephase transition. Within quantum gravity, we examine the properties of the Faddeev-Popov ghostsector in a non-perturbative regime, thus extending truncations of Renormalisation Group flowsinto a new set of directions in theory space. Finally we establish a connection of quantum gravityto observations of matter, by coupling fermions to gravity. Here we use the existence of lightfermions - an observationally well-established fact in our universe - to impose constraints onquantum theories of gravity.
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Quantum fields in the non-perturbative regime – Yang-Mills theory and gravitySummary
In this thesis we study candidates for fundamental quantum field theories, namely non-Abeliangauge theories and asymptotically safe quantum gravity. Whereas the first ones have a strongly-interacting low-energy limit, the second one enters a non-perturbative regime at high energies.Thus, we apply a tool suited to the study of quantum field theories beyond the perturbativeregime, namely the Functional Renormalisation Group.In a first part, we concentrate on the physical properties of non-Abelian gauge theories atlow energies.Focussing on the vacuum properties of the theory, we present an evaluation of the full ef-fective potential for the field strength invariant FµνF µν from non-perturbative gauge correlationfunctions and find a non-trivial minimum corresponding to the existence of a dimension four gluoncondensate in the vacuum. We also relate the infrared asymptotic form of the β function of therunning background-gauge coupling to the asymptotic behavior of Landau-gauge gluon and ghostpropagators and derive an upper bound on their scaling exponents.We then consider the theory at finite temperature and study the nature of the confinementphase transition in d  3   1 dimensions in various non-Abelian gauge theories. For SU(N)with N 3, . . . , 12 and Spp2q we find a first-order phase transition in agreement with generalexpectations. Moreover our study suggests that the phase transition in Ep7q Yang-Mills theoryalso is of first order. Our studies shed light on the question which property of a gauge groupdetermines the order of the phase transition.In a second part we consider asymptotically safe quantum gravity. Here, we focus on theFaddeev-Popov ghost sector of the theory, to study its properties in the context of an interactingUV regime. We investigate several truncations, which all lend support to the conjecture thatgravity may be asymptotically safe. In a first truncation, we study the ghost anomalous dimensionwhich we find to be negative at the fixed point. This suggests the existence of relevant couplingsin the ghost sector. In an extended truncation, we then discover two fixed points, one of whichcan be interpreted as an infrared fixed point, thereby allowing the construction of a complete RG-trajectory. Furthermore, the two fixed points differ in the sign of the ghost anomalous dimension,shifting further ghost operators towards relevance or irrelevance, respectively. We further discussthe structure of the ghost sector in the non-perturbative regime and point out that in the vicinityof an interacting fixed point for gravity further ghost couplings will generically be non-zero. Wethen discuss the implications of relevant operators in the ghost sector and give an explicit examplefor such an operator, namely a ghost-curvature coupling.Finally we study the compatibility of quantum gravity with the existence of light fermions. Wespecifically address the question as to whether metric fluctuations can induce chiral symmetrybreaking in a fermionic system. Our results indicate that chiral symmetry is left intact even atstrong gravitational coupling. In particular, we find that asymptotically safe quantum gravitygenerically admits universes with light fermions. Thus our results in this sector also support theasymptotic-safety scenario. We then point out that a study of chiral symmetry breaking throughgravitational quantum effects is also an important test for other quantum gravity scenarios, sincea completely broken chiral symmetry at the Planck scale would be in severe conflict with theobservation of light fermions in our universe. We demonstrate that this elementary observationalready imposes constraints on a generic UV completion of gravity.
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CHAPTER 1
Motivation: Challenges in fundamental quantum field theories
"In any region of physics where very little is known, one must keep to the experimental basis ifone is not to indulge in wild speculation that is almost certain to be wrong. I do not wish tocondemn speculation altogether. It can be entertaining and may be indirectly useful even if itdoes turn out to be wrong. One should always keep an open mind receptive to new ideas, so oneshould not completely oppose speculation, but one must take care not to get too involved in it."(P.A.M. Dirac [1])
Modern high-energy physics is described in terms of quantum field theory, which is a frame-work determined by the unification of Quantum Mechanics with Special Relativity. The quantisa-tion of a classical theory works, e.g. in the path-integral framework. Within this setting, theoriesare determined by two properties, namely their field content, and their symmetry properties. Bothcan, to some extent, be deduced from experimental observation, although the relation between thefields used in the path integral and observable degrees of freedom is not always straightforward.In the path integral also field configurations which do not fulfill the classical equations of mo-tion, i.e. which are called "off-shell", contribute to expectation values of operators. All contributingconfigurations are weighted by a complex phase factor, which is a function of the classical ac-tion. Accordingly the solution of the quantum equations of motion for the expectation values ofoperators can be much more involved than the solution of the classical equations of motion, sincea part of the challenge lies in the derivation of the quantum equations of motion.As observations indicate that all presently known fundamental, i.e. non-bound, matter turnsout to be fermionic, the standard model of particle physics is built on theories involving fermionicfields1. An important class of symmetries is presented by space-time dependent, i.e. local, gaugesymmetries. Imposing gauge symmetries on fermionic theories leads to the introduction of bosonicforce fields, the gauge bosons. Using the Abelian gauge group U(1) as the symmetry group allowsto construct Quantum Electrodynamics, which has been tested to extremely high precision, see,e.g. [2]. The framework of quantum field theory itself is rather well-understood and allows toincorporate a wealth of different physical phenomena2. In the following, we will state some major
1If it is found experimentally, a fundamental scalar Higgs boson will of course provide an exception.2In particular, the framework of quantum field theory does not only allow to describe observations in particlephysics, or condensed matter systems, but, within standard cosmological scenarios for inflation even provides for anunderstanding of the large-scale structure of matter in the universe: Quantum fluctuations in the very early universeform the seeds for later structure-formation processes and therefore allow for an understanding why galaxies like
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challenges of high-energy (particle) physics and discuss, whether it is possible to follow theconservative route to try to incorporate these into this well-tested framework.Employing non-Abelian symmetry groups such as, e.g. SU(3) results in a very fascinatingproperty: Non-Abelian gauge theories with a limited number of fermions turn out to be asymp-totically free, since gluons have an antiscreening effect. Accordingly perturbative tools allowto access the properties of the theory at high energies, where experimental confirmation fromaccelerator experiments is possible. The most prominent example of such a theory is QuantumChromodynamics (QCD), which describes strong interactions between coloured quarks and glu-ons. Here, the low-energy regime of the theory corresponds to a regime with a large coupling,and therefore shows a number of intriguing physical phenomena: The degrees of freedom of thetheory change from quarks and gluons to hadrons, colourless bound states. This property, knownas confinement, remains to be explained in terms of a physical mechanism. Different candidatesfor confining field configurations, typically of topological nature, and distinct criteria for con-finement are discussed in the literature. A clear picture has only started to emerge, due to thenotorious difficulty of treating a strongly-interacting theory.Furthermore it remains to be clarified if and how confinement can be linked to the secondproperty determining the appearance of QCD at low energies, namely chiral symmetry breaking.In particular the phase diagram of QCD at finite baryon densities and finite temperature isqualitatively as well as quantitatively only partially under control. The existence of exotic phases,such as a quarkyonic phase [3] with restored chiral symmetry and confinement is currently debated.Moreover the existence of a critical endpoint of the chiral as well as the deconfinement phasetransition, and the question if the two transition lines lie on top of each other, is a furtherunresolved question. Answering some of these will also allow us to understand astrophysicalobservations of neutron stars, as well as the dynamics in the early universe in more detail.In QCD the main challenge lies in establishing, how these properties of the macroscopictheory emerge from the microscopic physics. It is usually believed that although the problem ishard to solve due to its non-perturbative nature, the framework of quantum field theory can fullyaccount for all physics properties of low-energy QCD. This will also imply, that we then haveunderstood the main origin of our own mass, which is mostly not due to the Higgs mechanism,but arises from the non-perturbative dynamics of QCD. In this sense, one might say that a fullunderstanding of QCD is not a purely academic problem, but directly related to properties thatwe observe in our everyday world.
A second main challenge in theoretical high-energy physics may even fundamentally changethe framework of high-energy physics, namely (local) quantum field theory. It lies in the recon-ciliation of Quantum Mechanics and General Relativity to a theory of quantum gravity. UnlikeQCD, a quantum field theory of gravity cannot be accessed with perturbative methods at highenergies, which manifests itself in the well-known perturbative non-renormalisability of GeneralRelativity.One can now adopt measures of different "degree of radicalness": One might introduce newdegrees of freedom, following the physical idea that the metric is not the (only) fundamentalfield necessary to describe gravity at high energies. On the technical side these new degreesof freedom cancel the divergences leading to the perturbative non-renormalisability, as is themain idea behind, e.g. supergravity theories. Furthermore one may abandon the requirementof locality. The physical assumption related to this is the existence of a fundamental physical
our own are formed.
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scale, often identified with the Planck scale. Such an idea might be seen in accordance with thedevelopment of physics during the last two centuries, where a continuous picture of matter hadto give way to discrete atoms, and a continuous notion of energy is given up in many examplesin Quantum Mechanics. Similarly a continuous description of space-time may be wrong, andspace-time might be fundamentally discrete. This idea is at the heart of proposals such as causalset theory or non-commutative space-times, and might also come out of loop quantum gravity andspinfoams.Furthermore one may hypothesise that the symmetry properties of gravity are changed athigh energies. In particular (local) Lorentz invariance may either be broken, or deformed at highenergies. Such a deformation or breaking of symmetries by quantum gravity effects provides oneof the very few possibilities to currently test some properties of quantum gravity experimentally.Finally some approaches, such as loop quantum gravity, causal and Euclidean dynamicaltriangulations, as well as the asymptotic-safety scenario suggest that a perturbative approachto gravity is incorrect and genuinely non-perturbative information is crucial to quantise thetheory. In analogy to the low-energy regime of QCD, which is expected to describe the physicsof the strong interactions correctly, but is characterised by a breakdown of perturbation theory, aquantum field theory of the metric may be a valid description of the physics of quantum gravity,but might not be accessible by perturbative tools at high energies. Hence one also might havethe choice to remain in the framework of local quantum field theory without introducing anynew degrees of freedom, as is proposed in the asymptotic-safety scenario. This scenario is notexcluded by the perturbative non-renormalisability of General Relativity. It simply implies that aquantum field theory of the metric has to be non-perturbatively renormalisable, if it is supposedto make sense as a fundamental, and not just as an effective theory. This scenario seems to bethe least radical of the currently available choices, as it stays within the well-tested frameworkof local quantum field theories. On the other hand it is a rather bold conjecture, that the metricis indeed the fundamental degree of freedom of gravity on all energy scales. However since wedo currently not have any experimental hints on what more fundamental gravitational degrees offreedom might be, we may test to what extent a local quantum field theory of the metric is self-consistent and therefore potentially realisable. Of course this does not entail that it is indeedrealised in our universe, since nature may have "chosen" a different internally consistent theory.Ultimately either some of the approaches to quantum gravity will turn out to be inconsistentwithin themselves, or finally experimental results may shed some light on the question, whichof several approaches to quantum gravity is the one favoured by nature. Although the typicalscale of quantum gravity, the Planck scale, is not currently experimentally accessible, one shouldnot cast aside the possibility of experimental results on quantum gravity in the near future. Inparticular cosmology and astrophysics provide settings where even tiny effects may accumulateto a sizable contribution.As emphasised by Wilczek [4] "whether the next big step will require a sharp break fromthe principles of quantum field theory or, like the previous ones, a better appreciation of itspotentialities, remains to be seen". In this spirit we may try to push the existing framework asfar as possible. In one direction, coming from a known microscopic description, this entails thatwe deduce and understand all observable properties of the macroscopic theory, such as in theexample of QCD. In the other direction, it requires us to test whether UV completions of knownlow-energy theories, such as gravity, can be incorporated into the framework of local quantumfield theory. If in particular the second possibility fails, this might require us to completely rethinkproperties of our theories which we have taken to be fundamental properties of nature, such as,e.g. the assumption of a continuous space-time.
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To address such non-perturbative questions adequately we need to evaluate the completequantum theory, i.e. we need a non-perturbative handle on the generating functional. Thismay be done within the Functional Renormalisation Group (FRG), which allows us to take intoaccount quantum fluctuations in the path-integral momentum shell by momentum shell. Therebythe functional integral is reformulated into a functional differential equation, which is much easierto handle.The FRG is a very flexible tool that is applicable to diverse problems, ranging from theBEC-BCS-crossover in ultracold quantum gases [5], to supersymmetric field theories, see, e.g.[6], the phase diagram of QCD [7, 8], the Higgs sector of the Standard model, see, e.g. [9, 10],non-commutative quantum field theories [11] and quantum gravity, see, e.g. [12, 13].In this thesis we will apply the framework of the FRG to QCD, to better understand and deriveproperties of the macroscopic theory from our microscopic description. In particular we will focuson questions related to confinement at zero and finite temperature.In the second part of this thesis we will focus on the asymptotic-safety scenario for quantumgravity, testing its internal consistency and its properties in a specific way and also investigatingits compatibility with matter.
This thesis is structured as follows: In chap. 2 we will introduce the Functional Renormalisa-tion Group, with a particular emphasis on its application to gauge theories. We employ the FRGin a study of non-Abelian gauge theories in chap. 3, where we are interested in the physics ofthe infrared sector, where the theory is strongly interacting. We investigate the non-perturbativevacuum structure of Yang-Mills theories, which might contain a gluon condensate. Here we alsodeduce a bound on the infrared scaling exponents of gluon and ghost propagators for low mo-menta. In a second step we move towards the evaluation of the full phase diagram of QCD andstudy the deconfinement phase transition in the limit of infinitely heavy quarks. We determinethe critical temperature and the order of the deconfinement phase transition for diverse gaugegroups and present evidence on the question, what determines the order of the phase transition.We then proceed to introduce the asymptotic-safety scenario for quantum gravity in chap. 4and explain how it can be investigated with the help of the FRG on the example of the Einstein-Hilbert term. Here we present a method of evaluating the flow equation in gravity, which avoidsmaking use of heat-kernel techniques. We report on new results concerning the Faddeev-Popovghost sector of the theory. In particular, we investigate the properties of this sector within a non-perturbative setting, studying the fixed-point structure and the RG flow in several truncations.In chap. 5 we focus on the inclusion of quantised matter into the asymptotic-safety scenariofor quantum gravity. In particular we examine if gravity, similar to non-Abelian gauge theories,can break chiral symmetry in a fermionic system and induce fermion masses. Since we observefermions much lighter than the Planck scale, the compatibility of light fermions with quantumgravity is a crucial test for any quantum theory of gravity. Here we use that the framework of theFRG is also applicable to effective theories, where the UV completion of the theory needs not tobe known in order to study the RG flow within a finite range of scales. In the case of quantumgravity this allows us to derive conditions for the existence of light fermions within other UVcompletions for gravity.
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CHAPTER 2
The Functional Renormalisation Group
2.1 The basic physical idea: Connecting microscopic and macro-scopic physics
Physics looks very different on different scales, and effective descriptions of the same system ondifferent scales can be structurally as well as conceptually very different. Consider the example ofnuclear forces, which are mediated by pions between neutrons and protons. For a large part of ourunderstanding of this system we do not have to know the microscopic structure, which, accordingto our current understanding, consists of quarks and gluons. Similarly the nuclear structure is notrelevant for the description of physics on atomic scales, and an effective description suffices. Inparticular the effective degrees of freedom as well as the realisation of fundamental symmetriesmay be altered on different scales, since spontaneous symmetry breaking may occur. In suchcases the details of the microscopic physics do not play a role for the description of the effectivemacroscopic dynamics, which can often be parametrised by only a few effective parameters. Themicroscopic theory then allows to determine the values of these couplings, and determines therelations between the effective and the microscopic degrees of freedom.To obtain a fundamental description of nature, we ultimately want to derive the effectivetheories governing physics on large scales from the microscopic dynamics. We want to establisha connection between the dynamics over a large range of scales, and determine the parametersof effective theories from the microscopic theory. This connection is from small to large scales,which intuitively makes sense: Knowing a microscopic, fundamental theory, we can deduce aneffective description on larger scales. In particular, different microscopic theories can lead to thesame effective dynamics. In some sense, the information on microscopic details gets "washed out",when we go to an effective description on larger scales.In certain areas of physics on the other hand we only know the effective, macroscopic dynamics,and do not have any experimental guidance as to the nature of the microscopic, fundamentaltheory. A quantum theory of gravity is one of the examples. Here we want to establish aconnection from large to small scales, and find the microscopic theory underlying the effectivedescription that is currently accessible to experiments.In both cases, when making the transition from the microscopic to the macroscopic regimeand vice-versa, we need a tool that allows us to connect effective descriptions on different scales,and derive macroscopic physics from underlying microscopic descriptions, including the effect ofquantum fluctuations on all intermediate scales. In particular we want to access regimes where
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physics is governed by strong correlations and non-perturbative effects, such as, e.g. in QCD atlarge, or quantum gravity at small scales.Here, we will introduce a tool that is particularly suited to these situations, namely theFunctional Renormalisation Group (FRG).
2.2 Coarse graining and the effective average action
Quantum field theories (QFTs) can be defined by a path integral that weighs quantum fluctuationswith a complex phase factor eiS , where S is the classical (or microscopic) action1. The centralobject in the path-integral approach to a QFT is the generating functional from which all n-pointcorrelation functions are calculable, thus allowing to access all observables. In Euclidean space2,the generating functional for a scalar field φ coupled to a source J is given by
Z rJs  » DΛφ eSrφs Jφ. (2.1)
Equivalent definitions hold for fermion, vector and tensor fields, which may also transform non-trivially under internal, local or global, symmetries. We denote the appropriate index contractionsby a dot, which also includes an integral over real space, where the dependence of the fields onspace-time coordinates is understood implicitly. The path-integral measure DΛφ is understood tobe UV-regularised, which may be a highly non-trivial issue in theories, where no regularisationmay exist that is compatible with the symmetries. Such a theory is called anomalous, whichsimply means that quantum effects break the classical symmetry. We will neglect this in thefollowing, and simply assume that the path integral is UV-regularised.The generating functional for all one-particle irreducible correlation functions, the effectiveaction, is defined by a Legendre transform:
Γrφs  supJ
» J  φ lnZ rJs
 . (2.2)
Here the expectation value φ  xφy is evaluated at the supremum J  Jsup, which automaticallyensures the convexity of the effective action.The quantum equations of motion, which govern the dynamics of expectation values, can bederived from the effective action by functional variation:
J  δΓrφsδφ . (2.3)Ultimately we are interested in solving these in theories such as non-Abelian gauge theories orquantum gravity, to understand the vacuum state of, e.g. QCD or our universe and derive theproperties of excitations on top of this state.The microscopic equations of motion can be vastly different from the effective, macroscopicequations of motion for the expectation values of the quantum fields, see eq. (2.3). These take
1Mathematically, the path integral is challenging, in particular for interacting theories, however it beautifullygeneralises the quantum mechanical idea that a particle simultaneously "takes all possible paths", weighted by phasefactors, instead of just travelling along the classical trajectory. Therefore it presents a very intuitive approach toquantum field theories.2The transition to Euclidean space implies that we will focus on the vacuum properties as well as equilibriumphysics of the theory. Real-time dynamics are accessible in a Lorentzian setting.
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into account the effect of all quantum fluctuations, and will therefore generically contain effectiveinteractions, that are not present in the microscopic dynamics.The main purpose of the Functional Renormalisation Group (FRG) is to connect the descriptionof physics on different momentum scales, in weakly as well as strongly interacting regimes. Itpresents a tool that allows to derive effective dynamics from the underlying microscopic dynamics,even in cases where perturbative tools become inapplicable.The main idea of the FRG states that in order to describe dynamics at a momentum scale kit is not necessary to consider the microscopic interactions at scales greater than the scale k .Instead it suffices to consider an effective theory that is constructed from the microscopic theoryby integrating out quantum fluctuations at high momenta. This idea implies that the infrared,i.e. low-energy physics, decouples from the ultraviolet, i.e. high-energy physics: High-energydegrees of freedom do not explicitly show up in the theory in the infrared, their effect is onlyindirect by determining the values of the coupling constants of the effective theory. Of coursesuch a decoupling does not directly hold for massless degrees of freedom, unless phenomena suchas confinement or dynamical mass generation occur.The implementation relies on the Wilsonian idea of performing the path-integral momentum-shell wise [20, 21, 22], by introducing a floating infrared(IR)-cutoff k , which can be identified withan inverse coarse-graining scale. This is most easily realised in a Euclidean formulation, seeeq. (2.1).In real space the procedure can best be exemplified by Kadanoff’s idea of block spinning[23]: If one is interested in the low-momentum, i.e. large distance, physics of an Ising spinsystem, one can imagine to average microscopic spins over a finite region of space. The systemis then constituted by the averaged spins. Subsequently one rescales the system, which implies,that now one effectively considers a larger number of degrees of freedom (microscopic spins),when looking at the same size of the sample. The effect of this procedure exemplifies the basicproperty of this coarse-graining procedure: While the model we started with typically containsonly nearest-neighbour interactions, the effective, i.e. coarse-grained spin system after averagingand rescaling contains all possible interactions that are compatible with the symmetries, e.g. alsonext-to-nearest-neighbour interactions.This procedure indeed relies crucially on the concept of locality: If an interaction is non-localin the sense that it cannot be rewritten as a finite number of terms in an expansion in powersof derivatives, it implies that one cannot meaningfully average quantum fluctuations over a finiteregion in space. Typically one considers only local microscopic dynamics in QFTs. Non-localinteractions should only emerge in the limit where all quantum fluctuations have been integratedout. A well-known example is the Polyakov action in two dimensions, where, e.g. a scalar field iscoupled minimally to gravity. Integrating out the scalar field explicitly yields a non-local actionfor gravity [24], see also [25]. The non-locality is in this sense an emergent phenomenon.Let us stress that the requirement of locality is also at the heart of the necessity to renormalise:Since interactions are local, their expansion in Fourier components requires the inclusion of com-ponents of arbitrarily high momentum p. This leads to divergent loop-integrals in perturbationtheory, where the divergences are then removed by a regularisation and subsequent renormali-sation procedure. Introducing a physical cutoff into the theory, which can be interpreted as thescale of non-locality implies that physical results will depend on this scale, but it removes theUV-divergences in perturbative loop integrals.The simple example of Kadanoff’s block spinning procedure may be misleading in a crucialpoint, as it suggests that the coarse-graining scale may be identified with a length scale. Thismay not be always correct: Degrees of freedom are usually integrated out according to their
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eigenvalue of the kinetic operator3. In many theories this corresponds precisely to the simpleLaplacian operator and therefore to an inverse length scale. In particular quantum field theorieson a flat background with vanishing background fields typically have a kinetic operator whichis just given by the momentum squared. In the case of theories with UV-IR mixing (e.g. fieldtheories on a non-commutative background) such a separation does not occur. Also consideringquantum fluctuations around a non-trivial classical background field will typically result in thespectrum of the kinetic operator depending on this background field.Let us now formalise the above ideas: A momentum-shell-wise integration of quantum fluctu-ations can be implemented by defining a scale-dependent generating functional
ZkrJs  » DΛφeSrφs ³ Jφ∆Sk with ∆Sk  12
»
p φppq  Rkpp2q  φppq. (2.4)
Here the infrared regulator function Rkpp2q with Rkpp2q ¡ 0 for p2k2 Ñ 0 ensures that the contribu-tion of quantum fluctuations with momenta below k2 is suppressed by a k-dependent mass-liketerm4. As the regulator function is chosen to vanish for p2 ¡ k2, high-momentum quantum fluc-tuations are unsuppressed and fully contribute to the path integral, see fig. 2.1.
RkHp2L
k2
È
¶tRkHp2L
p2
Figure 2.1: We show a reg-ulator of the type Rkpp2q p2
e p2k2 1 and its scale-derivative
BtRkpp2q, to exemplify thesuppression of low-energymodes. The scale-dependentmass-term vanishes for p2 "k2.
Furthermore the limit Rkpp2q kÑ8ÝÑ 8 ensures that the effective average or flowing action, definedby a modified Legendre transform
Γkrφs  supJ
» J  φ lnZkrJs
 ∆Sk . (2.5)
fulfills Γk kÑ8ÝÑ S, see, e.g. [26]: The exponential of the flowing action satisfies
eΓk rφs  » D φ eSrφs ³ δΓrφsδφ pφφqe 12 ³pφφqRkpφφq. (2.6)
3It is also possible to study theories with a trivial kinetic term such as matrix models for 2-dimensional gravity.Here the procedure of integration out quantum fluctuations proceeds in a more abstract space, allowing the continuumlimit of such theories to be studied.4Although we use a notation that suggests that the regulator depends on the momentum, it generically dependson the kinetic operator, which may be the momentum squared in simple cases, but can also be an appropriatecovariant differential operator or similar. In such cases the regulator distinguishes quantum fluctuations with respectto their eigenvalues of the kinetic operator. The variable p2 therefore is to be understood as a placeholder for theeigenvalues of the kinetic operator, and ³p correspondingly can also be a sum over discrete eigenvalues.
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As in the limit k Ñ 8 the regulator suppresses all modes  k2, the second exponential isproportional to a delta function δpφ  φq.In the limit k Ñ 0 we recover the effective action which includes the effect of all quantumfluctuations, since the regulator function vanishes in this limit.The flowing action defines a family of effective theories, labelled by the scale k , which canbe used to describe dynamics at the momentum scale k and which interpolate smoothly betweenthe classical action in the ultraviolet and the effective action in the infrared.To evaluate the main contributions to a process that involves external momenta at the scale k ,a tree level evaluation of Γk suffices, since external momenta effectively act as a cutoff in loopdiagrams5.To better understand the effective average action let us turn to theory space, which is the spacespanned by the couplings of all operators compatible with the field content and the symmetriesof the theory. Clearly this space is typically infinite dimensional, so that we can only depict asubspace.The effective average action at a scale k is specified by giving the values of all couplings atthis scale, defining a point in theory space. Integrating out quantum fluctuations in the momentumshell δk then results in a shift of the couplings. For a theory with a known microscopic or classicalaction we can thus start in the far ultraviolet and integrate out fluctuations all the way down tok Ñ 0, where we reach the full effective action, cf. fig. 2.2.
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microscopic action S
effective action Г
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g
n
Figure 2.2: Integrating out quan-tum fluctuations results in a flowin theory space, which connectsthe microscopic action Scl to thefull effective action ΓkÑ0.
The effect of quantum fluctuations hence is to induce a flow in theory space, which connects theclassical action in the ultraviolet to the full effective action in the infrared. The tangent vectors tothe flow lines are given by the scale derivative of the effective average action, which is governedby the Wetterich equation.
5This is the main rationale, e.g. behind a particular type of RG-improvement: Assuming the validity of the classicalequations of motion, the effect of quantum fluctuations in a semi-classical regime can be included by substitutingthe couplings with their running counterparts. A crucial step in this procedure is the suitable identification of k witha physical scale of the problem. In the context of asymptotically safe quantum gravity many results on the effect ofquantum gravity in cosmology and astrophysics can be derived in this way, for a review see [27].
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2.3 Wetterich equation for gauge theories
The Wetterich equation [28] is an exact equation for the scale derivative of the effective action,which does not rely on the existence of a small parameter and holds for arbitrary values of thecouplings. Reviews can be found in [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34]. For the specific case of gauge theories,see [35, 36, 37].For gauge theories we have a choice between two formulations: One may either construct agauge-invariant flow equation [38, 39, 40], or work in a gauge-fixed formulation. The first may beconsidered to be cleaner conceptually; the second is more adapted to practical calculations.We therefore proceed to gauge-fix, using the well-known Faddeev-Popov procedure (see, e.g.[41] or [12] for the case of gravity), which is a procedure developed in the context of perturbationtheory. In a gauge-fixed approach we may encounter a serious problem, namely the Gribovproblem [42, 43]: The perturbative gauge-fixing procedure is not well-defined in some gauges inthe non-perturbative regime. One example is the Landau gauge in Yang-Mills theory, where thegauge condition is F  BµAµ  0, (2.7)and the corresponding Faddeev-Popov operator is
Mab  BµDµab, (2.8)where by Latin indices we denote colour indices.The gauge-fixing condition eq. (2.7) is not unique, so each gauge field configuration hasseveral Gribov-copies, which are related by a gauge transformation and nevertheless also fulfillthe gauge condition eq. (2.7). Thus a gauge orbit, which corresponds to only one particularphysical field configuration, intersects the gauge-fixing hypersurface in gauge field configurationspace multiple times, cf. fig. 2.3. Furthermore the Faddeev-Popov operator eq. (2.8) is not positivedefinite for large values of the gauge field. This property follows directly from a considerationof gauge copies of a field configuration which also fulfill the gauge condition eq. (2.7). Foran infinitesimal gauge transformation, there exists a gauge copy also fulfilling eq. (2.7), if theFaddeev-Popov operator has a zero eigenvalue6. For perturbation theory the problem is non-existent, since BµDµab Ñ B2δab has a positive spectrum for vanishing coupling. Both problemsimply that the generating functional, on which the flow equation is founded conceptually, isill-defined non-perturbatively.A solution to the Gribov problem is given by a restriction of the domain of integration in thegenerating functional to the first Gribov region, or even the fundamental modular region, whichboth have a positive definite Faddeev-Popov operator, and the second of which singles out exactlyone representative per gauge orbit, thus uniquely implementing the gauge condition [44], cf.fig. 2.3. It can be shown that the origin of gauge field configuration space is contained in bothregions, and both are bounded and convex regions. Interestingly this restriction results in non-trivial boundary conditions for the ghost and gluon propagator in the deep infrared, which canbe incorporated in the flow equation. For more details see, e.g. the review articles [36, 45]. For
6To see this explicitly, consider a gauge transformed configuration A˜µ of a configuration Aµ that fulfills the gaugecondition, i.e. BµAµ  0. Requiring that the gauge-transformed field also satisfies the gauge condition, results in
BµpU:BµU   U:AµUq  0, where U is an element of the gauge group. Specialising to infinitesimal transformationsU  1   ω, and using that Aµ satisfies the gauge condition, we finally get B2ω  BµωAµ   AµBµω  0, whichwe recognise as the Faddeev-Popov-operator acting on ω. Thus the Faddeev-Popov operator has to have a zeroeigenvalue.
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Figure 2.3: We show asketch of the (infinite dimen-sional) gauge field config-uration space, indicating agauge orbit by the blue line.The gauge-fixing hypersur-face is indicated by the greenplain, and the first Gribovregion and the fundamentalmodular region are shown inblue and yellow, respectively.Note that these include theorigin of gauge-field config-uration space and share acommon boundary.
details on how the restriction to the first Gribov region is implemented within the flow equation,see sec. 3.2.2.It is known that in Yang-Mills theory no local and Lorentz covariant gauge exists, whichsingles out only one representative per gauge orbit. In other words, all these gauges sufferfrom the Gribov problem [43]. The non-uniqueness of gauge-fixing ultimately follows from thetopology of the gauge group, which is why a unique gauge-fixing can be defined locally, e.g.in perturbation theory, but not globally. In the case of gravity the Gribov problem also exists[46, 47], but it has not been studied yet, how it can be solved and what the consequences, e.g.for the metric and the ghost propagator will be in a strongly-interacting regime.Let us now proceed to state and explain the Wetterich equation in a gauge-fixed setting,keeping in mind that depending on the gauge we might have to deal with the Gribov problem.The generating functional in a gauge-fixed formulation with source terms for the gauge andghost fields is then given by
ZkrJs  » D Aµ D c D c¯eSrAsSgfSgh ³ JA ³ η¯c³ c¯η∆Sk , (2.9)
where the classical action SrAs is supplemented by a gauge-fixing term
Sgf  12α
»
x F  F (2.10)with the gauge-fixing functional F . For the sake of simplicity we suppress whatever indices itmight carry. The corresponding Faddeev-Popov ghost term reads
Sgh   » c¯ M  c, (2.11)
whereM is obtained by deriving the gauge-transformed condition F with respect to the gaugeparameter. Note that the regulator term is present for all quantum fields, i.e. also for the ghosts.
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The Wetterich equation can then be derived straightforwardly:
BtΓkrA, c¯, cs  kBkΓkrA, c¯, cs  12STr

BtRk Γp2qk rA, c¯, cs   Rk	1 . (2.12)
Here Γp2qk denotes the second functional derivative of the flowing action with respect to thegauge field Aµ and the ghost and antighost fields c and c¯. It is therefore a (not necessarilydiagonal) matrix in field space, and also carries Lorentz and internal indices as well as space-time dependence. The supertrace STr implements a trace over all, continuous as well as discreteindices and introduces an additional negative sign for Grassmann valued fields. For minimallycoupled fields on a flat background and zero classical background fields, it implies a simpleintegration over the momentum7.The flow equation is automatically UV as well as IR finite: The IR finiteness follows byconstruction. The UV finiteness follows from the scale derivative of the regulator in the numerator,which vanishes for p2 " k2 and is typically peaked around p2  k2. The trace on the right-hand side of the flow equation receives the main contribution from eigenvalues of the inversepropagator which are comparable to k . This implements the idea of performing the functionalintegral momentum-shell wise.Structurally, the flow equation, although in spirit based on the path integral, is independentof the question of the path integral being well-defined. It is a functional differential equation,allowing for an analytical as well as numerical treatment also beyond the perturbative regimeand in regions where, e.g. numerical simulations of the path integral based on Monte-Carlotechniques break down.Note that the flow equation has a one-loop structure, which is technically very favorable,as no overlapping loop integrations, as they do occur, e.g. in other non-perturbative functionalequations such as Dyson-Schwinger equations, have to be performed. Nevertheless, the equationis exact and does not miss contributions that are formulated as two-loop or higher terms in otherapproaches. Using fully dressed vertices and propagators corresponds to a particular type ofresummation of diagrams, which accounts for the compatibility of being exact and one-loop.In particular, perturbation theory can be reproduced to any order by iteratively applying theWetterich equation [49, 50].One may also choose to regularise the theory with an operator insertion that depends onhigher powers of the field. As discussed in [50], the fact that expectation values with more thantwo fields involve multi-loop integrals will result in the flow equation not being of one-loop type.Since this is a highly desirable property for computational reasons, the regulator insertion ischosen to be quadratic in the fields.The flow equation has a diagrammatic representation: Denoting the full propagator by astraight line for gauge bosons and a dashed line for Faddeev-Popov ghosts, it reads:This diagrammatic representation, reminiscent of Feynman diagrams, emphasises again that theflow equation does not contain any functional integrals.
7Note that one can also derive the Wetterich equation by assuming that the theory is defined by some generatingfunctional for the n-point correlation functions. No path-integral representation needs to be invoked at any point inthe derivation here [48], which clarifies, why the Wetterich equation is not directly influenced by issues related tothe path-integral measure such as anomalies etc. This does of course not preclude the treatment of an anomaloustheory within the framework presented here. The boundary conditions required to solve the Wetterich equation caninclude such effects. Furthermore terms that arise due to an anomaly can be included in the effective average action,and their physical implications can be studied.
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BtΓkrAs  12
Figure 2.4: Diagrammatic represen-tation of the flow equation: Thetrace over the full propagator givesa closed circle, with the regulatorinsertion BtRk denoted by a crossedcircle.
Typical applications of the flow equation will be theories, which show a transition from weakto strong interactions over a range of scales, which prohibits the use of perturbation theory. Oftensuch a transition is accompanied by a change in the effective degrees of freedom (e.g. in QCD fromquarks and gluons to hadrons, or in cold atoms in the BEC-BCS crossover), and by a spontaneousbreakdown of symmetries (such as chiral symmetry in QCD). Here the huge advantage of thisapproach is that it also works in cases, where we do not a priori know the effective degrees offreedom, or the realisation of a symmetry. The functional RG comes with a toolbox that allowsto "ask" the theory, which degrees of freedom are relevant, and what is the status of fundamentalsymmetries. The first is implemented simply by checking, which degrees of freedom give thedominant contribution to physics at a scale k . Phenomena such as, e.g. hadronisation in QCDare accounted for by including effective boson fields through a (scale-dependent) bosonisation[51, 52]. The spontaneous breaking of global symmetries is accessible through the evaluation ofthe full effective potential, which determines the vacuum expectation value of the field.
2.3.1 Fundamental theories from β functions and fixed pointsExpanding the effective average action in the infinite sum
Γk ¸i gipkqOi (2.13)of operators Oi multiplied by running couplings, the Wetterich equation can be rewritten as aninfinite tower of coupled differential equations. The scale dependence of the couplings is capturedin the β functions, which are defined by βi  Bt gipkq. (2.14)β functions thus form a vector field in theory space, the "flow", which yields an RG-trajectoryupon integration.Of special interest are fixed points in theory space, where βi  0 @i, hence the theory isscale-independent. Here we are interested in the β-functions of the dimensionless couplingsg˜i  kngi, where n is the canonical dimension of the coupling. Using dimensionless couplingsensures that we have a true scale-independence of the effective average action at a fixed point.If, e.g. the dimensionful couplings tend to a constant, this implies, that we have kept a scale inthe theory. We are interested in discovering truly scale-free theories, thus we should work withdimensionless couplings.We are particularly interested in fixed points of essential couplings, as these cannot be set tounity by a redefinition of the fields. Examples for inessential couplings for which no fixed-point
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condition holds (and the β functions of which are algebraic functions of the other couplings only)are usually the wave-function renormalisation factors; in the case of the metric this is actuallymore subtle, see [53].Fixed points allow us to take the UV (k Ñ 8) limit in such a way as to avoid divergencesin couplings and thus also in measurable quantities. If a β function has a (UV-attractive) fixedpoint, then the couplings approach their fixed-point values when k Ñ 8.Therefore UV fixed points are interesting as they allow to define a UV completion of an effectivetheory. Here we would like to clarify one issue, as the statement that the FRG can be used tosearch for UV completions may be confusing at first sight. This is, since the "natural" direction ofthe flow is from the UV to the IR, where high-momentum degrees of freedom are integrated out.However FRG equations such as the Wetterich equation can also be used explicitly to discover apossible UV completion of an effective theory. Technically a necessary condition for this to workis the fact that the classical action does not enter the Wetterich equation. Instead of specifyinga classical action, we determine a theory space. Then the Wetterich equation determines the βfunctions in this theory space, which may admit fixed points. Such fixed points can then be usedto construct a UV completion. The Wetterich equation therefore is a tool that allows to predictthe classical action, given a field content and symmetries.In this case one may wonder, how the RG flow can actually be used "backwards", since oneactually loses microscopic information when using the RG flow from the UV to the IR (i.e. inthe natural direction). Due to universality many different kinds of UV completions can result inthe same effective theory in the infrared. If the values of all running couplings where known toarbitrary precision at some IR scale, this would determine a unique RG trajectory, the UV limitof which could be investigated. If this trajectory ran into a FP, this would define a possible UVcompletion, however not necessarily a unique one, since a different microscopic theory might showsimilar behaviour in the IR. In particular in cases where the UV degrees of freedom are actuallydifferent from the effective IR degrees of freedom, the theory space built from the IR degrees offreedom is not the correct one to search for a UV completion. From a "bottom-up view" there isno possibility to decide whether the degrees of freedom change at some very high scale. This isprecisely due to universality: Totally different UV completions may all have the same effectivelow-momentum description. Using the FRG to search for UV completions therefore only testswhether there is a consistent possibility to find a UV completion for an effective theory in thesame theory space.
Ultimately having established the existence of the fixed point one then uses the flow in the"natural" direction to integrate out quantum fluctuations to get to the IR and investigate whetherthe low-momentum regime agrees with expectations from effective theories such as General Rel-ativity, or the Standard Model.
We may then distinguish two types of fixed points: The Gaußian fixed point (GFP) is definedby βi  0 with fixed-point values gi  0 @i. At a GFP all interactions vanish, and only thekinetic terms of a theory remain. In its vicinity, physical observables can then be calculated byperturbative tools in an expansion in small couplings.8
8Note however that some observables may depend on the coupling non-perturbatively even for small coupling,i.e. a resummation of the perturbative expansion may be necessary to recover the correct behaviour. That is tosay, the small-coupling expansion and a perturbative expansion are not necessarily the same thing. As an example,consider the small-coupling expansion of the free energy of the quark-gluon plasma, which contains genuinelynon-perturbative coefficients at Opg6q, see [54] and references therein.
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The most prominent example of a Gaußian fixed point is given by non-Abelian gauge theorieswith a limited number of fermions in the fundamental representation. The Gaußian fixed pointis UV stable, as can be seen from the negative coefficient of the one-loop β-function of suchtheories. The theory then exhibits highly non-trivial IR behaviour, due to the running of therelevant coupling.A less well-studied case is given by a non-Gaußian fixed point (NGFP), where βi  0 atgi  0 (for at least one i). This defines a theory with residual (and possibly strong) interactionsat the fixed point. Perturbative calculations become highly challenging here and typically cannotbe implemented straightforwardly. Nevertheless defining the UV completion with a NGFP yieldsa fundamental theory, as does also the use of a GFP.The classification of fixed points works by the number of attractive directions and the valuesof the critical exponents, which are universal (i.e. regularisation-scheme independent) numbersthat parametrise the flow in the vicinity of the fixed point. Many universality classes are well-known from thermodynamics, where they describe the dependence of observables on externalparameters such as the temperature in the vicinity of a second-order phase transition. Fixedpoints can actually be linked to second order phase transitions, as there the correlation lengthdiverges which implies that the theory becomes scale-free at the phase transition. In other words,fluctuations on all scales are important for the dynamics of the theory. A scale-free theory inturn is one that lives at a fixed point.Let us introduce the critical exponents by considering the linearised flow around the fixedpoint: βgi  Btgi  Bij  gjpkq  gj  Opgjpkq  gj q2, where (2.15)Bij  BβgiBgj g (2.16)is the stability matrix. A solution to eq. (2.15) is given by:
gipkq  gi  ¸n CnV ni
 kk0

θn . (2.17)
Herein tθu  spectpBijq are the eigenvalues of the stability matrix (including an additionalnegative sign) and V n are the (right) eigenvectors of Bij . The scale k0 is a reference scale andthe Cn are constants of integration. The behaviour of the couplings gipkq clearly depends on theeigenvalues θn, see fig. 2.5: In order for gipkq to hit the fixed point in the ultraviolet, the constantsCn have to be set to zero for those n where θn   0. Directions with θn   0 are called irrelevantdirections. They do not contain any free parameter. In cases where the stability matrix has zeroeigenvalues, the behaviour of these marginally (ir) relevant directions is determined by the nextorder in the linearised flow. If the zero persists to all orders such a direction is truly marginal.If we have set all Cn  0 for θn   0, we are on the critical surface. This implies that the θn ¡ 0which belong to relevant directions, will ensure that we are attracted into the NGFP towardsthe ultraviolet. This happens irrespective of the value of the Cn of the relevant directions, whichimplies that these Cn correspond to free parameters. Note that typically the operators enteringthe effective action do not simply correspond to (ir)relevant directions at a NGFP; non-trivialsuperpositions of these typically do.
The issue of predictivity is related to the flow towards the IR: UV attractive directions are ofcourse IR repulsive, therefore the IR observable value of the coupling is not determined by the
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Figure 2.5: Sketch of the flow towardsthe ultraviolet in a three-dimensionalsubspace of theory space: The criticalsurface and the NGFP are indicatedin purple, relevant directions are blue,irrelevant directions red. Trajectoriesthat lie slightly off the critical surface(green) are attracted by the NGFP, butthen flow away from it due to the irrel-evant couplings.
fixed point, and has to be fixed by an experiment. This feature leads to the name "relevant"coupling, and it is linked to a free parameter, as the constant of integration remains unfixed. TheIR values of irrelevant couplings are predictable from the values of the relevant couplings. Forexamples of this in the context of a NGFP see, e.g. [9, 55]. In order to approach the NGFP inthe UV the initial conditions in the IR have to lie exactly on a trajectory that ends up within thecritical surface. A slight shift away from the critical surface suffices that, at possibly very largek , the flow is driven away from the NGFP along a repulsive direction. Since the couplings thushave to agree with values in the critical surface to arbitrary precision, the requirement to hit theNGFP might, loosely speaking, be understood as a certain type of fine-tuning problem 9.The search for a UV completion is a very interesting issue in the case of gravity. On the otherhand the use of the flow equation is also highly useful in the context of Yang-Mills theories,where due to asymptotic freedom perturbative calculations break down in the infrared. In bothcases we are interested in applying the Wetterich equation to a gauge theory, so we have tounderstand the relation between symmetries and the FRG.
2.3.2 Symmetries in the Functional Renormalisation GroupIn the case of gauge theories the introduction of a cutoff is a rather subtle issue: A simplemomentum cutoff clearly breaks the gauge invariance by cutting off modes that are gauge equiv-alent to modes that are integrated out. Another way of saying this is that the cutoff correspondsto a mass-like term, which is clearly incompatible with gauge invariance, as we are not in theHiggs-phase of the theory, and the mass is not induced by a non-trivial vacuum expectation value(VEV)10. Thus, a cutoff term will appear in the Ward-identities, which we briefly discuss here.A crucial aspect of gauge theories is the consideration of the remnants of gauge symmetry ina gauge-fixed formulation. Using translation invariance of the path integral in field space, one
9Note that here we mean something quite different from the usual fine-tuning problem, which pertains to ahierarchy of scales and implies that values of couplings have to be tuned very precisely at high energies, in orderto allow for dimensionful couplings to be of Op1q at low energies.10And of course due to Elitzur’s theorem [56] a non-zero VEV in a gauge theory is only observable after havingfixed a gauge.
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may easily derive the Ward-identities:
GΓk  G∆Sk   xG pSgf   Sgh   ∆Skqy. (2.18)
Herein G is the symmetry generator of the symmetry under consideration.Accordingly the regulator term simply adds an additional contribution to the Ward identity,which at k Ñ 0 reduces to the standard Ward identity. From eq. (2.18) it is also clear that onemay in principle choose to regularise a theory with a symmetry using a regulator which breaksthat symmetry. Then the only term in eq. (2.18) results from the regulator. Such a constructionshould however be avoided if possible since a symmetry-breaking regulator implies that the flowwill take place in the larger theory space which is subject to the remnant and not the physicalsymmetry.It is possible to show that the modified Ward-identity holds under the flow, if it holds at aninitial scale, see, e.g. [36]. For practical purposes however an exact solution of the flow equationis impossible to find, see sec. 2.3.4. Thus the Ward identity will typically be violated.
2.3.3 Gauge theories: Background field methodThe background field method allows to construct an effective average action that is gauge-invariant in the limit k Ñ 0 [57]. This is accomplished by gauge-fixing with respect to anauxiliary background field A¯µ (or g¯µν in the case of gravity).To this end the physical field is split into a background field and a fluctuation field
Aµ  A¯µ   aµ gµν  g¯µν   hµν. (2.19)
Note that for the metric this entails that the inverse metric will have an expansion in powers of thefluctuation field hµν with terms of arbitrary high order, since gµνgνκ  δκµ holds. This property will(in part) be responsible for a larger number of different interaction vertices that can be constructedin gravity from very basic truncations. In particular the ubiquitous metric determinant ?g in thevolume factor generates couplings to arbitrary powers of the fluctuation metric. Therefore in thecase of gravity, every truncation involving at least a cosmological term λ ³ ddx?g can be expandedto arbitrary order in fluctuation-n-point functions. This is very different from Yang-Mills theory,and one of the reasons why terms of a similar structure (e.g. minimally coupled fermions), maygive rise to very different flows in Yang-Mills theory and gravity, see chap. 5 for details.In the case of gravity this split has the additional advantage that one can use the backgroundmetric to construct a background-covariant Laplacian with respect to which one can classifyfluctuation modes into "high-momentum" and "low-momentum" modes, for details see chap. 4.One may choose the background field to fulfill, e.g. the quantum equations of motion, but thisis not strictly necessary. The background field need not be understood as a physical background,around which small quantum fluctuations are considered. In particular in the case of gravity it iscrucial, that the background field method does not imply that hµν is a small fluctuation around aflat (or possibly cosmological) background. Let us emphasise that the background field method isto be understood primarily as a technical tool, and for its use does neither require the backgroundfield to be the true physical expectation value of the gauge field, nor assume that the fluctuationsare restricted in amplitude.We now gauge-fix the fluctuation field with respect to the background field, by generalisingcovariant gauge conditions without a background (resp. a trivial, i.e. flat one in the case of
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gravity). The gauge-fixing condition is, e.g. given byF  D¯µaµ  0, (2.20)for the case of non-Abelian gauge theories. In the case of gravity, the background field gaugecondition will typically contain several terms, which is a simple consequence of the metric beinga tensor instead of a vector. Accordingly the gauge comes with two parameters in gravity, as thedifferent terms in the gauge condition may have different weights. Explicitly it is given by
Fµ  D¯µhµν  1  ρd D¯µhνν, (2.21)in d dimensions. Hence the gauge-fixing term fixes the fluctuation fields with respect to thebackground fields. In both cases it contains a transversality condition of the fluctuation field withrespect to the background. In the case of gravity the second term is a condition to be fulfilled bythe trace of the fluctuation field.The corresponding Faddeev-Popov operator readsMac  D¯abµ Dµ bc (2.22)for non-Abelian gauge theories. In gravity we have
Mµν  D¯ρg¯µκgκνDρ   D¯ρg¯µκgρνDκ  12p1  ρqD¯µg¯ρσgρνDσ . (2.23)Again the fact that the metric is a tensor entails a more complicated structure and also demandsthe Grassmannian ghost fields to transform as vectors. The crucial step in the background fieldmethod is the introduction of an auxiliary background gauge transformation (for details see, e.g.[36, 12, 13]). Let us stress that this is purely auxiliary and does not acquire a physical meaning atthis stage. The above gauge-fixing term is then invariant under the sum of the auxiliary and thephysical gauge transformation. We therefore conclude that the effective action in the backgroundfield formalism is gauge-invariant if we identify the background field with the full gauge field.These considerations can be directly transmitted to the effective average action Γkra, A¯s, fordetails see, e.g. [58, 59, 32, 36, 12, 13]. Note however that setting Aµ  A¯µ (gµν  g¯µν) beforethe evaluation of the full RG flow is incorrect, as the flow in the extended theory space containsoperators that vanish in this limit. This does however not imply that they cannot contribute tothe flow of operators that will be gauge invariant under the identification of background field andgauge field. Therefore the price to pay for the construction of a gauge invariant effective actionin the limit k Ñ 0 is the dependence of the flow on two gauge fields/ metrics. Note that of coursethe modified WTI’s (derived from acting with the physical gauge transformations on the effectiveaverage action) still have to be fulfilled and impose non-trivial symmetry constraints.Within the background field formalism, the inverse propagator is given by Γp2,0qk ra, A¯s, hencewe need the second functional derivative with respect to the fluctuation field. This quantity isnot accessible from the flow of Γkr0, A¯s. Hence the flow equation for the effective action of thebackground field (i.e. at zero fluctuation field) is not closed [32, 60, 61, 50, 62, 63].
BtΓkr0, A¯s  12STrΓp2,0qk r0, A¯s   Rk	1 BtRk . (2.24)Several routes are now open: One may set Aµ  A¯µ (gµν  g¯µν) after deriving the inversepropagator, i.e. setting Γp2,0qk r0, A¯s  Γp2qk rA¯s. What one typically does here is to neglect all
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operators in theory space which depend on the background field apart from the gauge-fixing termand the ghost term. One then evaluates the second functional derivative with respect to the gaugefield, and then proceeds to identify the gauge field and the background field. This neglects alldifferences between the flow of background quantities and quantities that are constructed from thephysical gauge field, or from a combination of background and physical fields. In particular, oneneglects the back-coupling of terms depending on both fields into the flow, except the gauge-fixingand ghost terms. For examples, see [64, 65] and [12] for the case of gravity.One may also work in a truncation where terms that depend on both the full gauge field andthe background field are taken into account. This strategy has recently been applied to the caseof quantum gravity [66, 67]. Working in this extended theory space naturally implies a largernumber of terms that couple into the flow and usually necessitates a higher level of technicalsophistication in order to distinguish the flow of different operators.The last possibility is to use a relation between the background field gauge and covariantgauges like the Landau gauge: As is clear from the gauge condition eq. (2.20), the former is relatedto the latter for vanishing background field. This allows to reconstruct the inverse propagatorin the presence of a background field from the inverse Landau gauge propagators. The idea hasfirst been applied in [68] and will be used in this thesis to investigate aspects of confinement inYang-Mills theories, see chap. 3.
2.3.4 The necessity to truncateThe Wetterich equation is an exact one-loop equation, however for practical computations itusually yields only approximate results, due to the following reason: As discussed above (seesec. 2.1), the flow equation generates a vector field in theory space. In general this vector fieldhas non-vanishing components in all (infinitely many) directions in theory space. Therefore onlya treatment including all these directions leads to exact results. This however is in general im-possible, as the Wetterich equation constitutes an infinite tower of coupled differential equations.As an example, consider the flow equation for an n-point vertex, which implies taking the nthfunctional derivative of the right-hand-side of the Wetterich equation with respect to the field:Using that (schematically) δδφ Γp2qk 	1  Γp2qk 	1 Γp3qk Γp2qk 	1 , (2.25)
it is easy to see that BtΓpnqk will then be related to Γpn 1qk and Γpn 2qk . To deal with this infinitetower of equations is in general impossible11. Therefore it is necessary to truncate the theoryspace by simply making an ansatz for an (infinite) subset of couplings (generically one simplysets these to zero). Then one can proceed to derive the flow equation in this truncation, whichin general is different from the flow equation projected onto the truncation.The strength of the approach lies in the fact that truncations may be chosen following verydifferent guiding principles: A truncation adapted to the perturbative regime neglects opera-tors generated by higher powers of the coupling. In such a truncation it is possible to recoverperturbation theory to any order [49, 50].On the other hand, e.g. a derivative expansion sorts operators by the number of derivativesthey contain and is therefore intrinsically non-perturbative. It is therefore a well-adapted tool to
11Note, e.g. the following important exception: In the deep-IR limit where all momenta go to zero, a scaling ansatzfor the vertices in Yang-Mills theory presents a consistent solution to the complete tower of equations [69, 70].
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study theories in the non-perturbative regime. It is also possible to work in a vertex expansion,which is "orthogonal" to the derivative expansion in the sense, that an infinite number of differentoperators from the derivative expansion can in principle contribute to one operator in the vertexexpansion (since, e.g. the three-point function can contain an arbitrary function of the momenta).Within gauge theories a derivative expansion allows for a more straightforward incorporation ofthe gauge symmetry, as gauge symmetric operators can, in Yang-Mills theories as well as gravity,easily be sorted by the number of derivatives they contain. On the other hand an n-point functionΓpnqk is a gauge-covariant object in gauge theories, as is clearly visible, e.g. in the case of theinverse propagator.One should however note that the term "expansion" used here simply refers to an organisationscheme for the infinitely many operators, and is not to be confused with an expansion, wherehigher-order terms are in some sense smaller than the ones from lower orders12.In the non-perturbative regime a control over the error of the calculation is highly desirable.Here we have to state that in the FRG framework, as also in most other non-perturbative methods,this is in general highly challenging, and not always possible. As it is very intricate to devisea small parameter to control the expansion, the size of neglected terms is not easily accessiblefrom a truncation13.One may however use two different methods to judge the quality of a truncation, apart from theobvious possibility to compare results obtained with the flow equation with results from othermethods (or ideally experimental results). The regulator dependence vanishes in the limit k Ñ 0in the untruncated theory space. As soon as one works within a truncation, a residual regulatordependence remains. Studying the extent of the regulator dependence allows to give an estimatefor the truncation error; however this is a rather crude estimate and one cannot prove that thedistance of the result to the true physical result may not be larger than this estimate. Here,optimisation techniques have been devised, that allow to construct a regulator that minimises thetruncation error [71].At a NGFP the quantities that are universal (i.e. mainly critical exponents) acquire a regulatordependence within truncations. Again variations of the regulator function allow to estimate thequality of the truncation.To check the importance of terms outside a truncation is obviously possible by studying thestability of the result under an enlargement of the truncation. Of course this only allows to clearlydetermine the effect of previously neglected operators, but will not yield a reliable estimate of allterms outside the truncation. In the worst scenario a result may be highly stable under severalsuccessive enlargements of the truncation, from which one may be tempted to conclude that theresult is already very close to the exact one. However an operator outside the largest truncationstudied can still spoil this picture completely.Therefore such studies of the stability of results should always be taken with a grain of salt.The reliability of a truncation can only be determined rigorously by a comparison with the exactresult, which may not be known in many interesting cases.Here it is very useful if complementary methods exist, as is the case in many field theories thatcan be simulated applying lattice discretisation and numerical Monte Carlo studies of the pathintegral. Assuming, that these methods have a good control over their respective error sources
12An exception to this is given, e.g. by the search for relevant couplings at a non-Gaußian fixed point, where, asexplained in sec. 4.1.2, only the first few canonically irrelevant couplings in a derivative expansion may be expectedto turn into relevant ones.13As an example, consider a scalar theory in a derivative expansion, where the size of the anomalous dimensionη can be used to estimate if a derivative expansion works well in this case.
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(e.g. finite-size effects and discretisation artifacts), they can be used to check results obtainedwith the FRG.In some settings the necessity to truncate may also be turned into an advantage, as it mayallow for a clear investigation of physical effects: As the effect of removing a certain operatorfrom a truncation can be studied, the origin of a physical effect can be identified and under-stood within the flow equation. Here, truncations can be used to study the mechanisms behindphysical phenomena, and understand, e.g. which operators are responsible for phenomena suchas spontaneous symmetry breaking (for an example see chap. 5). In particular in the strongly-interacting regime, where potentially many couplings are non-zero, it is important to understandthe mechanisms behind physical properties of the theory. Changing the truncation used to studya physical question helps to appreciate which operators are important in a specific question.
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CHAPTER 3
Aspects of confinement from the Functional Renormalisation Group
3.1 Motivation: Strongly interacting physics in the low-energylimit
QCD is a paradigmatic example for the application of the ideas of the Renormalisation Group.Its UV behaviour is governed by a Gaußian fixed point with one marginally relevant direction,i.e. the theory is asymptotically free and shows a non-trivial RG running towards the IR. Inthe low-energy regime, it becomes strongly-interacting. The microscopic degrees of freedom,quarks and gluons, are then unobservable, instead effective degrees of freedom emerge in theform of colourless massive bound states, the hadrons, which constitute the observable degreesof freedom at low energies. This regime is then characterised by two central properties, namelyconfinement and spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking. As a result the low-energy bound states,the hadrons, become massive. It is important to emphasise that this mass is not related to theHiggs mechanism, which only provides the small current quark masses. The hadron mass ismainly a consequence of the dynamics of QCD.This plethora of interesting physics results from the fact that the theory does not sit exactlyon the GFP, but arbitrarily close to it in the far UV. Since it has one relevant direction, a non-trivial RG-flow occurs, which leaves the scale-free regime in the vicinity of the fixed point. As thecoupling is dimensionless in four dimensions and explicit gauge boson mass terms violate gaugeinvariance, the theory does not possess any inherent classical scale. Quantum fluctuations thusgenerate a non-trivial scale, ΛQCD. The theory becomes strongly interacting at this scale, andexhibits confinement as well as chiral symmetry breaking.At finite temperature, the QCD phase diagram then shows at least two phases, the confinedphase with broken chiral symmetry and the quark-gluon plasma phase with restored chiral sym-metry. There has to be a crossover or a phase transition, the deconfinement phase transition,in between. Also the chiral transition occurs at a similar temperature (at least for vanishingchemical potential), but its connection to the deconfinement transition is not fully clear. Furtherphases, such as a quarkyonic phase with confinement but restored chiral symmetry might occurin the QCD phase diagram at high chemical potential. At very high chemical potential, evencolour superconductivity might be found. This region of the phase diagram remains to be ex-plored from first principles, and the properties of phases as well as the phase boundaries remainto be understood from the microscopic theory.As phase transitions and crossovers are typically linked to a change in the degrees of freedom
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of the system and the formation of bound states, they cannot be described by perturbation theoryto any finite order. Even at zero temperature, the properties of the macroscopic theory, suchas its ground state, are determined by non-perturbative physics. Hence non-perturbative toolsthat allow to investigate a transition between different phases of the theory, and do not breakdown in the non-perturbative regime are required. The FRG can account for a change in theeffective degrees of freedom, and can describe the transition between a strongly and a weaklyinteracting regime. In particular, in the case of QCD, functional methods can incorporate quarksat a finite chemical potential and realistically small masses, and therefore have access to thecomplete phase diagram of QCD [8, 72, 73, 74].Let us stress that functional methods rely on a gauge-fixed formulation, which may yield tech-nical simplifications, as one may adapt the choice of gauge to the problem under investigation1,but is of course more challenging from a conceptual point of view: As all physical quantities,as well as dynamical processes are by definition gauge-invariant, a gauge-fixed calculation may"blur" the physical picture. For example, a physical mechanism such as confinement might manifestitself very differently in different gauges, and a straightforward relation of results from differentgauges might not be possible. Hence one goal of functional methods should be to connect resultsin different gauges and finally account for the physical, i.e. gauge-independent mechanisms ofconfinement and chiral symmetry breaking, as well as the dynamics of the quark-gluon plasmaand of hadronisation processes and so on.A challenging point of current functional methods is their dependence on truncations. It istherefore non-trivial to gain qualitative as well as quantitative control over the non-perturbativeregime of a theory. Here a method that works without truncations, such as lattice gauge the-ory, is a very useful counterpart of a functional RG (or DSE) calculations, as it allows to checkthe quantitative precision of continuum functional calculations, assuming that the systematic aswell as numerical and statistical errors of the lattice calculation are under control. Having foundagreement in a certain area of parameter space, one can use functional methods to explore regionswhich are unaccessible to lattice calculations, for either conceptual reasons, as, e.g. calculationsat finite baryon density, or computational power, as, e.g. the investigation of large gauge groups,or chiral fermions. Besides, functional methods are a very useful tool to gain a deeper under-standing of the properties of the theory. Here a seeming disadvantage, the necessity to truncate,can be turned into an advantage, as it is possible to cleanly distinguish which operators arenecessary to induce a certain physical phenomenon. Clearly lattice simulations and functionalmethods are complementary and could be used concertedly to obtain a full understanding of QCDin the non-perturbative regime2.A crucial first step in the attempt to fully understand QCD is the understanding of the puregauge sector of the theory, which one obtains from QCD by taking the limit of infinite quarkmasses and thus suppressing quark fluctuations in the path integral. Then static quarks can stillbe employed as fundamental colour sources. As confinement is a property induced by the gaugesector of the theory, it may be investigated within this reduced setting.
1As an example, we will see that in covariant gauges, such as Landau gauge, both in Yang-Mills theory andgravity certain modes of the gauge-field or metric, resp. drop out of all diagrams with external vertices.2Both lattice gauge theory as well as functional methods work in the Euclidean path integral formalism, which isappropriate for systems in thermodynamic equilibrium. To realistically describe processes in real time, further stepsare necessary, as emphasised in [75]. As the vacuum state and thermodynamic equilibrium present only very specialcases of the more general formalism admitting non-equilibrium and real-time dynamics, many interesting physicsquestions relating to the equilibration process in the quark-gluon-plasma, or processes in the early universe are noteasily or not at all accessible from the Euclidean formulation.
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In this chapter we will first focus on the zero-temperature limit of the theory. Here the groundstate of the theory is an interesting question, which may be linked to the confining properties ofthe theory. We then go one step further and study the deconfinement phase transition at finitetemperature. Here, we will also shed light on the question what determines the order of thephase transition.
3.2 Gluon condensate in Yang-Mills theory
3.2.1 The ground state of Yang-Mills theory and confinementThe ground state of Yang-Mills theory cannot be inferred from perturbative considerations [76], i.e.the perturbative vacuum is presumably unstable in Yang-Mills theory. This is suggested by thefact that due to asymptotic freedom large values of the expectation value of the field strength xF 2ycorrespond to the perturbative domain, whereas the domain of low field strengths is controlledby the strongly-interacting regime3. Hence, as emphasised in [76], the vacuum configuration ofYang-Mills theory will not be deducible from perturbative calculations. Notably, in a strongly-interacting regime there is no reason to suspect that the solution to the classical equationsof motion will also solve the quantum equations of motion. In more physical terms, quantumfluctuations break the classical scale invariance and can lead to non-vanishing, dimensionfulexpectation values, whereas these vanish perturbatively. Hence the Yang-Mills vacuum stateis characterised by the values of gauge-invariant quantities such as xF 2y, xpF rFq2y, etc.4. Thissuggests a non-trivial vacuum structure of Yang-Mills theories. In particular the well-known traceanomaly, i.e. the impossibility to quantise the theory in a way that respects scale invariance,implies xF 2y  0. This is also known as dimensional transmutation, i.e. the generation of amass-scale by the quantisation of a classically scale invariant theory.An explicit calculation of the one-loop effective action by Savvidy [77, 78] provides evidencefor the instability of the perturbative vacuum to the formation of a non-vanishing constant colour-magnetic field configuration. The one-loop potential for such a field strength shows a non-trivialminimum, which implies xF 2y  0. This may be interpreted as the condensation of gluons inthe vacuum. However this calculation suffers from two problems: The chosen background fieldconfiguration is unstable, as indicated by the existence of a tachyonic mode in the spectrumof the two-point function parametrising small fluctuations around this background [79]. As thistachyonic mode is a long-range phenomenon, the introduction of a spatial inhomogeneity anda configuration of finite-sized "patches" of colourmagnetic background field, also known as the"Kopenhagen vacuum" [79, 80, 81, 82], renders the configuration stable. A second problem whichcalls for a calculation of the effective action beyond one loop is the fact that the one-loop runningcoupling diverges when the effective potential traverses zero, coming from large field strengths.Accordingly the interesting region of field strengths, where Savvidy’s calculation implies theformation of a gluon condensate, lies beyond its domain of validity.Note that the existence of a gluon condensate xF 2y  0 is physically highly attractive,since it might be linked to confinement. This connection exists within a model for the effectivepotential, which retains the classical form of the effective potential, but evaluates the one-loop
3Here we should clarify the following subtlety: Of course a small value of the fluctuation field aµ corresponds tothe regime where perturbation theory is applicable. However a large classical background field strength correspondsto a high mass scale and therefore to the perturbative regime.4For an overview of our notation, see app. A.1.1.
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logarithmically running coupling at a scale set by the field strength:
WeffpF 2q  14g2pF 2qF 2  F 2 lnF 2. (3.1)
(Note that we redefined the gauge field here to scale out the coupling.) Within this model thevacuum acts as a non-linear dielectric medium, where the dielectric constant exhibits a field-dependence, and develops a zero for small field strengths. This leading-log model [76, 83, 84, 85,86, 87, 88], as well as more sophisticated dielectric confinement models [89, 90, 91] incorporate thenon-trivial minimum indicated by Savvidy’s calculation, and furthermore have interesting physicalconsequences: Considering a static quark-antiquark pair on this background leads to a linearlyrising potential between the two sources [76, 85]. In particular, the string tension parametrisingthe potential V  ?σr, can be related to the non-trivial minimum for the gauge group SU(3):
?σ  13F 2min

 14 . (3.2)
Since, in the case of non-dynamical quarks a linearly rising potential can be used as a criterion forconfinement, the non-trivial minimum results in confinement of static fundamental colour sources.Consequently we apply a criterion for confinement that cannot be maintained in full QCD withdynamical quarks. There the potential shows a linearly rising part and then flattens due to string-breaking, where the energy stored in the string suffices for the creation of a quark-antiquark pairand a subsequent formation of two mesonic bound states. (For a further discussion of how criteriafor confinement can be devised in full QCD, see, e.g. [92].)We will evaluate the effective potential from the functional RG here. Accordingly we haveto integrate the Wetterich equation for a non-vanishing background field (cf. eq. (2.24)), whichrequires information on the fluctuation field propagators. Previous work [93, 64] relied on theapproximation of setting Aµ  A¯µ after evaluating the inverse propagator, see also sec. 2.3.3.
3.2.2 Propagators in the background field gaugeThe relation between the background field gauge and the Landau gaugeHere we follow a route to construct the required fluctuation field propagators, that has beenput forward in [68], where it was successfully applied to connect the properties of the Landaugauge propagators to quark confinement. As we will be interested in projecting the flow equationonto a pure background-field effective potential with vanishing fluctuation field, we only need thefluctuation field propagators evaluated at vanishing fluctuation field. The spectrum of fluctuationson a non-trivial background can then be reconstructed from the Landau gauge propagators. Herewe use that the background field gauge condition reduces to the Landau gauge condition in thelimit of vanishing background field:
D¯µpAµ  A¯µq  D¯µaµ  0 A¯µÑ0ÝÑ BµAµ  0. (3.3)
Thus correlation functions in the background field gauge must reduce to Landau gauge correlationfunctions in the same limit. The background field formalism requires the effective action to beinvariant under simultaneous background and gauge transformations. Thus the n-point correlationfunctions have to transform as tensors under background field transformations. This allows to -
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at least partly - reconstruct background field correlation functions from Landau gauge correlationfunctions. In the case of the two-point function, this correspondence reads explicitly:
Γp2qk ra  0, As  Γp2qk Landaur0, AspD 2q   fµνpDqF µν. (3.4)Herein D 2 is a Laplace-type operator that reduces to the Laplacian in the limit of vanishingbackground field. For notational simplicity we drop the bar on the background quantities, as weonly work with the background field and the fluctuation field from now on. The function fµν thatmultiplies the background field strength has to be non-singular in the limit Aµ Ñ 0, such thatΓp2qk r0, 0s  Γp2qk Landau, but is unrestricted otherwise. Unless the background field configuration hasvanishing field strength, higher-order correlation functions in the Landau gauge are necessaryfor the reconstruction of the additional terms.
Landau gauge propagatorsThe inverse ghost and gluon propagators can be parametrised as
pΓp2,0qk,A qabµν r0, 0spp2q  p2ZApp2qPT µνppqδab   p2ZLpp2qα PL µνppqδab , (3.5)for the gluon5 with the gauge parameter α and
pΓp2,0qk,C qabr0, 0spp2q  p2ZCpp2qδab (3.6)for the ghost. The complete effect of the quantum fluctuations, in particular the non-perturbativephysics, is encoded in these wave-function renormalisation factors6.For the longitudinal wave-function renormalisation, we have ZL  1  Opαq. Hence it dropsout of all diagrams beyond one loop in Landau gauge α Ñ 0.Following extensive work during the past decade, FRG calculations [94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99,100, 101, 102], DSE calculations [103, 104, 105, 106, 69, 101, 70], and lattice calculations [107,108, 109, 110, 111] are in agreement in the dynamically important momentum regime, and onlydeviate in the far infrared (see fig. 3.1).In the deep infrared, the wave-function renormalisations ZA,C exhibit a leading momentum be-haviour ZApp2 Ñ 0q  pp2qκA , ZCpp2 Ñ 0q  pp2qκc . (3.7)Here, functional methods and lattice results differ: In accordance with the fact that one expectsa NGFP for the Landau gauge coupling in the deep infrared [103, 105, 69], functional methodsobserve a scaling solution [112, 105], first found in [103, 104] withκA  2κc (3.8)κc  0.595. (3.9)The sum rule eq. (3.8) follows from the existence of a scaling solution: As observed in [69, 70], ascaling ansatz that simultaneously solves the tower of functional RG as well as Dyson-Schwinger
5Here we have used the projection operators onto transversal and longitudinal directions: PT µνppq  δµν  pµpνp2and PL µνppq  δµν  PT µνppq.6Note that the dressing functions G and Z , conventionally used in DSE approaches, are defined to be the inverseof the wave-function renormalisations ZC,A, respectively.
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Figure 3.1: The inverse wave-function renormalisation factors (i.e. dressing functions) for thegluon (left panel) and the ghost (right panel) propagator [101] carry the non-trivial momentumdependence of the full propagator. Results from lattice calculations and the FRG only deviate inthe deep IR regime. The deviation of the DSE calculations to the FRG and lattice results in themid-momentum regime arises from a truncation of the full DSEs.
equations implies that the ghost-gluon vertex remains bare. This property, also known as a non-renormalisation theorem, was deduced in [113] from the transversality of the gluon propagatorin Landau gauge. The value for κc is regulator-dependent, with eq. (3.9) being the value forthe optimised regulator [98], which agrees with the originally found value [105]. Indeed thecritical exponent κc parametrises the scaling behaviour of all n-point ghost and gluon correlationfunctions for the scaling solution [114, 115]. For the scaling solution, the Kugo-Ojima criterionκc ¡ 0 [116, 117] and the Gribov-Zwanziger condition κc ¡ 12 [42, 118] are satisfied. The firstfollows from the definition of the physical Hilbert space with the help of a well-defined globalBRST charge. Hence colour confinement is realised for the scaling solution. The second isrelated to a solution of the Gribov problem by restricting the domain of integration in the pathintegral to the first Gribov region, or the fundamental modular region, where each gauge orbit hasa unique representative and the Faddeev-Popov operator is positive semi-definite. Here one maywonder how boundary conditions on the path integral, such as the restriction to the first Gribovregion, are implemented correctly within the FRG, since the form of the differential equations forthe n-point correlation functions is not altered by restricting the path integral to the first Gribov(or even the fundamental modular) region. However solving the equations with the non-trivialboundary condition on the ghost propagator then implements a solution to the Gribov problemwithin this setting. The Gribov-Zwanziger scenario is also related to confinement, since it statesthat configurations close to the Gribov horizon dominate the IR, and thus are responsible forconfinement7.The scaling solution eq. (3.9) and eq. (3.8) implies that the gluon propagator vanishes in thedeep infrared, which means that a simple picture of confinement due to a diverging gluon propaga-tor cannot be sustained8. Instead the ghosts become dynamically enhanced, as their propagatoris even more divergent than a perturbative propagator. This dominance of an unphysical sectorof the theory is naively rather unexpected and implies that ghosts (at least in Landau gauge) canbe crucial to determine the physical properties of the theory.
7A direct relation to an almost linearly rising quark potential can be established in Coulomb gauge, see, e.g. [45]and references therein.8In fact the quark-antiquark-gluon vertex diverges strongly enough to ensure confinement [119].
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On the other hand, lattice calculations, as well as some DSE studies [120, 121, 122] indicate
κA lat  1 κc lat  0, (3.10)
which has become known under the name decoupling solution, since eq. (3.10) implies an infraredfinite, and therefore massive gluon propagator. This entails the decoupling of gluons in the deepinfrared. As the gluon propagator is positivity-violating for the decoupling solution [101, 123],gluons are not part of the asymptotic state space, although the Kugo-Ojima criterion is notsatisfied.Finite-size effects [124] cannot be made responsible for this difference [125]. As argued in [126],the non-perturbative incompleteness of Landau gauge allows for a further gauge fixing conditionin the non-perturbative regime, which might resolve the Gribov ambiguity and is related to theinfrared value of the ghost propagator. Hence the deviating results on the deep-IR behaviourfrom functional methods and lattice might be understood as arising from the implementation oftwo different gauge conditions.For a part of the investigations in this and the following sec. 3.3, these differences will play norole, as we observe a separation of scales between the deep IR and the scale of the deconfinementphase transition as well as the gluon condensate. As an important conclusion our results areindependent of the IR asymptotics.Let us emphasise that the definition of a global BRST charge is necessary for the constructionof a physical Hilbert space within the framework of Kugo and Ojima. This singles out the scalingsolution in contradistinction to the decoupling solution [127], as only the former satisfies thecriterion that well-definiteness of the global BRST charge imposes on the ghost propagator.As the propagators that we will employ encode colour confinement due to the Kugo-Ojima/Gribov-Zwanziger scenario, we will establish a connection between this scenario and a modelshowing confinement of static quarks, the leading-log model.Finding such connections between seemingly unrelated confinement scenarios will hopefully ul-timately allow to arrive at a fully consistent and gauge-independent understanding of the con-finement mechanism. Here we only perform a first step in such a direction, as we link correlationfunctions respecting a confinement criterion in one particular gauge to a classical model for theYang-Mills ground state that shows confinement of static quarks.
Propagators on a self-dual background
As we are interested in the effective potential WkpF 2q  ΓkpF2qΩ , where Ω denotes the space-time volume, the reconstruction of the background gauge propagators requires knowledge on thefunction fµνpDq in eq. (3.4). This function is related to higher order correlation functions in Landaugauge. Here, we perform a "minimal" reconstruction, by generalising p2 Ñ DT, DL, Dgh.
for the transversal gluon: DT µν   D2δµν   2igFµν (3.11)for the longitudinal gluon: DL µν  DµDν (3.12)for the ghost: Dgh  D2. (3.13)
We include the spin-one coupling of the transversal gluon fluctuation field to the backgroundand use the covariant derivative with respect to the background field, which is given by Dabµ 
Bµδab   gfabcAcµ. This choice is motivated by a correct perturbative limit.
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3.2.3 Self-dual field configurationWe now choose a background field configuration that allows to project onto the effective potentialW pF 2q. Hence a covariantly constant field strength with DµF κλ  0 suffices. As the spectrum ofthe above Laplace-type operators eq. (3.13), or at least the heat-kernel trace for these operatorshas to be known, we have a limited choice in the possible background field configurations. Toavoid problems with tachyonic modes that indicate the instability of a background [79, 128] weproject onto the only known stable covariantly constant background, which is selfdual, hence
rFµν  12ε κλµν Fκλ  Fµν. (3.14)This implies that we have to give up on the uniqueness of the projection, as the desired potentialW pF 2q is indistinguishable from functions depending also on the dual background field strength.In the possible case that terms such as pF rFq2 etc. are negligible in comparison to pF 2q2-terms9,the non-uniqueness will not affect our result much.Note that, as we are interested in a non-trivial vacuum expectation value, the backgroundfield has a direct physical meaning here, as we will choose a stable field configuration that gives
xF 2y  0. In this case, one may think of the background field as the physical solution to thequantum equations of motion, around which the vacuum expectation value of quantum fluctuationsis zero. This should enhance the stability of the flow, since we expand around a physical point[62]. We have to remark however, that our background is only locally a candidate for the trueground state. For a more realistic configuration, see, e.g. [129] and references therein.The gauge configuration yielding such a field strength can then be chosen to be
Aaµ  12Fµνxνna, with na  const., n2  1. (3.15)We then set Fµν  0 apart from F01  F23  f  const.; all other non-zero components followfrom the antisymmetry of the field strength tensor. This field configuration, fluctuations aroundit and its stability properties have first been analysed in [130, 131, 132]. Due to the enhancedsymmetry properties connected to the self-duality, zero-modes, so-called chromons, exist. Thesecarry important information (e.g. a main contribution to the one-loop Yang-Mills β function), andhave to be regularised with care, since the standard choice Rk  Γp2qk is zero on the zero-modesubspace.Our truncation reads:
Γkra, As  » d4x12aaTµ Γp2,0qk,T pDTqabµν abTν   12aaLµ Γp2,0qk,L pD2qabµν abLν
 c¯a Γp2,0qk,gh pD2qabcb, (3.16)where aaTµ, aaLµ and c¯a and ca denote the transversal and longitudinal gluonic and ghost andantighost fluctuations, respectively. The inverse propagators depend on the Laplace-type opera-tors introduced above, see eq. (3.13), which satisfy [133]spec pDT q  2gflpn m  2q with n,m P N and with multiplicity 2 in 4 dimensions,2gflpn mq with n,m P N with multiplicity 2 in 4 dimensions. (3.17)spec  D2  2gflpn m  1q with n,m P N (3.18)
9Note that due to parity conservation only even powers of pF rFq can be non-zero.
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with a degeneracy factor f2p2piq2 . Herein fl  |νl|f and νl is given by
νl  spectpT anaqbc|n2  1u, (3.19)
with the generators in the adjoint representation pT aqbc and therefore depends on the directionof the unit vector na.As a regulator we choose a cutoff of the following type
Rk  Γp2,0qk pk2q rpyq, y  Dk2 , (3.20)
where D Ñ DT, DL, Dgh. For rpyq  ey the regulator meets all standard requirements10. Thischoice will allow us to establish an explicit connection between the deep-IR asymptotics of theYang-Mills β function and the critical exponents κA,c in the following.For the regularisation of the zero modes, we cannot set D  DT in the argument of theregulator function, since then y  D {k2 Ñ 0 (because DT  0 on the zero-mode subspace). Inparticular, this would not properly account for the decoupling of the zero mode, once it acquires afield-dependent mass, which already happens perturbatively [131]. Instead, we choose D  D2as the argument of the regulator on the zero-mode subspace which makes the regulator satisfyall standard requirements. On the zero-mode subspace, we have D  D2 Ñ 2fl, cf. eq. (3.18)for n  m  0.In a first step, we do not evaluate the full effective potential, but instead project the flow ontothe running background field coupling.
3.2.4 An upper bound on the critical exponents κA,cThe β function of the running background field coupling can be extracted from the flow of theeffective potential by projecting onto the first field-dependent term in the Taylor-expansion of theeffective potential: Γk F2  14g2 » d4x FµνF µν. (3.21)Thus we can evaluate the β function of the background running coupling by projection ontothe first field-dependent term in a Taylor expansion of the effective potential in powers of thebackground field strength. For our specific background, this corresponds to a projection onto theterm  f2: βg2 : Btg2  g4 Bt 1g2  g4Ω BtΓkrfsf2. (3.22)Note that unlike the complete effective potential this first term is not affected by the ambiguityarising from the use of a self-dual background field configuration: Operators containing anuneven power of rFµν would break parity conservation. Since our regulator also respects thissymmetry, the flow does not leave the symmetric theory space, and hence the couplings of theterms pFµνF˜ µνqp2n 1q (with n  0, 1, ...) are strictly zero.
10 limxk2 Ñ0Rkpxq  Γp2qk pk2q  Zk k2. In particular, using the IR and the UV limit of the propagators, we findlimk2x Ñ0Rkpxq Ñ 0, and limk2ÑΛ2Ñ8Rkpxq Ñ 8, since Γp2qk pk2q  k2 for k2 Ñ Λ2.
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We are now interested in the deep-IR asymptotic form of the β function, which requires aparameterisation of the regularised asymptotic form of the inverse propagators:
pΓp2,0qk,A qabµν pp2q  Γp2qk, App2qPT µνppqδab, pΓp2,0qk,c qabpp2q  Γp2qk, cpp2qδab, (3.23)
where the scalar functions Γp2qk, A{cpp2q are given by [102],
Γp2qk, App2q  γA pp2   cAk2q1 κApΛ2QCDqκA Γp2qk, cpp2q  γcp2pp2   cck2qκcpΛ2QCDqκc . (3.24)
The dimensionless quantities γA,c account for the difference of scales between ΛQCD and the onsetof the asymptotic regime. The regulator dependence of the 2-point functions manifests itself inthe constants cA,c  Op1q. In the absence of any IR regularisation, i.e. k Ñ 0 or cA,c Ñ 0,eq. (3.24) reduces to the standard form eq. (3.5), eq. (3.6) and eq. (3.7).Since the degeneracy factor in the trace already carries a factor of f2p2piq2 , all f dependenceoutside the operator trace can already be ignored due to the projection in eq. (3.22), since weare only interested in the term Opf2q. Note that the trace over the Laplace-type spectra and theprojection onto the Taylor coefficient of the f2 term do not commute, so that we get
BtΓkrAsf2 
32 BtΓp2qk,Apk2qΓp2qk,Apk2q
 Γp2qk,Ap0qΓp2qk,Apk2q   1

1
 BtΓp2qk,cpk2qΓp2qk,cpk2q
 Γp2qk,c p0qΓp2qk,c pk2q   1

1
  1tr eD2k2
 BtΓp2qk,Apk2qΓp2qk,Apk2q
 Γp2qk,Ap0qΓp2qk,Apk2q   1

1 tr e 2flk2 fff2. (3.25)To obtain the β function, we extract the coefficient of the expansion of the heat-kernel trace overcoordinate and colour space at second order in f ,
TrxceD2k2 	  Ωp4piq2 N
2c1¸
l1
f2lsinh2   flk2   Ωp4piq2
¸
l
1 f2l3  Opf4q

 . (3.26)
The IR form of the propagators eq. (3.24) then yields the β function in the asymptotic regime:
βg2  Ncg4p4piq2

p1  κAqcκ   1   23p1  κcq  13   81  κAcκ   1
, (3.27)
where we have used that °Nc21l ν2l  Nc. We introduced the regulator dependent constant
cκ  Γp2qk Ap0qΓp2qk Apk2q 
 cA1  cA

1 κA . (3.28)
In the limit cκ Ñ 0 and κA{c Ñ 0 we recover the perturbative one-loop form of the β function.The seemingly trivial observations that asymptotic freedom requires the Gaußian fixed pointto be UV-attractive (i.e. IR-repulsive), and that for the realisation of physical properties such asconfinement and chiral symmetry breaking, it is necessary that the theory is strongly-interacting
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gΒg Figure 3.2: Sketch of the background coupling β func-tion: The form displaying asymptotic freedom as well asan interacting IR fixed point is plotted in blue (dashedcurve). The red line shows a β function with an IR-attractive GFP, whereas the green line exemplifies a βfunction where the sign of the first coefficient is com-patible with an interacting IR regime.
in the IR, now allow us to deduce requirements on κA,c. A strongly-interacting IR regime neces-sarily requires that the GFP is infrared repulsive, see fig. 3.2. Thus we have:
Bg2βIRg2   0 for g2 Ñ 0. (3.29)In addition, this condition is also suggested by consistency between the Landau gauge and theLandau-deWitt gauge. Conjecturing that the running couplings are linked on all scales, theexistence of an IR fixed point for the Landau gauge coupling should imply a fixed point for thebackground coupling. In the Landau gauge an interacting IR fixed point was shown to exist[103, 105, 69], where the running coupling was fixed at the ghost-gluon vertex. The operators thatactually induce the fixed point for the background running coupling are beyond our truncationhere, and have been included in [65]. However we can still infer a necessary condition in orderfor the NGFP to be infrared attractive: The β function has to have positive slope there, otherwisethe fixed point would be infrared repulsive. Thus the GFP must be infrared repulsive (see fig. 3.2).Hence the requirement of a strongly-interacting infrared regime as well as the consistencyrequirement with the Landau gauge result in the same condition on the β function. Therefore wehave established the following criterion for the critical exponents:
 p1  κAqcκ   1   23p1  κcq  13   81  κAcκ   1 ¡ 0. (3.30)As cκ is a regulator-dependent quantity, we consider the most restrictive bound from the in-equality eq. (3.30) in the following. This ensures that, irrespective of the choice of regulator, thecorresponding background coupling β function always has an IR repulsive GFP.Using the scaling relation κA  2κc and the limit cA Ñ 8 we obtain the bound
κc   2338 . (3.31)The maximum upper limit for κc,crit is reached for cA  0.1073, where κc,crit  0.72767. Forvalues of cA À 0.2, the inequality eq. (3.30) also holds if κc ¡ κc,crit 2, see fig. 3.3, as the nonlinearinequality eq. (3.30) bifurcates. We find that allowed values for κc lie to the left of the red/uppercurve (see right panel of fig. 3.3). For 0 ¤ cA À 0.1073, only the bound κc   1 from unitarity[105] remains. However, let us stress that the limit cA Ñ 0 corresponds to a highly asymmetricregularisation as the contribution from transverse gluons to the β function is removed in this limit(note that cκ Ñ 8 for cA Ñ 0 and κA   1). For this case, the Gaußian fixed point is naturallyIR repulsive for all values of κc ¡ 12 .Note that the decoupling solution also satisfies our requirement eq. (3.30).We may read this new upper bound as a criterion for confinement and chiral symmetry breaking:QCD is not confining in the perturbative regime. A necessary condition for confinement is a
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Figure 3.3: κc crit as a func-tion of cA. In the left panelthe red curve represents anupper bound for κc. For 0.1 ÀcA À 0.2 the bound bifurcates(right panel), such that allvalues of κc to the left of thered curve are allowed, i.e. inaddition to the upper boundκc crit a lower bound κc crit,2 ex-ists, and only the region be-tween these two is excluded.The blue line is κc  0.595.
strongly-interacting regime in the infrared. As our criterion ensures the infrared instability ofthe GFP, it implies the existence of a strongly-interacting regime and therefore is a necessarycondition for confinement. Moreover chiral symmetry breaking can be related to the fact that thegauge coupling exceeds a critical value [134, 7]. Having an IR attractive GFP for the couplingwould accordingly not drive chiral symmetry breaking. Let us emphasise, that this requirementcan be fulfilled for β functions which also admit an infrared NGFP, as well as for β functionswhich correspond to a diverging coupling in the infrared, i.e. both the blue and the green curvein fig. 3.2 are compatible with our criterion.Together with the quark confinement criterion κc ¡ 14 [68], see also sec. 3.3.4, and theKugo-Ojima/ Gribov-Zwanziger criterion κc ¡ 12 this defines a rather narrow window for thecritical exponents. Results for the critical exponent from functional methods lie in the rangeκc P r0.539 , 0.595s (see, e.g. [100]) and therefore fall right into this window. Hence we mayconclude that the asymptotic regime of the ghost and gluon propagator in Landau gauge fulfillsall known criteria for confinement.
3.2.5 Effective potential: Gluon condensation in Yang-Mills theory
We now focus on the full effective potential, thereby extending previous calculations [93, 64].The latter did not use the reconstructed fluctuation-field propagators, but instead employed thestandard approximation of setting Aµ  A¯µ after the evaluation of the inverse propagator. Allexplicit background-field dependence beyond the gauge-fixing term was neglected here. Besidesthe effective potential was evaluated in a polynomial truncation. As in our work we are motivatedby models of the formW pF 2q  F 2 lnF 2 which have a non-terminating Taylor-series, a polynomialtruncation would not suffice.As a simple parameterisation of the full correlation functions, we still use the asymptotic formdisplayed in eq. (3.24) which we amend with k-dependent critical exponents κApkq and κcpkq inaccordance with the propagators in [102]. A suitable interpolation between κA,cpk Ñ 8q Ñ 0 andthe corresponding IR values κA,cpk Ñ 0q Ñ κA,c can parametrise the full momentum dependenceof the correlation functions.After taking the trace over Lorentz indices (for details see app. A.1.2) the flow equation for
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the background potential in the selfdual background can be written as
BtΓkrAs  32tr BtRk,ApD2qΓp2qk,A   Rk,ApD2q	1  tr BtRk,cpD2qΓp2qk,c   Rk,cpD2q	1
  12tr BtRk,LpD2qΓp2qk,L   Rk,LpD2q	1
  12trP0BtRk,ApD2qΓp2qk,A   Rk,ApD2q	1 , (3.32)where P0 denotes the projector onto the zero-mode subspace.This allows us to determine the effective potential by integrating the flow equation:
WkpF 2q   1Ω
» kUV
0
dkk 12STrBtRk Γp2qk   Rk	1  WkUVpF 2q, (3.33)where kUV is an initial ultraviolet scale, which we choose kUV  10 GeV, as this lies well withinthe perturbative regime. Then the effective action at the UV-scale is given by the form
ΓUV  14g2pkUVqF 2Ω. (3.34)Here we require the value of the running coupling at the UV-scale kUV, which can be self-consistently determined from our input, namely the Landau gauge propagators. The runningcoupling g2ppq4pi  αpp2q  αpµ2qZ 12A pp2qZcpp2q	1 , (3.35)defined from the ghost-antighost-gluon vertex approaches a fixed point in the infrared [114] withthe renormalisation point µ2 (see, e.g. [127]). Using the IR fixed-point value αp0q  2.9 [105] thenallows to deduce the value of the running coupling at any other scale, requiring as input onlythe Landau gauge propagators. Thereby we arrive at 14g2 |kkUV  116pi 0.2294 .Here we have used that the maximum of the gluon dressing function 1{ZApp2q defines a scale,such that our YM scales can be related to that used in lattice computations. The normalisationis such that the related string tension σ (computed on the lattice) is given by ?σ  440 MeV.We can then integrate the effective potential from the UV scale down to k  0.
Figure 3.4: The effective potentialfor SU(3) as a function of F 2 (thickblue line) shows a non-trivial min-imum. The functional form can beapproximated by the one-loop in-spired fit to the numerical data ofthe form aF 2 lnbF 2 (orange dashedline).
For SU(3) we find a non-trivial minimum at
F 2  0.93 GeV4. (3.36)
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We can check the dependence on the direction in colour space, since the colour eigenvalues |νl|enter on the right-hand side of the flow equation. Choosing these along one of the two directionsof the Cartan subalgebra for SU(Nc  3) yields an uncertainty of  10% in the value of theminimum.The result xF 2y{4pi  0.074GeV4 is well compatible with recent phenomenological estimates,
xF 2y{4pi  0.068p13qGeV4 from spectral sum rules [135] (note that our field definition differs fromthat of [135] by a rescaling with the coupling). This good agreement might either indicate thatcorrections due to rFF-terms, which are included in our estimate for W pF 2q are rather small. Inaddition terms that we neglected in the reconstruction of the propagators could also be subleading.On the other hand an accidental cancellation of these systematic errors cannot be excluded. Onecan check for the second effect with the help of a colourmagnetic background field configuration,for which the selfduality condition does not hold. As the spectrum of fluctuations around such abackground contains a tachyonic mode, it is necessary to evaluate the Taylor-coefficients of theeffective potential separately, as then the tachyonic mode cannot contribute. A comparison to ourresult would then allow to estimate the contribution from terms  F rF .Note that the main effect in the build-up of the condensate is due to the propagators in themid-momentum regime and above. The deep-IR asymptotics do not play a decisive role. Thisdoes not automatically follow from the separation of scales between the condensate scale and thedeep IR, but it can be checked explicitly in this example. We again emphasise that accordinglywe would observe a similar value for the gluon condensate using the decoupling solution for thepropagators.Interestingly, the functional form of the full effective potential can qualitatively be well ap-proximated by a parameterisation of the form
W pF 2q  aF 2 lnpbF 2q, (3.37)
which is inspired by the corresponding one-loop results [77] with two fit parameters a and b, cf.dashed line in fig. 3.2.5). The fit yields a  0.00528 and b  0.433GeV4.This implies, that, although the one-loop calculation itself is not reliable, its prediction for thefunctional form of the effective potential is recovered here. This lends non-trivial support to theleading-log model and in particular allows us to deduce a value for the string tension betweena static quark-antiquark pair from our calculation. We find
σ 1{2  747MeV (3.38)
to be compared to the correct value σ 1{2  440MeV. We should stress that the string-tensionσ appears in two very different meanings in our calculation: It first occurs as an input scale forfixing the initial condition for the flow equation, i.e. it fixes the absolute scale of the propagators.We then derive the physical string tension in a nontrivial way from the minimum of the effectivepotential via the leading-log model. This output is linked to a mechanism of confinement, andhas therefore acquired a physical meaning beyond pure scale fixing.The discrepancy of our result for ?σ to the correct value has several sources: The mappingbetween our full effective potential and a potential of the type F 2 lnF 2 implies that we will nothave quantitative precision, since the agreement between our form of the effective potential andthe leading-log effective potential is only at the qualitative level. Further, we do not distinguishbetween the condensate xF 2y, and condensates involving the dual field strength. Assuming thatthe second type also exists, our value is to be read as an upper bound, and hence, upon resolvingthis ambiguity, our value for the string-tension will also be lowered.
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3.2.6 Outlook: Gluon condensation at finite temperature and in full QCDWe have determined the effective potential for F 2 from generalised Landau gauge ghost andgluon propagators. The effective potential shows a non-trivial minimum at F 2{4pi  0.074GeV4,indicating the condensation of gluons in the vacuum. We have established a connection betweena model for the YM vacuum that shows confinement of static colour charges, and the propagatorsin Landau gauge, which satisfy the Kugo-Ojima confinement criterion and the Gribov-Zwanzigerscenario. We have thus performed a first step in connecting two specific pictures of confinement.As several systematic errors enter our study, it will be interesting to examine their effect toget a quantitatively precise result in future computations. The first error arises from neglectingfurther terms  F in the reconstruction of the propagators. Secondly, our choice of a self-dual background introduces a further source of error, which can be investigated by checking theagreement between the first few Taylor coefficients of the effective potential for the self-dualand a second type of background, e.g. a colourmagnetic one. We emphasise that even withinour approximations the difference between our result and values obtained from phenomenologicalestimates is less than ten percent.As the formation of a gluon condensate can be linked to a linearly rising potential for a staticquark-antiquark pair, it would be interesting to study the effective potential at finite temperatureto observe the "melting" of the condensate. Thus the onset of quark confinement as determinedby the Polyakov loop (see sec. 3.3), and the formation of a non-trivial minimum of the effectivepotential for F 2 might be linked. It will be interesting to connect the critical temperature for bothcases.Further it is straightforwardly possible to use gluon and ghost propagators that include theeffects of quark fluctuations. Thus our calculation can be extended to a setting within full QCDat finite temperature, which allows to establish a connection to the QCD phase diagram.Furthermore, as explained above, the Yang-Mills vacuum is not characterised by the invariant
xF 2y alone. Using similar techniques as explained here, however on a more elaborate background,or a combination of several background configurations, would allow for a determination of otherinvariants.Finally let us add that it is of course also an interesting question to access not only thevacuum state but also the complete spectrum of the theory, i.e. the glueball spectrum in thecase of Yang-Mills theory. Since glueballs are expected to become manifest in the spectrum ofappropriate operators in momentum space [136], a calculation along similar lines presented inthis chapter should allow to access the masses of the lowest glueball states.
3.3 Deconfinement phase transition in Yang-Mills theories
The current time is an exciting time for research in QCD, since, e.g. the Large Hadron Colliderat CERN allows to study phases of QCD, that have only very recently become accessible exper-imentally. In particular, a study of the deconfinement and chiral transition or crossover at finitetemperature and the properties of the quark-gluon plasma can directly be connected to experi-mental results, which unfortunately has become a rare experience in some areas of high-energyphysics.Here we will aim at an understanding of the deconfinement phase transition from the FRG.Again we deform QCD to contain infinitely massive fundamental colour sources, i.e. static quarks,only. This already allows to study the deconfinement phase transition, and circumvents conceptual
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issues such as a proper definition of confinement within full QCD. Let us remark that the methodspresented here can also be employed successfully in the context of full QCD with dynamicalquarks [8, 72].
3.3.1 Order parameter for the deconfinement phase transitionHere we apply the framework of equilibrium finite-temperature field theory, where the partitionfunction can be written as a path integral with a compactified Euclidean time direction of extentβ  1T . Then space-time has the topology R3 x S1. Bose symmetry implies that gauge bosonshave to satisfy periodic boundary conditions in the "time" direction11. Accordingly the zerothcomponent of the momentum is replaced by the discrete Matsubara frequency p0 Ñ 2piTn withn P Z.To study the confinement of quarks, let us consider the wordline of a static quark, wherespatial fluctuations can be neglected due to the large mass of the quark and
B0ψpx0, ~xq  igA0ψpx0, ~xq (3.39)
holds. Using the path-ordering operator P, the solution reads
ψpβ, ~xq  Peig ³β0 dx0 A0ψp0, ~xq. (3.40)
Taking the trace in the fundamental representation gives the Polyakov loop [137, 138]
LrA0s  1Nc trP exp
ig β»
0
dx0 A0px0, ~xq
, (3.41)
which is invariant under periodic gauge transformations, i.e. gauge transformations Upx0, ~xq whereUpx0 β, ~xq  Upx0, ~xq. It constitutes an order parameter for the deconfinement phase transitionas
|xLrA0sy|2  eβFqq¯, (3.42)where Fqq¯ is the free energy of a static quark-antiquark pair at large separation. Since the freeenergy increases with distance in the confined phase, we conclude xLrA0sy  0, whereas in thedeconfined phase the free energy goes to a constant at large separations and hence xLrA0sy  0.The value of the Polyakov loop therefore allows to distinguish the two different phases. Indeed inpure Yang-Mills theory these are separated by a phase transition which is marked by the breakingof center symmetry in the ground state. The Polyakov loop serves as an order parameter for thisphase transition.At finite temperature global center symmetry is a symmetry of the theory (for a review see, e.g.[139]): Under a topologically non-trivial gauge transformation with Upx0, ~xq  zUpx0 β, ~xq, wherez is an element of the center12, the action remains invariant, yet the Polyakov loop transforms
11Note that ghost fields also satisfy periodic boundary conditions, although they anticommute. This follows fromthe Faddeev-Popov procedure, where ghost fields are simply used to exponentiate the Faddeev-Popov determinant,which inherits the periodic boundary conditions from the gauge field.12Recall that the center of a gauge group is given by all group elements which commute with the rest of the group.In the case of SU(N), e.g. the center is given by z P ZN, i.e. z  1e2pii nN with n P t1, ..., Nu.
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non-trivially. Due to the trace, the net effect of a periodic gauge transformation is none, but forthe topologically non-trivial gauge transformations we findLrA0s Ñ zLrA0s. (3.43)The global center symmetry of the theory therefore is broken if the Polyakov loop acquires anon-zero vacuum expectation value, as is the case in the deconfined phase. Note that the high-temperature phase is the one with the broken symmetry, whereas the symmetry is restored atlow temperature, in contrast to a more standard setting.Since fields that transform in the fundamental representation, such as quarks, explicitly breakthe center symmetry, the center symmetry does not survive the transition from Yang-Mills theory tofull QCD. Then the Polyakov loop is not a good order parameter any more. Similar considerationsapply to other order parameters that rely on detecting center symmetry breaking, such as thedual condensate [140, 141, 142, 143, 8].Clearly the Polyakov loop is a non-local quantity as it involves an integral over the timedirection. It exemplifies a connection between non-perturbative quantities related to confinementand non-locality, which is emphasised, e.g. in [75]: In a theory with confinement, one shouldexpect non-local objects to carry the physical information on confinement.The expectation value of the Polyakov loop is a quantity that is hard to access from theknowledge of gauge-field correlation functions, as the expansion of the exponential containscorrelation functions of A0 to any order. Therefore a related quantity has been established asan order parameter for center symmetry breaking, namely LrxA0ys [68, 144]. It can be accessedfrom the knowledge of two-point correlation functions of gluons and ghosts alone and does notrequire the knowledge of any higher-order correlation functions. LrxA0ys satisfies13LrxA0ys ¥ xLrA0sy in the deconfined phase (3.45)LrxA0ys  0  xLrA0sy in the confined phase (3.46)and therefore LrxA0ys and accordingly also xA0y constitute valid order parameters.To evaluate xA0y, we can use the Wetterich equation to determine the minimum of the effectiveaction ΓrA0s as a function of the temperature. Since the only input of the Wetterich equationare the full propagators, the order parameter xA0y can be evaluated from 2-point functions only,instead of all n-point functions.As we are interested in a constant field configuration, the effective action is simply given bya volume factor times the effective potential: ΓrA0s  ΩV rA0s.
13To see why LrxA0ys is an order parameter, let us follow [144], and consider the Polyakov gauge, where B0A0  0and Aa0  naA0 with n2  1 is rotated into the Cartan subalgebra. (The Cartan subalgebra is the largest subsetof commuting generators.) Here we parametrise the direction in colour space by the unit vector na, which hasnon-vanishing components in directions corresponding to the Cartan generators, only. Then the time-integral in thePolyakov loop becomes a multiplication with 1β . Hence the Polyakov loop, e.g. for SU(2) is given by
LrA0sSUp2q  cos 12gβA0
 , (3.44)
where the factor 12 arises as the eigenvalues of the Cartan generator in the fundamental representation are  12in SU(2). Then LrxA0ys is an upper bound for xLrA0sy in the region 12gβA0   pi2 , since there the Polyakov loopis positive. This region suffices to study the deconfinement phase transition, as negative values of the Polyakovloop arise from positive values by a center transformation, and larger values are physically equivalent due to theperiodicity of the effective potential, which we will explain below. (A similar argument can be made for SU(N)with N ¡ 2.) As explained in [144], LrxA0ys is exactly zero in the confined phase, as one can deduce directly from
xLrA0sy  0.
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3.3.2 Fluctuation field propagators at finite temperatureTo evaluate the effective potential, we again apply the background field method (see 2.3.3), wherewe specialise to a background with non-vanishing static A0. Accordingly this background hasa vanishing field strength, which simplifies the construction of the fluctuations propagators. Atfinite temperature we haveΓp2,0qk r0, As  Γp2qk Landaur0, AspD2q   pL termsq. (3.47)For the case of non-zero temperature, the inverse propagator in the background field gauge mayalso depend on the Polyakov loop ("L-terms"), as this is a further invariant. It is related to thesecond derivative of the effective potential V p2qk , see [32, 60]. We will neglect this term in ourcalculation, and comment on this below.At non-zero temperature, the heat bath determines a preferred frame and the gluon propagatorcan be decomposed into a part longitudinal and transversal to the heat bath. The former acquiresa thermal mass, and moreover the dressing functions can differ from their zero-temperature ver-sions over the whole momentum range. We neglect these effects in our calculation and take onlythe temperature-dependence which arises from the Matsubara frequencies into account. Sucha strategy has been shown to give quantitative insight into the finite-temperature phase struc-ture for scalar theories [145]. Studies of the finite-temperature propagators suggest that thisapproximation works well for Matsubara frequencies 2piTn with |n| Á 2, 3, see [146, 147].We now introduce the variable φa byβgxAa0 y  2pi¸T aPCartanT aφa  2pi¸T aPCartanT ana|φ|, n2  1. (3.48)Then the spectrum of the background covariant Laplacian becomesspectD2u  ~p 2   p2piT q2pn |φ|νlq2 , (3.49)where n P Z, and pT aqbc  ifabc denotes the generators of the adjoint representation ofthe gauge group under consideration and νl is defined as in eq. (3.19). The number of theseeigenvalues is of course equal to the dimension of the adjoint representation of the gauge groupdadj. For each non-vanishing eigenvalue νl there exists an eigenvalue νl. This implies thesymmetry φ Ñ φ in the effective potential. Inspection of eq. (3.49) indeed reveals that φ is aperiodic variable.Here we have used that a constant field configuration in colour space can always be rotatedinto the Cartan subalgebra. Therefore the effective potential will be defined on a dC-dimensionalspace, where dC is the dimension of the Cartan subalgebra. In a first step, we will use only theperturbative form of the propagators to investigate the corresponding one-loop effective potential.This will allow to deduce a confinement criterion for the scaling exponents of the propagators.Further we will see that, as expected, the perturbative propagators do not carry the informationon confinement, and the knowledge on the full momentum dependence of the non-perturbativepropagators is necessary.
3.3.3 Perturbative potential: Deconfined phase
We now use the perturbative form of the propagators, where Γp2qk pertpp2q  p2 Ñ D2. We caneasily trace over the spectrum of D2 to get the one-loop effective action:
Γ1loop  12Str lnSp2q  12 ppd 1q   1 2q tr lnpD2q, (3.50)41
where the terms are due to pd 1q transversal and one timelike mode (after tracing over Lorentzindices), one longitudinal mode and two ghosts. The perturbative effective potential for thePolyakov loop field φ is clearly an example where the cancellation between non-physical (time-like and longitudinal) gluon modes and ghosts works directly, and only a contribution from thetransversal gluon modes remains. The resulting potential is the well-known Weiss potential [148].For the cases of SU(2) and SU(3) it is shown in fig. 3.5.
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The confining values are φ  12 for SU(2) and φ3  23 for SU(3), as can be checked by a directinspection of the Polyakov loop, using the Cartan generators in the fundamental representation.The coordinates of the maximum of the one-loop potential coincide with exactly these points ineach of the two cases. Accordingly the perturbative propagators do not encode quark confinement,as one would expect. Therefore we will use the non-perturbative propagators, obtained from ageneralisation of the fully momentum-dependent Landau gauge propagators in the following.
3.3.4 Non-perturbative potential: Deconfinement phase transitionThe flow equation can be rewritten as
BtΓk  12STrBt lnΓp2qk   Rk	 12STrpBtΓp2qk qΓp2qk   Rk	1 , (3.51)where Bt in the first term acts on both Γp2qk as well as Rk . Integrating the flow over k from Λ tozero then yields the following expression for the effective action:
ΓkÑ0  12STr lnΓp2qkÑ0	 
» Λ
0
dkk 12STrBtΓp2qk Γp2qk   Rk	1   ΓΛ  12STr lnΓp2qΛ   RΛ	 . (3.52)
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Here we observe a clear analogy to the one-loop effective action, cf. eq. (3.50). In this moregeneral setting the full propagator, including the effect of all quantum fluctuations, enters. Clearlythis term is not regulator dependent. The last two terms constitute initial conditions. The term
 BtΓp2qk , which can be considered as an RG-improvement term, turns out to be subdominant inthis setting. This automatically implies that the main contribution to the effective potential is notregulator dependent.A confinement criterion has been put forward in [68], see also [15], relating the infraredbehaviour of the ghost and the gluon to a confining Polyakov-loop potential. It relies on thefact that the effective potential at a temperature scale T is mainly driven by momentum modeswith p2  p2pi T q2. Accordingly only the deep-IR form of the propagators plays a role for theeffective potential at T Ñ 0. Neglecting the RG-improvement term, which actually turns out tobe subleading, the effective potential can then be rewritten as the one-loop effective potentialwith a factor that depends on the critical exponents:
VIRpφq  "1  pd 1qκA  2κCd 2
*V1looppφq. (3.53)
Demanding a confining potential in the infrared thereby restricts the critical exponents. Inter-estingly, the critical exponents of both the scaling as well as the decoupling solution satisfy thisrestriction. Hence confinement of (static) quarks can thereby be inferred from the pure knowledgeof gauge two-point correlation functions.Before we study the transition between these two phases, the deconfining and the confiningone, let us discuss the order of this transition, and how it can be related to the underlying gaugegroup.
3.3.5 What determines the order of the phase transition?To understand the properties of QCD, let us consider an enlarged parameter space, where, e.g.the gauge group is not fixed. Thus, we consider, among others, the rank of the group as an"external" parameter. Such a deformation of QCD allows to understand, in which way certainphysical properties of the theory depend on a specific parameter. In particular, we would like tounderstand what determines the order of the phase transition. The order of the phase transitionis, e.g. important for the dynamics of our universe, since the physical properties accompanying afirst order phase transition, such as the coexistence of both phases at the transition, are vastlydifferent from the properties of a second order phase transition. Besides, physics beyond thestandard model might also rely on QCD-like theories, such as the technicolour proposal for theHiggs sector, see, e.g. [149]. Here, the gauge group might be different, and therefore studyingYang-Mills theory in a more general setting than for SU(Nc  3) might also be of interest.The universality class of the deconfinement phase transition in the case of a second orderphase transition is conjectured to be linked to the center of the gauge group [150], since integratingout all degrees of freedom in the path integral of a pd   1q-dimensional Yang-Mills theoryexcept the Polyakov loop results in a center-symmetric scalar field theory in d dimensions.The dimensional reduction comes about, as the Polyakov loop already contains an integral overthe Euclidean time direction. In the case of a second order phase transition the complicatedmicroscopic dynamics of this theory is "washed out" due to the diverging correlation length, andthe universality class of the theory is determined by the dimensionality, the field content and thesymmetry. This explains why SU(2) in 4 dimensions falls into the 3-dimensional Ising universalityclass [151, 152, 144].
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Interestingly some gauge theories show non-universal phase transitions despite the availabil-ity of universality classes, as, e.g. in the case of the symplectic groups Sp(N) having center Z2[153]. Here the dynamics of the theory seems to prevent the occurrence of second order phasetransitions. A physical argument to explain this observation relates to the dynamical degreesof freedom in the two phases [153, 154]: A large mismatch in the number of dynamical degreesof freedom on both sides of the phase transition makes a smooth (i.e. second order) transitionbetween both regimes unlikely. The degrees of freedom on the deconfined side of the phasetransition are free gluons, the number of which is given by the number of generators of the gaugegroup. On the other side of the phase transition, glueballs are the dynamical degrees of freedom.Their number is essentially independent of the size of the gauge group, since they are colourlessobjects. Accordingly for large gauge groups the number of dynamical degrees of freedom changesconsiderably. This is difficult to reconcile with a smooth change in the physical quantities of thetheory, such as order parameters. Therefore we are led to expect that large gauge groups willnot show universal behaviour, but will instead have a first order deconfinement phase transition.We will investigate this conjecture for different gauge groups, confirming studies based onlattice gauge theory, as well as extending these to very large gauge groups which are currentlyunaccessible to lattice gauge theory due to computational resources. Here we are in the situationto check results from the FRG against results from a method which is usually quantitatively moreprecise. After having ascertained that our results reproduce lattice results for small gauge groups,we can use the FRG to go beyond the regime that is accessible to lattice gauge theory, and studythe above conjecture for several large gauge groups.We find a second order phase transition for SU(2) (cf. fig. 3.6), which corresponds to acontinuous change in the order parameter, and a first order phase transition for SU(3)-SU(12),which agrees with findings of lattice gauge theory, which are available up to SU(8), see [155, 156]for reviews.
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Figure 3.6: The order parameter forthe deconfinement phase transition forSU(2) (red, full line) and SU(3) (green,dashed line) as a function of T {Tcshows a smooth, second order phasetransition for SU(2), and a discontin-uous, first order phase transition forSU(3), see also [68].
Before we explain these results in more detail we consider the mechanism of second and firstorder phase transitions in our setting.
3.3.6 Mechanism of second and first order phase transitionsHere it is crucial that the effective potential of a general gauge group obeys
V pφaq ¸l 12VSUp2qpνl|φ|q, (3.54)
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where the eigenvalues νl depend on the specified direction na in the Cartan subalgebra. Note thatsince the Cartan subalgebra of SU(N) is (N-1) dimensional the effective potential is a function ofan (N-1) dimensional variable. The superposition eq. (3.54) leads to shifted maxima in comparisonto an SU(2) potential and most importantly to the formation of local minima (cf. fig. 3.7), whichcan induce a first order phase transition.
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Β4V@Φ3,0D Figure 3.7: Perturbative effective po-tential for SU(3) in φ3-direction: Thetwo dashed lines are the contributionsof the eigenvalues ν  12 (blue) andν  1 (red), respectively. The re-sulting potential is plotted in purpleand clearly shows a shifted maximumin comparison to the SU(2) potentialsas well as local minima.
In SU(2) the global minimum starts to move from φ  0 to larger values, until it reaches the valueφ  12 at the critical temperature. This results in a second order phase transition for SU(2). Assoon as two SU(2) potentials with different periodicities are superposed, in addition to the globalminimum local minima develop. This obviously allows for a first order phase transition, if the localminimum reaches the same depth as the global minimum for φamin, loc  φamin, glob. The temperature-dependent effective potential for SU(3) (see fig. 3.8) clearly exemplifies this behaviour. We onlyshow the potential in the φ3-direction, as indeed the global minimum always lies at φ8  0 (orcenter-symmetric points). Note, however, that such a simplification is in general not possible: Foran effective potential that is spanned by several directions we have to follow the global minimumin the full space, as it generically does not follow a straight line in this space.
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Figure 3.8: Temperature-dependent ef-fective potential for SU(3) in φ3 direc-tion. Different temperatures are indi-cated by different colours, starting withyellow at T ¡ Tc and ending withgreen at T   Tc. The local minimumdeepens with decreasing temperature,until at T  Tc (dashed line, see alsothe inlay) the minima are degenerateand φ3 jumps to φ3  23 , which is theconfining minimum.
Here we have to note how the approximations that we used in our setting could alter thisbehaviour:• We can only rewrite the complete potential as a sum over SU(2) potentials as we use thesame propagators for all gauge groups. However the differences between the propagators
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for different SU(N) are only O   1N and therefore will not lead to strong modifications14.Indeed the full potential will then still be a superposition of SU(2) potentials plus a smallcorrection, which should not alter our findings.• Including the V p2q term (cf. eq. (3.47)) leads to a change of the potential that depends onthe curvature of the full dC-dimensional potential, not of the single one-dimensional SU(2)potentials. Therefore this term cannot be written as a superposition of SU(2) terms. Sucha term is important for the study of second order phase transitions and the calculationof critical exponents, since a second order phase transition is signalled by long-rangecorrelations. For a study taking this term into account in SU(2), where it allows to recoverthe correct critical exponents, see [144]. Thus we expect this term to be sub-leading for firstorder phase transitions. Of course, the fluctuations corresponding to the V p2q term couldweaken a first order phase transition, possibly resulting in a second order phase transition.The approach described above for SU(2) and SU(3) can then be straightforwardly generalisedto arbitrary gauge groups. In our approach the calculation of the order parameter LrxA0ys onlyrequires the knowledge of the eigenvalues of the Cartan generators in the fundamental and inthe adjoint representation. A single numerical evaluation of the effective potential for SU(2) thensuffices to determine the critical temperature and the order of the phase transition for any othergauge group.
3.3.7 Results: Finite-temperature deconfinement phase transitionFor the numerical evaluation of the full effective potential we employ an optimised regulator ofthe form [32] for the calculation of the RG improvement term  BtΓp2qk in eq. (3.52):
Ropt  pΓp2q0 pk2q  Γp2qk pp2qqθpΓp2q0 pk2q  Γp2q0 pp2qq. (3.55)We again stress that the leading contribution to the effective potential is regulator-independent(cf. (3.52)), and only the RG-improvement term  BtΓp2qk depends on our choice of regularisationscheme.
SU(N)We investigate the groups SU(N) for N  2, ..., 12. Whereas for the case of SU(3) the globalminimum of the effective potential only moves in the direction associated with the T3 generator,we do not observe a straight line on which the minimum of the potential moves for the highergauge groups, N ¡ 4. Therefore we investigate the minimum of the effective potential on thecomplete (N-1) dimensional Cartan subalgebra.We find a first order phase transition for all SU(N) with N ¥ 3. This is in agreement withlattice results for SU(3) to SU(8) [155] and shows that the first order phase transition persistsbeyond the already investigated regime. The critical temperatures are listed in the followingtable, where the numerical uncertainties are approximately 2 MeV:Nc 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12Tc{MeV 265 291 292 295 295 295 295 295 295 295 295.
14Even the propagators for SU(2) and SU(3) have been shown to agree within errors in lattice calculations [157].
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Figure 3.9: The order parameter forSU(N) for N  3, 5, 7, 9, 11 shows afirst order phase transition for thesegauge groups as a function of T {Tc.The functions LrxA0yspT q are highlysimilar for N ¡ 5, where also the crit-ical temperatures Tc agree.
In particular, the critical temperatures normalised to the string tension yield a dimensionlessquantity that can be compared to lattice calculations. Here we have, e.g.TcSUp3q?σ  0.66. (3.56)Lattice results find a similar value, see, e.g. [155].We observe that the height of the jump as well as the critical temperature become independentof N for N ¡ 5, in accordance with lattice results [156].Let us emphasise, that the order of the phase transition as well as the critical temperatureare independent of the deep-IR asymptotics of the propagators. We again find, as for our valueof the gluon condensate, that the scaling as well as the decoupling solution both yield the sameresult.
Sp(2)For our choice of conventions regarding the symplectic group Sp(2), see app. A.1.3. The dimensionof the group is p2N  1qN, the center Z2 and the rank is N. Sp(N) gauge groups hence are veryuseful to investigate what determines the order of the gauge group, as the Ising universality classis always available for a second order phase transition in 4 dimensions. On the other hand thegrowing size of the gauge group will trigger a first order phase transition for a critical size ofthe gauge group. Since Sp(1)= SU(2) has a second order phase transition the next group toinvestigate is Sp(2).In accordance with lattice results [154, 153] we find a first order phase transition here (cf. fig. 3.10),which presumably is induced by the comparably large number of generators.
E(7)E(7) is one of the exceptional groups. It has 133 generators and therefore a huge number offree gluons in the deconfined phase. The center of E(7) is again Z2, hence the Ising universalityclass is available for a second order phase transition. However, according to the conjectureadvanced in [153, 154], the large number of generators should induce a strong first order phasetransition, unless the glueball spectrum of E(7) is for some reason very different from other gaugegroups. Evaluating the deconfinement order parameter for E(7) in the seven-dimensional Cartansubalgebra, we indeed observe a first order phase transition.
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Figure 3.10: The order parameter forSp(2) in comparison to SU(2) shows afirst order phase transition, althoughboth gauge groups have the center Z2.The number of generators of Sp(2) is10, and therefore comparable to SU(3)with 8 generators.
Figure 3.11: The order parameter forE(7) shows a first order phase transi-tion. Comparing to a gauge group witha similar number of generators, namelySU(12), the jump in the order parame-ter is smaller, which implies a weakerfirst order phase transition.
Note that we cannot definitely exclude a second order phase transition, which might possibly beinduced by the missing term  V p2q.Surprisingly a comparison with similar-sized SU(N) gauge groups reveals, that the height inthe jump of the Polyakov loop is smaller for E(7). As the Polyakov loop is not an RG invariant,the height itself does not necessarily carry physical meaning, however in our calculation it ispossible to link it to the properties of the eigenvalue spectrum tνludadjl1: As the effective potentialis a sum over SU(2)-effective potentials, depending on the eigenvalues νl even a very large gaugegroup can still have a second order phase transition. This happens, if at the phase transitiontemperature, the value of the field φa in the Cartan subalgebra is such that |φ|νl is equal forall l. One can now imagine two scenarios which can be termed "destructive" or "constructiveinterference" of SU(2) potentials: Remember that due to equation eq. (3.54) the complete effectivepotential is given by a sum over SU(2) potentials with different periodicities. The periodicities aredetermined by the eigenvalues of the Cartan generators in the adjoint representation. For manyeigenvalues of the same value, the complete potential will be dominated by an SU(2) potentialof the corresponding periodicity. As the SU(2) potential induces a second order phase transition,a dominance of one eigenvalue-size implies a weak first order, or in the extreme case of alleigenvalues being of the same size, even a second order phase transition. This mechanism worksirrespective of the size of the gauge group, and can be understood as a constructive interferenceof SU(2) potentials. In the other case, where the complete potential is a sum over many similar-
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weighted SU(2) potentials with different periodicities, we observe a destructive interference ofSU(2) potentials: The complete potential will have competing local minima, such that a (strong)first order phase transition will be induced. The two opposite cases are indeed observed in E(7)vs. SU(N) (N>3), cf. fig. 3.12.
Figure 3.12: Eigenvalue distribu-tion Np|νl|q of the spectrum as afunction of the (normalized) eigen-value |νl{νlmax| for Ep7q (lowerpanel) and SUp12q (upper panel)at the ground state of the poten-tial for T Ñ T c . The case of Ep7qshows a dominance of eigenvalueswith |νl{νlmax|  0.25; 0.5; 0.75,whereas in the case of SUp12qmany eigenvalues occur with asimilar weight, and no clear dom-inance can be seen.
3.3.8 Outlook: Phase transition in 2+1 dimensions and thermodynamics inthe deconfined phaseIn this section we have presented results on a first step in the evaluation of the QCD phasediagram from first principles, namely the determination of the critical temperature and the orderof the deconfinement phase transition in the limit of infinitely heavy quarks. Since the standardorder parameter, the Polyakov loop xLrA0sy requires knowledge on all n-point correlation functionsof the gauge field, its determination is challenging. Using a related order parameter, LrxA0ys,circumvents this difficulty. Within the flow-equation setup we evaluate xA0y by numericallydetermining the minimum of the effective potential. Accordingly only the gluon and the ghostpropagator enter the determination of the phase boundary in this setting.In our approximation the complete potential is a superposition of SU(2) potentials with differ-ent periodicities. The group structure of the gauge group enters here, since these are given bythe eigenvalues of the Cartan generators in the adjoint representation. Hence we can easily eval-uate our order parameter for quark confinement for different gauge groups, after performing thenumerical evaluation of the temperature-dependent effective potential for SU(2). Thus we can gobeyond gauge groups studied in lattice simulations and consider SU(N) for 2¤ N ¤12, Sp(2) andE(7). This allows to investigate which property of Lie groups determines the order of the phasetransition. Our findings, showing first order phase transitions for all investigated gauge groupsexcept SU(2), indicate that the size of the gauge group, and not the center of the group, is thedecisive quantity. This supports the conjecture that a large mismatch in the dynamical degreesof freedom, resulting from a large gauge group, induces a first order phase transition. We furtherrelate the approach to the phase transition to the structure of the gauge group, by establishinga picture of destructive and constructive interference for the order-parameter potential.In (2+1) dimensions, there are less transversal degrees of freedom. Thus, for a given gaugegroup, the mismatch in the dynamical degrees of freedom is reduced when passing from (3+1)
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to (2+1) dimensions. Accordingly one might expect more groups to show second order phasetransitions, which is indeed supported by lattice calculations: SU(3) and Sp(2) have secondorder phase transitions in (2+1) dimensions, whereas the order of the phase transition in SU(4)is still under debate.To implement the order parameter LrxA0ys in (2+1) dimensions, several changes are neces-sary in comparison to the (3+1) dimensional case: The dimensional factors in the momentumintegration in the effective potential clearly change. Furthermore the Landau gauge propagatorsthemselves are dimension-dependent. Implementing (2+1) dimensional propagators15 in a (2+1)dimensional potential however fails to reproduce the second order phase transition expected inSU(3). This is due to the back-coupling of the potential V p2q (cf. eq. (3.47)), which is neglectedin these studies. It turns out to be essential in the vicinity of a second order phase transition,as there long-range correlations are important. In contradistinction to SU(2), where the groupstructure, namely a single pair of eigenvalues, induces a second order phase transition in (2+1)and (3+1) dimensions, the V p2q-term is crucial for larger groups. Hence it should be included instudies of (2+1) dimensional Yang-Mills theories for SU(3) and SU(4).Center-free gauge groups are another interesting field to study. Lattice studies suggest that,e.g. for G(2) the Polyakov loop exhibits a jump [154, 158], although no symmetry exists to bebroken at this transition. Furthermore G(2) is of particular interest, as its generators fall into twocategories: A subset is given by the SU(3) generators. Introducing a Higgs mechanism for theother gluons allows to interpolate between the center-free group G(2) and SU(3). FurthermoreG(2) mimics QCD with dynamical quarks in the following sense: The charge of a static quarkcan be screened by gluons in G(2), such that string-breaking can occur even without dynamicalquarks. In our study we also observe a fast change in the Polyakov loop for G(2) at the criticaltemperature. However, using SU(3) propagators in the (3+1) dimensional G(2)-potential yieldsan order parameter LrxA0ys that is slightly negative in the vicinity of Tc. As this quantity is anupper bound for the expectation value of the Polyakov loop, it would follow that also xLrA0sy   0.This is in contrast to results on the lattice, where for T ¤ Tc, xLrA0sy assumes a small, non-zeropositive value. A first improvement consists in using G(2) Landau gauge propagators. As theseare available in (2+1) dimensions, we implement the evaluation of the effective potential for G(2)there16. This does not ameliorate our findings. The deviation in our result from the expectationcan be traced back to the observation that in the vicinity of Tc there are several local minima,where the value of the potential is very close to the value at the global minimum. Thereforeour study of G(2) requires a very high level of quantitative precision, such that also subleadingterms such as the V p2q term are crucial here. We conclude that the V p2q term should be includedhere in order to recover an order parameter that is positive everywhere in agreement with theexpectation.Since it is notoriously difficult to do calculations in full QCD in the infrared, many models,such as the Polyakov-Quark-Meson model have been devised to study the QCD phase diagram.A crucial input here is the effective potential for the Polyakov loop. This can be deduced fromour order-parameter potential and can be used as an input for model calculations, see, e.g. [159].We can furthermore derive thermodynamic properties from our setting, since we can directlycalculate the free energy F which is related to the partition function by F  T lnZ  TΓmin.This will allow to determine quantities such as the pressure as a function of the temperature.Here, the full temperature-dependence of the propagators presumably plays a crucial role.
15We are grateful to Daniel Spielmann who provided lattice data on SU(2) propagators in (2+1) dimensions.16We are grateful to Axel Maas, who provided lattice data on G(2) Landau gauge propagators.
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CHAPTER 4
Asymptotically safe quantum gravity
4.1 Asymptotic safety: A UV completion for gravity?
4.1.1 The problem with quantum gravityIn this chapter we will study a particular scenario for the quantisation of gravity. The unificationof the two "pillars" of modern theoretical physics, namely General Relativity, and quantum theory,to a theory that incorporates quantum effects in gravity, naively pictured as fluctuations of thespace-time geometry itself, is a long-standing problem.In view of the successful application of perturbative quantisation techniques to the standardmodel of particle physics a first attempt at quantising gravity might be along the same lines.However one can easily see why this is bound to fail: In a (local) gravity theory built fromdiffeomorphism-invariant quantities like R (for our conventions regarding gravity see app. A.2.1),contractions of Rµν and Rµνρσ , the propagator will be  1pp2qn , where n is the power of curvature(e.g. Rn, pRµνRµνqn{2etc.). The vertices will then be proportional to pp2qn, irrespective of thenumber of fields that are attached to them1. It therefore follows that the superficial degree ofdivergence in a gravity theory is given by
D  dL  2nV  2nI, (4.1)
in d dimensions, where of course L is the number of loops, V the number of vertices and I thenumber of internal lines. Using the topological relation I  V   L 1, we arrive at
D  pd 2nqL  2n. (4.2)
Accordingly, the theory is presumably perturbatively renormalisable if it is built from objectsof the form Rd{2 in d dimensions. This suggests that Einstein gravity is renormalisable in 2dimensions. Indeed explicit calculations in 4 dimensions show the necessity to include furthercounterterms at two-loop order (or even at one-loop order if matter is included). Perturbativerenormalisability of Einstein gravity in 4 dimensions therefore fails [160, 161, 162, 163, 164].In the language of fixed points of the RG flow the canonical dimensionality of the Newtoncoupling and the cosmological constant implies that the Gaußian fixed point is UV repulsive in the
1Here we neglect the tensor structure of the propagator and assume that we quantise linearised metric fluctuationsaround a flat background, so that we can make the transition to Fourier space.
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first direction. It follows that, although the observable values of the couplings in the IR are rathersmall, perturbative quantisation schemes fail. For some reason the universe seems to sit on atrajectory that passes very close to the GFP in the IR. Yet it is not possible to construct a trajectorythat terminates in the GFP in the ultraviolet. Consequently the perturbative quantisation fails.One might then conclude that a quantum theory of gravity cannot successfully be constructedas a theory of metric fluctuations within the framework of local QFT, and indeed many candidatetheories for quantum gravity start from different assumptions, e.g. by including additional degreesof freedom, departing from the assumption of locality, or describing the quantum excitations ofspace-time in an altogether different language than standard QFT.Since virtually no experimental guidance is currently available in the realm of quantum gravity,there is a large number of open questions concerning the physical as well as mathematical aspectsof the quantisation procedure and its consequences in gravity, see, e.g. [165]:Starting with a quantisation procedure, one has a choice between the canonical framework, andthe path-integral quantisation. The former is mainly being followed in Loop Quantum Gravity(for reviews see, e.g. [166, 167]), and allows for the construction of a kinematical Hilbert space.Defining the dynamics of the theory then becomes a major challenge.Here we will focus on the path-integral framework, or sum-over-histories approach, where oneis interested in evaluating the following schematic expression
Z  »geometries ei S, (4.3)that is some kind of weighted sum over geometries, but is at this point of course no well-definedexpression. At this stage, we face a physical choice: Geometries may be smooth Riemanniangeometries, or discrete ones (see, e.g. the causal set programme [168, 169, 170], as well as spinfoams, see, e.g. [166, 167]). Indeed the Planck length LPl  1.6 1035m may play the role of afundamental physical cutoff, such that no smaller lengths can exist, thus automatically regularisingquantum gravity as well as quantum field theories2. Indications for such a scenario are found,e.g. in Loop Quantum Gravity, where the area as well as the volume operator are gapped in thekinematical Hilbert space, see, e.g. [166].Apart from introducing discretisation as a property of physics, one may also consider it justas a technical device in order to regularise the expression eq. (4.3). In this case it is necessary totake a continuum limit, very similar to lattice gauge theory, in order to arrive at physical results.This approach is being followed in matrix models for two-dimensional gravity, see, e.g. [172, 173],as well as Euclidean and Causal Dynamical Triangulations [174], see also the review article [175].Furthermore it is unclear whether the fluctuations that are being summed over in eq. (4.3)should also include fluctuations in topology, and if the number of space-time dimensions andthe signature of the metric should be fixed by hand or emerge dynamically. An example whereapart from the signature all these parameters are allowed to fluctuate is constituted by causalset theory [168, 169, 170]. Naturally an approach which allows "quantum space-time" to departso radically from classical space-time is severely challenged when it comes to the recovery of asemi-classical limit, see also [167].Many of these aspects can be subsumed in the physical question: What are the degrees offreedom of quantum gravity?
2Such a fundamental physical cutoff scale might then also help to resolve the singularities in cosmological aswell as black-hole solutions of Einstein’s equations. Within a setting where no such cutoff scale exists, singularityresolution might also be possible, but is more challenging, see, e.g. [171].
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Here no experimental guidance is available to answer that question at very high energies3.Therefore many possible answers, ranging from excitations of a string to discrete elements ofa causal set have been given. Being guided by examples such as QCD, where the effectivelow-energy degrees of freedom (hadrons) are rather different from the high-energy degrees offreedom (quarks and gluons), one may argue that the metric might only be an effective degreeof freedom. This assumption is being tested within the asymptotic-safety scenario, as it opensa possibility to construct a local, continuum quantum field theory of the metric within the path-integral framework. A failure of this scenario accordingly would suggest that the metric is notthe fundamental degree of freedom of quantum gravity.If one chooses to stay within the framework of local quantum field theory, eq. (4.2) suggestsone possible way to build a perturbatively renormalisable theory of gravity in four dimensions,by including higher-derivative terms up to four powers in momentum, i.e. two powers in thecurvature. As shown in [177, 178, 179, 180, 181], this theory is perturbatively renormalisable, asit is asymptotically free in the higher-derivative couplings. It however has a different problem,namely unitarity. The 1{p4 propagator can be rewritten as a sum of two 1{p2 propagators, one ofwhich has a mass and a negative residue at the pole, i.e. it is a ghost and therefore presumablyspoils the unitarity of the theory in a perturbative framework, see [182].To summarise the results from applying perturbation theory to the quantisation of gravity, wefind a non-renormalisable theory at lowest derivative order and a non-unitary theory at higherderivatives, thus we conclude that the construction of a quantum field theory of the metric mightnecessitate a non-perturbative framework.We now make a physical assumption about quantum gravity, namely that its dynamics will begoverned by a NGFP instead of a GFP in the far UV, which implies that residual interactionsdominate the high-energy behaviour. Of course the validity of this claim must be supported byexplicit calculations. Within this scenario the perturbative non-renormalisability of a QFT withthe Einstein-Hilbert action as the fundamental action is interpreted simply as a breakdown ofperturbation theory. In analogy to QCD, where the existence of a strongly-coupled regime in theIR is simply inaccessible to perturbation theory, but nevertheless a valid description of physics,a non-perturbatively constructed QFT of the metric could be valid, and requires the existence ofa NGFP.The approach to quantise gravity as a local quantum field theory within the path-integralframework is very conservative, as it avoids the assumption of new physical degrees of freedom4,or the introduction of a wholly new framework. Without being prejudiced about the questionif this route to the quantisation is the one that "nature chose", it is still highly interesting toexamine where the framework of local quantum field theories and the path integral really breaksdown, and if it cannot be pushed to incorporate the quantisation of gravity with the metric as thefundamental field5.
3Let us emphasise that proposals to study quantum gravity by means of analogue models, where, e.g. effectivehorizons for sound waves can be studied in laboratory experiments see, e.g. [176] only allow to access kinematicalaspects of the theory. For instance, the effect of an underlying discreteness of space-time on Hakwing radiation canbe probed in these models. Such analogue systems do however not provide a doorway to access questions on thedynamics of quantum gravity.4Note that the degrees of freedom are not completely specified, once the field is specified, since the number ofinitial conditions needed to solve the equations of motion depends on the kinetic operator of the theory. In thissense higher-derivative gravity has more degrees of freedom than Einstein-Hilbert gravity. This choice is actuallya priori open in the asymptotic-safety scenario, since it is not clear which operators are part of the classical action.5Note that in the strongly-interacting regime it might happen that within the path integral it is possible tomap the metric degrees of freedom onto different degrees of freedom, in which it is considerably more natural to
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4.1.2 The asymptotic-safety scenarioAs stressed by Weinberg, the concept of perturbative renormalisability is very restrictive, andwe may overlook valid quantum field theories by making perturbative renormalisability a centralrequirement. Indeed "non-renormalisable theories are just as renormalisable as renormalisabletheories, as long as we include all possible terms in the Lagrangian" [41]. As, disregardingthe issue of anomalies, counterterms being required for renormalisation are always subject tothe symmetry constraints of the theory, we immediately see that including all terms allowed bysymmetry will provide an appropriate term for each possible divergence. As each term comes withits own coupling constant, it might at a first glance seem to be difficult to arrive at a predictivetheory in such a way.Nevertheless perturbatively non-renormalisable theories may indeed be non-perturbativelyrenormalisable and parametrised by just a finite number of free parameters.Asymptotic safety, as proposed in [183], see also [184, 185, 186, 187], is a generalisation ofthe concept of asymptotic freedom, where a theory is consistent up to arbitrarily high momentaas it sits on a trajectory that is connected to the Gaußian fixed point. Similarly a trajectorythat runs into a non-Gaußian fixed point can be used to define a theory that is valid up toarbitrarily high momenta (see sec. 2.3.1)6. Such a theory, where the UV-cutoff can be removedwithout running into a divergence is called a fundamental theory. In particular, theories whichare fundamental and also non-trivial in the infrared, provide building blocks for a complete andconsistent description of high-energy physics.The question of whether such a theory is predictive is then analogous to a theory that isdefined at a Gaußian fixed point in the UV: If there is a finite number of UV-relevant operators,this theory is predictive. Of course predictivity requires the couplings to be precisely tuned: Thetheory has to sit exactly on the critical surface in order for it to hit the NGFP in the UV. Onemay well wonder why "nature" would "choose" to place a theory exactly on the critical surface,and expect an even more microscopic theory to account for this. On the other hand the finetuning is not more severe than for perturbatively renormalisable theories, where all couplingswith canonical negative mass dimension are set to zero. The principle that one invokes here,perturbative renormalisability, is not a directly physical requirement.Hence a theory is asymptotically safe if it has a NGFP with a finite number of relevantdirections7. One can find an argument why only a finite number of relevant directions shouldbe expected at a NGFP, if, indeed, it exists: The canonical dimension of the couplings of alldiffeomorphism invariant operators at higher order in momenta than the Einstein-Hilbert term is
describe gravity. However the basic variable in the path integral would still be the metric, and no new degrees offreedom would be introduced here, one might merely realise that a change of variables in the path integral is a moreconvenient description.6Note, however, the following subtlety: A theory may be defined exactly at the NGFP, in which case one maytake the UV-cutoff Λ Ñ8. Then the infrared physics is also described by the fixed-point values of the couplings. Ifthe theory is supposed to have a non-trivial scale-dependence, we have to start arbitrarily close to the fixed pointin the UV and then flow towards the region of theory space which is compatible with the values of the couplingsthat we infer from experiments at low energies. This implies however, that we have to define the theory at some,arbitrary high, but still finite cutoff Λ with coupling values which are very close to the fixed-point values. Althoughfor practical purposes this does not play a role, as Λ may indeed be arbitrarily high, and the flow may stay in thevicinity of the fixed point for many orders of magnitude in the momenta, this still leaves open the question of whatdetermines the initial values of the couplings at Λ.7Note that it may actually be possible, by a clever change of variables, to formulate the theory in such a way, thatit admits a Gaußian fixed point in the new formulation. Then the asymptotic-safety scenario, in changed variables,could be investigated by the same techniques as, e.g. Yang-Mills theories at high energies.
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zero or negative and decreases further with the number of momenta. Therefore the contributionto the critical exponent resulting from quantum fluctuations would have to grow arbitrarily largein order to outweigh the canonical dimension and turn infinitely many power-counting irrelevantinto relevant operators.The asymptotic-safety scenario is of course not restricted to the case of gravity. In particular,the Higgs sector of the Standard Model may also be asymptotically safe [9, 188, 189], as may, e.g.also be the non-linear sigma model, see, e.g. [190], or the Gross-Neveu model in 3 dimensions[191]. In the last case the interpretation of the NGFP is mainly in terms of quantum phasetransitions. Furthermore SU(N) gauge theories can be asymptotically safe in 5 dimensions [192].Let us remark on the scenario and its relation to other frameworks for quantum gravity:• Note the crucial difference between the asymptotic-safety scenario and the framework ofeffective theories, that can be applied to General Relativity straightforwardly. Here onedoes not make any assumption about the UV completion of gravity, but uses that in thelow-energy regime one can calculate the effect of quantum fluctuations in gravity to anydesired precision with just a finite number of free parameters [193], assuming a decouplingbetween high and low energies, such that the low-energy dynamics is independent of the UVcompletion (see, e.g. [194] for a determination of the quantum corrections to the Newtoniangravitational potential).The asymptotic-safety scenario goes beyond such a framework in that it provides for a UVcompletion of gravity. This framework will then allow to test if the decoupling assumptionof effective theories indeed holds.Nevertheless the β functions for the gravitational couplings evaluated with the help of theWetterich equation are valid generally: One may either be interested in the asymptotic-safety scenario, where fixed-point conditions for the β functions will be of particular interest.On the other hand one may assume that an effective description of quantum gravity in termsof metric fluctuations will hold below some scale k0 (e.g. the Planck scale), irrespective ofwhat the UV completion is. Such an assumption can also be valid if the UV completion isformulated in a totally different framework than local QFT, and, e.g. assumes a physicaldiscreteness of space-time at small scales. The microscopic theory, whatever it may be,and how its degrees of freedom look like, then determines the initial condition at k0 inthe theory space that we are working in. Below k0 our parameterisation holds, such thatit is possible to follow the flow further towards the IR and study the compatibility of theinitial conditions with experimental observations of gravity as well as matter. In such away it is possible to restrict possible UV completions of gravity, as some of them maydetermine initial conditions that will lead to a clash with observations at lower scales. (Ofcourse the non-trivial step here is to determine the initial condition from the microscopictheory.) This allows to study certain aspects of other UV completions for gravity besidesthe asymptotic-safety scenario in our framework.As experimentally, in the IR, it is not possible to distinguish a trajectory starting close tothe NGFP on the critical surface from one that is just slightly off the critical surface (as theirrelevant couplings are drawn towards the critical surface towards the IR), it is difficult todistinguish between an asymptotically safe trajectory and one that arises from a differentUV completion and has initial conditions such that it sits on a trajectory slightly off thecritical surface (see also [195]). Thus for a large range of scales the RG flow for othermicroscopic theories of gravity may be very similar to the RG flow within the asymptotic-safety scenario.
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• Formulating the theory in terms of the metric, or in terms of the vielbein and the spin-connection (which allows for the introduction of non-zero torsion), are inequivalent choicesin the quantum theory. Recent results suggest that both formulations may be asymptoticallysafe [196].• Since a theory defined at a NGFP is scale-free, it can be analysed by conformal-field-theory techniques. In particular, it may be conceivable, that a duality relation similar tothe AdS-CFT conjecture also applies to the, as yet unknown, fixed-point theory. Thus itmight be possible to understand the scenario, or aspects of it, with the help of perturbativetechniques applied to a dual theory.• There might be a further possibility how asymptotically safe quantum gravity can be linkedto other UV completions for gravity: Fixed points in theory space describe scale invarianttheories. Physically, scale invariance may be realised in second-order phase transitions,where the correlation length diverges, and therefore the system becomes scale-free. Hencethe fixed point underlying the asymptotic-safety scenario might potentially be interpretedas being related to a phase transition. Here, a connection to other approaches to quantumgravity may be found: Several candidate theories to quantum gravity rely on a discretisationof space-time, and introduce some kind of fundamental building blocks. These do often nothave a direct geometrical interpretation, as for instance the fields in group field theory,which live on a group manifold, see, e.g. [197, 198]. One may then postulate that at veryhigh energies, these microscopic degrees of freedom exist in some kind of "pre-geometric"phase. A second order phase transition may then be related to a kind of "condensation"mechanism of these fundamental degrees of freedom [199]. The "condensed" phase on theother side of the phase transition might then be describable by a quantum field theory ofthe metric, and geometric notions would make sense in this phase. Such a scenario wouldreceive support if the critical exponents found at the NGFP in asymptotically safe quantumgravity would agree with critical exponents evaluated in the discrete theory. Of coursethese ideas are highly speculative, but show that seemingly very different approaches toquantum gravity may in some sense be different sides of the same picture.Let us nevertheless emphasise that, while the recovery of a regime where space-time can bedescribed in terms of a differentiable manifold with a dynamical metric is a crucial challengefor the discrete approaches to quantum gravity, the asymptotic-safety scenario as it standscan also be taken as complete. Here one assumes that the metric carries the fundamentaldegrees of freedom of gravity up to arbitrarily high energies, and the UV behaviour of thetheory is simply governed by the fixed point. The question, whether this scenario, or thescenario with a phase transition to a different (possibly non-geometric) phase is realised isultimately an experimental question.Let us briefly discuss the implications of the fixed-point requirement in gravity. Here, theNewton coupling GN is not dimensionless in four dimensions. Accordingly, the β function for thedimensionless Newton coupling G will take the formβG  2G   GηN, (4.4)where the factor 2G reflects the dimensionality, and ηN is a function of all couplings of the theory,which is non-zero as an effect of quantum fluctuations. The fixed point condition for a NGFPclearly requires ηN  2. (4.5)
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The non-trivial fixed point hence emerges due to a balancing between dimensional and quantumscaling.The dimensionful coupling at high momenta, in the vicinity of the fixed point, can then berewritten with the fixed-point value G as
GN  Gk2 . (4.6)Taking k2 Ñ 8 results in the dimensionful gravitational coupling going to zero. This effect is dueto the dimensionality, and should be contrasted with the case of Yang-Mills theory, where thecoupling goes to zero in the UV as it is dimensionless and attracted by a Gaußian fixed point.The fixed-point requirement ηN  2 can then be interpreted as a sign of a dynamical reductionto 2 dimensions in the vicinity of the fixed point, see, e.g. [200, 201].The next important test that such a candidate for a fundamental theory has to pass is ofcourse the connection to observations, since a theory may be completely consistent in itself, butsimply not realised in nature. The minimal requirement here is that within the experimentallyaccessible range of energies the couplings coincide with their values inferred from measurements.In the case of gravity this implies that there has to be a regime where GN  const and also thedimensionful cosmological constant is non-zero: λ¯  const. For the dimensionless couplings thistranslates into G  1k2 and λ  k2 and hence G  1λ . This feature is indeed observed in sometrajectories passing close to the Gaußian fixed point in the Einstein-Hilbert truncation, cf. [202],see also sec. 4.2.
4.1.3 The search for asymptotic safety with the Wetterich equationFirst studies of asymptotic safety in gravity involved a perturbative expansion in 2 ε dimensions[203, 204], and a 1N expansion in matter fields [205], where the large number of matter fieldsallows to discard metric fluctuations. These calculations constitute evidence for the realisationof the asymptotic-safety scenario. In a symmetry-reduced setting, where metric fluctuationsare severely restricted due to symmetry, a NGFP can also be found [206, 207, 208]. Further,numerical simulations of the gravitational path integral also find support for the scenario, see,e.g. [209, 174, 175].The Wetterich equation is a natural tool to search for a NGFP as a UV completion of gravity,as it allows to search the theory space for fixed points also in the non-perturbative regime.Following the pioneering work of M. Reuter [12], extensive work on this topic has been done [210,211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 53, 222, 201, 223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 228, 229,230, 231, 232, 233, 234, 235, 236, 237, 238, 239, 240, 241, 242, 243, 18, 16, 244, 66, 245, 196, 246].Reviews can be found in [247, 13, 248, 249, 250, 251, 252]. For work on the phenomenologicalapplications in astrophysics and cosmology, see, e.g. [27] and references therein.Technically, the use of the flow equation in gravity relies on the background field method [57],which is also extensively used in Yang-Mills theory, since it allows to define a gauge-invarianteffective action. In gravity the use of this method is mandatory, since a metric is necessary todefine a scale with respect to which quantum fluctuations are suppressed. Said in different words,the notion of coarse graining is one which presupposes the existence of some external scale, whichallows to distinguish coarse-grained from fine-grained geometries. Solving the quantum equationsof motion defines the physical expectation value of the metric which in turn can be used to define anotion of lengths. In the case of the effective average action such a construction would presupposethat one solves the quantum equations of motion before one even has integrated out all quantum
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fluctuations to arrive at the effective action. Clearly for technical reasons some external notion oflength scales is therefore necessary, with respect to which the coarse-graining procedure can bedefined. Accordingly the background field method is applied which allows not only to define agauge-invariant effective action, but also provides a background metric with respect to which onecan define low- and high-momentum modes. This entails that a straightforward implementationof the requirement of background independence is impossible. However one may work on afixed background, using it only as a technical tool, and making sure that none of the physicalresults depend on the choice of background. This approach circumvents some of the problems ofstrictly background-independent approaches8, and may be termed "background-covariant". Theapplication of the Wetterich equation to investigate the asymptotic-safety scenario is indeed suchan approach. Here we have a more subtle realisation of background independence, in the sensethat the background is just a technical necessity. If physical quantities of the resulting quantumgravity scenario turn out to be independent of the choice of background, this theory should alsobe considered background independent. One may then argue that the background dependenceis a spurious property of our formulation of the theory, but not one of its physical properties.In particular the use of the background method does not imply that only small, linearisedmetric perturbations around a fixed physical background are considered. The background issimply a technical tool and can be chosen arbitrarily. Furthermore the fluctuations around it arenot restricted to be small, hence the use of the background field method does not presupposethat gravity can be quantised perturbatively, with linearised excitations.The use of the flow equation in the search for a NGFP is possible since the microscopic actiondoes not enter the Wetterich equation. It only serves as an initial condition when the flow isintegrated to k Ñ 0. Therefore in circumstances when the flow equation is used in the directionof k Ñ 8, to search for an ultraviolet completion of the theory, the fixed-point action ΓkÑ8 isa genuine prediction of the theory. This distinguishes the construction of a quantum theory ofgravity with the help of the asymptotic-safety scenario in the framework of the Wetterich equationfrom other approaches to quantum gravity, where the microscopic action is one of the axioms ofthe theory.As detailed in sec. 2.3.4 theory space has to be truncated for practical calculations. In the caseof gravity, theory space is spanned by directions which are defined by diffeomorphism invariantquantities such as ³ ddx?gRn,³ ddx?gRµνRµν etc. After gauge fixing operators depending on thebackground metric as well as the full metric enlarge the theory space considerably. Accompanyingthe gauge fixing also operators involving Faddeev-Popov ghosts have to be taken into account.Terms that depend on background field quantities only do not couple into the flow, as Γp2,0qk rh, g¯s 0 on this subspace, however their flow is being driven by the other operators.The truncations that have been investigated until now include extensive studies of the Einstein-Hilbert truncation [12, 210, 211, 253, 212, 215, 214], truncations involving higher terms in thecurvature scalar R [216], in particular polynomial truncations up to R8 [231, 228, 235, 232] andtruncations involving the square of the Weyl tensor [237, 242]. The inclusion of matter has alsobeen studied [218, 219, 254, 255, 256, 257, 258, 259, 55]; for more details see chap. 5. First trunca-tions distinguishing between the background metric g¯µν and the full metric gµν have included theEinstein-Hilbert term for the metric gµν as well as a background metric Einstein-Hilbert sector,
8Challenges arise when no background geometry at all is admitted, and gravity has to be rephrased as a purelyrelational theory. Most of these approaches are then formulated in terms of discrete variables, where the discretenessis either fundamental, or some kind of continuum limit needs to be taken. In either case, the recovery of a regimewhere small fluctuations around a fixed, smooth background geometry parametrised by a Lorentzian metric describethe dynamics appropriately, becomes a highly non-trivial task.
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and also bimetric terms [66, 67].In total these studies provide rather convincing evidence for the possible realisation of theasymptotic-safety scenario in quantum gravity: All truncations investigated so far show a NGFP.Although the fixed-point values of the couplings vary, the fixed-point value of Newton’s couplingis always found to be positive. This is a crucial requirement, as a negative value of Newton’scoupling would lead to an unstable theory. On the other hand the microscopic value of thecosmological constant is not restricted by observations and might be either positive or negative;it is only the IR value that is restricted by observations. Furthermore the number of relevantdirections has been found to be ¤ 3 in most of these studies. In particular in polynomial trunca-tions involving the curvature scalar R , quantum fluctuations change the power-counting marginaloperator R2 into a relevant operator, but all power-counting irrelevant operators Rn with n ¥ 3stay irrelevant. This is in agreement with the expectation that quantum fluctuations only turn afinite number of power-counting irrelevant operators into relevant ones.In the case of the inclusion of higher-derivative terms, a challenge is posed to the asymptotic-safety scenario by unitarity. From the point of view of perturbation theory, higher-derivativeterms directly lead to a massive propagator with a negative residue at the pole, i.e. a ghost(not to be confused with Faddeev-Popov ghosts). This leads to a violation of unitarity. Withina non-perturbative setting, this might be evaded, since the mass of the negative-norm state is afunction of the running couplings, hence it is scale-dependent itself. The mass at a momentumscale p2 may therefore be such that the full propagator Γp2qk pp2q	1 evaluated at p2 does nothave a pole. Depending on its scale dependence, the pole may, e.g. be shifted to arbitraryhigh energies (see comments in [216, 251, 248, 237]). Let us stress that a complete answer tothis problem can only be given after a full determination of the fixed point and the trajectoriesemanating from it.We now turn to a first calculation within the FRG framework for quantum gravity, namelythe study of the Einstein-Hilbert truncation. This truncation has been studied very extensively[12, 210, 211, 253, 212, 215, 214]. Here, we add further to the evidence for the existence of theNGFP, as we study a further combination of gauge parameters and regularisation scheme. Wealso introduce a different computational scheme which does not rely on heat-kernel methods.
4.2 Einstein-Hilbert truncation
4.2.1 Method: The Einstein-Hilbert truncation on a maximally symmetricbackgroundThe Einstein-Hilbert truncation is defined byΓk  Γk EH   Γk gf   Γk gh, (4.7)where Γk EH  2κ2ZNpkq » d4x?gpR   2λ¯pkqq, (4.8)
Γk gf  ZNpkq2α
» d4xag¯ g¯µνFµrg¯, hsFνrg¯, hs, (4.9)with Fµrg¯, hs  ?2κD¯νhµν  1  ρd D¯µhνν

 . (4.10)
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We will focus on d  4 in the following. The gauge fixing depends on two parameters α and ρ,which in principle should be treated as running couplings, too. Harmonic gauge (also known asdeDonder gauge) is realised for α  1, whereas α  0 corresponds to the Landau-deWitt gaugeand constitutes a fixed point of the RG flow [94, 260]9. In the above, κ  p32piGNq 12 is related tothe bare Newton constant GN. The ghost term with a wave-function renormalisation Zc is givenby
Γk gh  ?2Zc » d4xag¯ c¯µD¯ρg¯µκgκνDρ   D¯ρg¯µκgρνDκ  21  ρd D¯µg¯ρσgρνDσ	cν. (4.11)In this first truncation any non-trivial running in the ghost and gauge-fixing sector is neglected.We therefore set Zc  1 and let α  const and ρ  const.Evaluating the right-hand side of the flow equation we have two different strategies at ourdisposal: Either the spectrum and the eigenfunctions of Γp2qk are known, then the full propagatorcan be constructed explicitly in the basis provided by the eigenfunctions. The trace is then im-plemented straightforwardly as a summation/integration over the discrete/continuous spectrum,including possible trace measure factors corresponding to the density of states with one eigen-value. If this information is not available, but the heat-kernel trace of the Laplace-type operatorD occurring in Γp2qk , i.e. the trace over exppD sq, is known, one can use a Laplace representationof the right-hand side of the flow equation. In this case one rewrites
tr fpD q  » 80 ds f˜psq tr epD qs, (4.12)where f˜psq is the inverse Laplace transform of fpD q. Note that here the spectrum of the differentialoperator is not required, the reduced information contained in the heat-kernel trace suffices.In earlier studies the method employing a Laplace transform and the heat-kernel trace wasused (see, e.g. [12, 13, 212, 231]). Considering the flow equation with external fields, such asghost fields or fermion fields, is technically rather involved then, and has only been consideredrecently [244, 261]. However here knowledge on off-diagonal heat-kernel traces is necessary, andthe calculations can become technically challenging.Therefore, to project onto the running of operators containing, e.g. ghosts or matter fields, adifferent technique is useful. Although truncations involving no running in the ghost sector can beinvestigated by both methods, we will introduce the method on the example of the Einstein-Hilberttruncation, and then use it for a study of the ghost sector [18, 16, 17] (see also [262]).In the case of the Einstein-Hilbert truncation a background which allows to distinguish
BtZNpkq and Btλ¯pkq is sufficient. As we require knowledge on the spectrum of D¯2, we choose abackground fulfilling both requirements. Here, it is convenient to choose a maximally symmetricbackground, where due to symmetry reasons
R¯ρσµν  R¯dpd 1qpg¯ρµg¯σν  g¯ρνg¯σµq, (4.13)
where the dimension-dependent factor is fixed by requiring g¯µνR¯κµκν  R¯ .
9For gravity, the same argument suggesting that α  0 is a fixed point applies as for Yang-Mills theory, see[212]: Landau-deWitt gauge α  0 implements the gauge condition Fµ  0 exactly, i.e. by a delta-function in thepath integral. Therefore all modes that are integrated out always exactly satisfy the gauge condition, and henceα  0 is stable under a change in the infrared cutoff k .
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The basic classification is then as follows: One distinguishes spaces with R¯  0 and positiveor negative R¯ , respectively. For Euclidean signature R¯  0 corresponds to d-dimensional flatspace. Spaces characterised by R¯   0 are hyperboloids and R¯ ¡ 0 spheres, which we willconcentrate on. Introducing the curvature radius r, the following relations hold:
R¯  dpd 1qr2 , R¯µν  g¯µν R¯d ,
» ddxag¯  Γpd{2qΓpdq p4pir2q d2 . (4.14)To bring the inverse propagator into a form where the only dependence on the covariant derivativeis through the appearance of a covariant Laplacian D¯2 we employ a York decomposition [263]of the fluctuation metric, following [212]:
hµν  hTTµν   D¯µvν   D¯νvµ   D¯µD¯νσ  1dD¯2g¯µνσ   1dg¯µνh. (4.15)Here the following transversality and tracelessness conditions hold:
D¯µhTTµν  0, D¯µvµ  0, g¯µνhTTµν  0. (4.16)Similarly, we decompose the ghost and antighost according to
cµ  cµ T   D¯µcL and c¯µ  c¯µ T   D¯µc¯L, (4.17)
with the transversal component D¯µcTµ  0.This decomposition allows to bring Γp2qk into a form which only depends on the covariantLaplacian D¯2 and the curvature tensor and its contractions. Due to the transversality conditionsall uncontracted derivatives D¯µ can be traded for a covariant Laplacian and a curvature tensor,using that for a vector V µ
rD¯µ, D¯νsV κ  RκλµνV λ. (4.18)The change of variables in the form of the York decomposition introduces a Jacobian into the pathintegral which can be cancelled by the further rescaling (see, e.g. [212])
σ Ñ cD¯2	2   dd 1D¯µR¯µνD¯ν
1 σ, vµ Ñ bD¯2  Ric
1 vµ (4.19)
cL Ñ bD¯2
1 cL, c¯L Ñ bD¯2
1 c¯L, (4.20)
where  Ric vµ  R¯µνvν .The second functional derivative of the Einstein-Hilbert action on a spherical backgroundtakes its well-known form (for explicit representations, see app. A.2.1). The propagator matrix isnon-diagonal, except in the case ρ  α for d  4, which will be our choice of gauge conditionin the following. We then observe that the vector and scalar inverse propagators are both  α .Therefore these components drop out of all diagrams with at least one external vertex for ρ α  0, if we choose the scalar part of the regulator function Rk  Γp2qk rpyq, where y  D¯k2 withsome appropriate Laplace-type operator D¯ . Let us illustrate this by noting that, schematically,the derivative with respect to the external field leads to a form BtRk Γp2qk p1  rpyqq	2 which is
 α . Accordingly these modes will drop out of the right-hand-side of the flow equation as soon
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as a derivative with respect to an external field is performed. Interestingly no choice of ρ and αallows to remove the contribution of the trace mode completely. Running couplings in gravity aretherefore driven by transverse traceless tensor fluctuations (being related to the spin-2-propertiesof the metric), as well as trace fluctuations, and of course ghosts.We then proceed to specify a choice of regulator which will allow us to evaluate the traceon the right-hand side of the flow equation analytically. We use a spectrally and RG-adjustedregulator [65, 50] with an exponential shape function
Rk  Γp2qk 1e Γp2qkZmodek2  1 , (4.21)where Zmode depends on the mode of the York decomposition such that the effective cutoff scale isthe same for all modes. Here, one includes a negative sign for the trace mode, the kinetic termof which has a negative sign10.The complete regulator function carries an appropriate tensor structure for each sector, since
RTTk µνκλ  Γp2qTTk µνκλ (4.22)and similar for the other modes.Here, we employ a spectrally adjusted cutoff, i.e. a cutoff where the regulator function hasthe full inverse propagator Γp2qk as its argument, instead of the Laplacian, only. This has theproperty that the momentum shells that are integrated out are adapted to the scale-dependenttwo-point function, see [65]. Thus the flow adjusts to the change of the two-point function,and can thereby be expected to be closer to the projection of the trajectory in the untruncatedtheory space. Technically it amounts to the right-hand-side of the flow equation depending onthe couplings and the beta functions, instead of the couplings only. This might be viewed aseffectively resumming a larger class of diagrams.We can then use the eigenvalues and degeneracy factors of D¯2 acting on scalar, vectorand tensor hyperspherical harmonics, which form a basis in the respective space on a sphericalbackground [265, 266], for details turn to app. A.2.2.The propagators can then be constructed explicitly in a basis of the appropriate hypersphericalharmonics, which we exemplify for the transverse traceless tensor mode: As the hypersphericalharmonics T lmµν pxq form a basis for tensor functions on the d sphere, we can expand the Green’sfunction as follows: Gpx  x1qµνρσ  8¸l2
Dlpd,2q¸
m1 alm T lmµν pxqT lmρσ px1q, (4.23)where there is a Dlpd, 2q-fold degeneracy of the hyperspherical harmonics for fixed l but differentm [265, 266] where
Dlpd, 2q  pd  1qpd 2qpl  dqpl 1qp2l  d 1qpl  d 3q!2pd 1q!pl  1q! . (4.24)
10In the Euclidean functional integral with the action being the Einstein-Hilbert action this leads to a stabilityproblem, as a strongly fluctuating conformal mode can make the factor eSEH arbitrarily large [264]. A negativeinverse propagator can lead to stability problems in the flow equation, if we choose the regulator to be positive, asthen the regularised propagator is schematically given by  p2   k21, which clearly may lead to divergences. Thecorrect choice of Zmode for the conformal mode therefore involves a negative sign, leading to the schematic regularisedpropagator   p2   k21, which does not introduce any spurious divergences into the flow equation [12].
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Now we can invert the two-point function to arrive at the regularised k-dependent propagator,Γp2qTT   Rk,TT	µνκλGκλ ρσ  1ag¯δdpx  x1q12 pg¯µρg¯σν   g¯µσ g¯νρq . (4.25)We will need several properties of the hyperspherical harmonics: They fulfil a completeness andan orthogonality relation, and are eigenfunctions of the covariant Laplacian D¯2:
δdpx  x1qag¯ 12 pg¯µρg¯νσ   g¯µσ g¯νρq  8¸l2
Dlpd,2q¸
m1 T lmµν pxqT lmρσ px1q, (4.26)δlkδmn  » ddxag¯ 12 pg¯µρg¯νσ   g¯µσ g¯νρqT lmµν pxqT knρσ pxq,
D¯2T lmµν pxq  Λl,2pdqT lmµν pxq. (4.27)The eigenvalues of the Laplacian are given by
Λl,2pdq  lpl  d 1q  2r2 . (4.28)We insert our expression eq. (4.23) into eq. (4.25), and use the eigenvalue equation eq. (4.27).As the regulator is some function of D¯2, it turns into the same function of Λl,2pdq in thehyperspherical-harmonics basis, schematically fpD¯2q Ñ fpΛl,2pdqq.Applying the completeness relation allows to rewrite the right-hand side of the definition ofthe Green’s function eq. (4.25). By a comparison of coefficients with respect to the hyperspherical-harmonics basis, we obtain
alm  κ2ZNdpd 3q   4r2  2λ¯  Λl,2pdq	  Rk,l

1 , (4.29)
for l ¥ 2. Inserting our expression for the propagator on the right-hand side of the flow equationwe have to take the appropriate traces, which involve an integration over the hypersphericalharmonics, where we again invoke eq. (4.26). Finally we end up with a summation over thediscrete label l. Here we have to take care of the fact that some modes do not contribute to thetrace, see [212].The discrete sum on the right-hand side of the flow equation can then be brought into anintegral form with the help of the Euler-MacLaurin formula, which reads
8¸
l0 fplq 
» 8
0 dl fplq   12fp0q   12fplq  
8¸
k1p1qk 1 Bk 1pk   1q!  f pkqplq  f pkqp0q  const. (4.30)Here Bk are the Bernoulli numbers. If the infinite sum over derivatives of the function contributedin our case, this rewriting would not be of much use. Using the Euler-MacLaurin representationfor the right-hand side of the Wetterich equation with the propagator given by eq. (4.23), eq. (4.29)and eq. (4.28) and the regulator eq. (4.21), a detailed inspection reveals that none of the termsin the sum over derivatives can contribute to the flow in the Einstein-Hilbert truncation. This isdue to the following reason: Terms at large l are suppressed due to the UV cutoff presented bythe scale derivative of the regulator function. At small l, the derivatives with respect to l cannotcontribute to a projection on the running of Newton’s coupling and the cosmological term11.
11In fact at higher orders in the curvature a finite number of these terms will give a non-vanishing contribution.
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We finally project the right-hand side of the flow equation on BtZNpkq and Btλpkq by expandingit in powers of the curvature radius r2. As we are interested in evaluating the fixed pointstructure, we introduce dimensionless renormalised couplings G and λ which are related to thebare quantities by
G  GNZNk2d  132pi κ2 ZN k2d ,λ  λ¯k2, ñ Btλ  2λ  k2Btλ¯. (4.31)
The resulting β functions are given in app. A.3.4 in the limit ηc Ñ 0.They admit a Gaußian as well as a non-Gaußian fixed point, the coordinates of which aregiven by [16]
G  0.2701 λ  0.3785 in Landau deWitt gauge, where ρ  α  0,G  0.1812 λ  0.4807 in deDonder gauge, where ρ  α  1. (4.32)
Let us consider the product Gλ, which is a universal quantity, since it is dimensionless even forthe dimensionful couplings, and is invariant under constant rescalings of the metric. The valuesGλ  0.102 in Landau deWitt gauge and Gλ  0.087 in deDonder gauge are close to valuesobserved in other schemes, see, e.g. [212, 235].In the convention adopted here the critical exponents of the Gaußian fixed point are simplygiven by the canonical dimensions, which implies that the direction corresponding to the Newtoncoupling is irrelevant and therefore UV repulsive. At the NGFP we find a non-trivial mixingbetween the two directions, and two relevant critical exponents given by
θ1,2  2.10 i1.69 in Landau deWitt gaugeθ1,2  1.41 i1.67 in deDonder gauge. (4.33)
These lie within the range Rerθ1{2s P t1.1, 2.3u that has been found with other regularisa-tion schemes and gauges [250]. The imaginary part is slightly lower than the typical rangeImrθ1{2s P t2.4, 7.0u [250]. Note that its existence leads to the spiralling into the FP. The imagi-nary part may seem a bit unusual, in particular from the view of condensed matter, where fixedpoints signal a phase transition and critical exponents show how physical quantities scale in thevicinity of the second order phase transition. Depending on the quantity under consideration aphysical interpretation of an imaginary part may be possible, and indeed however complex criticalexponents are also encountered in condensed matter physics. Interestingly they are connectedto a discrete form of scale invariance there [267] 12. As emphasised in [268], only the real partdecides about the relevance. Complex critical exponents are also familiar from classical mechan-ics, where trajectories in phase space can be attracted to fixed points. In this case an imaginarypart is rather common and again implies that the trajectories spiral into the fixed point.The phase portrait of the Einstein-Hilbert truncation is presented in fig. 4.1.Note that this truncation does not seem to allow an infrared limit k Ñ 0, since the flow cannot beextended to k Ñ 0, when using a regulator that is not proportional to the full two-point functionbut only to the covariant Laplacian (multiplied by some appropriate tensor structure to accountfor transversality etc). Then this feature is clearly visible as trajectories terminate at λ  12 due
12If a similar implication can be inferred from the complex pair of critical exponents in the case of gravity remainsto be investigated.
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0.3
0.6
0.9G Figure 4.1: Flow of the dimensionless cou-plings G and λ in the Einstein-Hilbert trun-cation. Flowing towards the infrared, the tra-jectories emanate from the NGFP at G 0.2701, λ  0.3785. The separatrix, which con-nects the non-Gaußian and the Gaußian fixedpoint, is plotted by a purple dashed line. Anasymptotically safe trajectory which passes veryclose to the Gaußian fixed point is shown in ma-genta as an example of a trajectory that has aclassical regime existing over a large range ofscales.
to a singularity in the β functions. With a spectrally adjusted cutoff one can shift this point suchthat the trajectories can be extended in a singularity-free fashion for arbitrary λ, see [235].An enlargement of the truncation is presumably mandatory to search for possible infrared fixedpoints governing, e.g. cosmology.
4.2.2 The TT-approximationHaving found a fixed point in a variety of different truncations, one may wonder, what physicalmechanism is responsible for the generation of the fixed point. This question can be investigatedby altering structural aspects of the set-up and checking for the existence of the fixed point. Ifone induced a vanishing of the fixed point by a definite change in the set-up this would imply thatthis particular aspect is possibly behind the physical mechanism for the fixed-point generation.To be more definite, one may ask, e.g.• Is there a fixed point when only the conformal mode is allowed to fluctuate? (If not, thenthe spin-2 dynamics is crucial for the generation of the fixed point.)• Is there a fixed point in both signatures, Lorentzian, as well as Euclidean, i.e., is the causalstructure crucial to get a well-behaved UV limit?• Is there a fixed point in higher dimensions d ¡ 4?• Is there a fixed point when using the vielbein and the connection as variables, instead ofthe metric?• Which of the metric modes carries the physical information on the fixed point?The first four questions have been addressed in [234, 233, 239, 246, 221, 225, 196]. The first onecan be answered in the affirmative in the Einstein-Hilbert truncation [234, 233], but for extendedtruncations the existence of a fixed point may depend on the presence of suitable matter fields[239]. Astonishingly, the change in signature does not result in a qualitative change in fixed pointproperties [246] in the Einstein-Hilbert truncation. The fixed point also exists for any number ofdimensions d ¥ 4 [221, 225] in the Einstein-Hilbert truncation, and for the Holst action [196].As follows from eq. (A.27), only the transverse traceless mode is unaffected by a changeof the gauge parameters. One might therefore expect, that this mode, which is related to thespin-2-dynamics of the metric field, carries physical information on the properties of the theory.
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Here we will briefly focus on the corresponding question, to what degree it is possible tosimplify calculations by suppressing the contributions from the other modes in the path integralcompletely. Accordingly we only let hTTµν fluctuate, and only take the resulting loop into account.Within this so-called TT-approximation, we observe that the NGFP exists in the Einstein-Hilbert truncation and that its universal properties are preserved under the approximation, i.e.we again find two critical exponents with a positive real part (θ1  2.808, θ2  1.057 [16]).We therefore conclude that at least within the Einstein-Hilbert truncation, the transversetraceless fluctuations already carry the dynamics necessary to generate the fixed point with thesame universal properties as in the full calculation.If this feature persists beyond the simple Einstein-Hilbert truncation, it allows for a simplifi-cation of calculations, as we only have to take into account transverse traceless fluctuations. Ofcourse for quantitative precision it is crucial to include all fluctuations modes. However for a firstinvestigation of the relevance of a new coupling in an extended truncation, the TT-approximationmay suffice. We will apply this line of reasoning in sec. 4.3.5.
4.3 Ghost sector of asymptotically safe quantum gravity
4.3.1 Why investigate the ghost sector? - Ghost scenarios in a non-perturbativeregimeA subspace of theory space that has been included in a very minimal fashion in studies ofasymptotically safe quantum gravity is the ghost sector, where by ghosts we mean Faddeev-Popov ghosts, and not ghosts as implied by non-unitarity. Let us first motivate why an extensionof truncations in the ghost sector is of interest, in particular in a non-perturbative regime, beforewe introduce specific truncations in the next sections.Ghosts are not part of the asymptotic state space of the theory and as such are unphysical.One may therefore be tempted to conclude that their inclusion in the Wetterich equation is notmandatory. However this is clearly not the case: In a gauge-fixed formulation, ghost fluctuationsgenerically drive running couplings as do metric fluctuations (which are of course also not allphysical). Indeed the diagrammatic representation of the Wetterich equation directly showsthat the ghost loop enters with a negative sign. Therefore the effect of metric fluctuations maybe counterbalanced or even outweighed by the effect of ghost fluctuations. As the full ghostpropagator enters the Wetterich equation, not only the ghost wave-function renormalisation, butalso many further ghost-antighost couplings will directly appear in the β functions of couplingsfrom the metric sector, such as the Newton coupling or the cosmological constant. Due to theone-loop nature of the flow equation, operators containing more than one ghost-antighost paircannot couple directly into the flow of these couplings. Still an infinite number of operatorscoupling a ghost-antighost-pair to metric invariants such as Rn, pRµνRµνqn etc. exist.Therefore the evaluation of running couplings in the ghost sector is an important step towardsgetting a more complete picture of theory space, and investigating the existence of a NGFP aswell as the properties of trajectories emanating from it.By applying the background field gauge we have enlarged the theory space by a huge numberof directions. Assuming the existence of a NGFP we can distinguish four basic scenarios withrespect to ghost couplings:• In a simple scenario, all ghost couplings beyond those in the Faddeev-Popov operatorare zero at the NGFP, which we refer to as pNGFPmetric  GFPghostq, and correspond to
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irrelevant directions. Then the NGFP is compatible with a simple form of gauge-fixing,which should not necessarily be expected, since at a NGFP we are in the non-perturbativeregime. In many gauges, a perturbative gauge-fixing might then be insufficient due to theGribov problem. Furthermore all relevant directions, which correspond to free parametersto be fixed by an experiment, do not contain any ghost operators, but the metric only.Therefore it is – in principle – possible to infer their values from measurements.• In a not so simple scenario, theory space again shows a pNGFPmetric GFPghostq structure,but relevant directions correspond to ghost directions, or non-trivial superpositions of ghostand metric operators. Again the compatibility of the NGFP with a simple Faddeev-Popovgauge fixing remains, but now we have to consider relevant directions which contain ghostfields. Here it is necessary to remind ourselves that within a gauge-fixed formulation,the (modified) Ward-identities will relate different operators and restrict the flow to ahypersurface in theory space. Thus it might be possible to relate such ghost couplings tomeasurable quantities through a solution of the Ward-identities.• In a third scenario, further couplings beyond those in the Faddeev-Popov operator haveinteracting fixed points, and correspond to irrelevant directions. Here the perturbativegauge-fixing turns out to be insufficient in a non-perturbative setting, and the flow auto-matically generates further couplings. One may speculate that this effect may also solvethe Gribov problem, and lead to a unique gauge-fixing.• In a last scenario, we have both an interacting fixed point in the ghost sector, and rele-vant directions containing ghost operators. Clearly our comments on the non-perturbativeextension of gauge fixing and relevant ghost directions also apply here.The first, simple scenario seems to be the least challenging one at a first glance. Note, however,that the first two scenarios will in many gauges require a solution of the Gribov problem. In fact,as we will explain below (see sec. 4.3.4) one should generically expect an interacting fixed pointto be induced in the ghost sector by a non-vanishing fixed-point value for the Newton coupling,already starting from the Einstein-Hilbert truncation with a simple Faddeev-Popov operator.Besides one might generically expect relevant operators to exist in the ghost sector: Aspower-counting marginal operators have been found to be relevant at the NGFP in the metricsector, see, e.g. [235], one may expect that quantum fluctuations induce anomalous scaling of asimilar size also in the ghost sector. Then adding ghost-curvature couplings such as c¯µRncµ with,e.g. n  1, 2 to a truncation might result in further positive critical exponents.The next issue is then the interpretation of relevant directions which contain ghost directions.Trajectories emanating from fixed points of the flow equation are also restricted to lie on a hyper-surface satisfying the modified Ward-identities. This may indeed reveal that different directionsin theory space are not independent. Thus, two relevant couplings may turn out to be relatedby a Ward-identity and hence correspond to one free parameter only. Therefore, within a giventruncation, the number of relevant operators counted without solving the modified Ward-identitiesis an upper limit on the total number of free parameters within this truncation.An important clue about the effect of quantum fluctuations on the relevance of a coupling at aNGFP is given by the anomalous dimension of the corresponding field: Considering an operatorOn, which is independent of the ghosts (e.g. a Laplace-type operator, or an operator built fromthe metric such as a curvature tensor), we can construct a termgnc¯n{2 On  cn{2 (4.34)
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for the ghost and antighost fields. Then the renormalised dimensionless coupling g˜n is definedto be g˜n  gnZnc kdn, (4.35)where Zc is the ghost wave-function renormalisation and dn is the canonical dimension of gn.The β function of this coupling will then be of the form
βgn  pnηc  dnq g˜n   ..., (4.36)where further terms of course depend on the explicit coupling and truncation under consideration.This implies that the anomalous dimension
ηc  Bt lnZc (4.37)will contribute to the critical exponent. In particular, a negative anomalous dimension enhancesthe probability that such couplings turn out to be relevant.Accordingly we will study the ghost anomalous dimension in sec. 4.3.2 to get a first indicationif relevant directions are to be expected in the ghost sector.Since the (ir)relevance of a coupling naturally depends not only on the anomalous dimension,but also on further terms induced by quantum fluctuations, we will consider explicit examples forghost couplings that may become relevant in sec. 4.3.3 and 4.3.5.A further motivation for a study of the ghost sector results from Yang-Mills theory: As ex-plained in sec. 3.2.2, ghosts become dynamically enhanced in the non-perturbative regime in somegauges. Since within the asymptotic-safety scenario gravity enters a non-perturbative regime athigh energies, we may argue by analogy that a similar mechanism may also be realised in gravity.In the case of Yang-Mills theory this enhancement occurs in the deep-IR, confining regime of thetheory. What the physical consequences of ghost enhancement in gravity might be remains tobe investigated. Further the scaling exponents of all n-point correlation functions turn out to bedependent on the ghost scaling exponent in Yang-Mills theory. The knowledge of this exponenttherefore allows to deduce the momentum-dependence of all n-point correlation functions in theasymptotic regime, which is an important step towards a full understanding of the dynamics inthis regime. As a first step towards the investigation of these questions in gravity we study theghost wave-function renormalisation.
4.3.2 Ghost anomalous dimensionWe will now study the following truncation of the effective action in four dimensions:
Γk  Γk EH   Γk gf   Γk gh, (4.38)where the ghost term is now endowed with a non-trivial wave-function renormalisation Zcpkq.The other terms are given by the expressions in eq. (4.8), eq. (4.9) and eq. (4.11). This truncationhas been studied in [16] and [244] in different gauges and with different choices for the regulator.An extension to a higher number of dimensions is also straightforward, and has been performedin [244]13.
13Since current evidence suggests that the asymptotic-safety scenario for gravity might indeed be realised in fourdimensions, such an extension, although not excluded, is not necessary for the consistency of the scenario. Naturally,as detailed in [269] the existence of further, compactified dimensions at the TeV-scale would be very interesting sinceit would allow for experimental insight into the realisation of asymptotic safety at current accelerator experiments.
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Let us first comment on the role of the ghost wave-function renormalisation among the cou-plings in theory space: It belongs to the inessential couplings which implies that the kinetic termcan always be redefined to have a unit normalisation by a redefinition of the fields. This impliesthat we will not have a fixed-point condition for the Zc, instead the anomalous dimension ηc willenter the β functions of other running couplings as detailed above, see eq. (4.36). In the set ofcoupled differential equations for the running couplings it will then be possible to re-express ηcas a function of the essential couplings and their β functions. This expression can be reinsertedinto the other β functions, thus reducing the system of coupled differential equations for thefixed-point search by one. Having found a fixed point we then determine the value of ηc at thefixed point from the algebraic expression for ηc.The back-coupling of ηc into the flow in the Einstein-Hilbert sector can be evaluated alongexactly the same lines as in the previous section. Using a spectrally adjusted regulator impliesthat ηc will appear on the right-hand side of the Wetterich equation.In order to extract the anomalous dimension of the ghost, we project the flow equation onto therunning of the ghost wave-function renormalisation. We use a decomposition of Γp2qk  Rk  Pk Fkinto an inverse propagator matrix Pk  Γp2qk rc¯  0  cs   Rk , including the regulator but noexternal ghost fields, and a fluctuation matrix Fk  Γp2qk rc¯, cs  Γp2qk rc¯  0  cs containingexternal ghost fields. The components of Fk are either linear or bilinear in the ghost fields, ashigher orders do not occur in our truncation. We may now expand the right-hand side of the flowequation as follows:
BtΓk  12STrtrΓp2qk   Rks1pBtRkqu  12STrB˜t lnPk   12 8¸n1 p1q
n1n STrB˜tpP1k Fkqn, (4.39)
where the derivative B˜t by definition acts only on the k dependence of the regulator14, B˜t 
BtRk  δδRk . As each factor of F contains a coupling to external fields, this expansion simplycorresponds to an expansion in the number of vertices that are coupled to external fields.To bilinear order in the external ghost and antighost, we may directly neglect all contributionsbeyond pP1Fq2. Diagrammatically, the remaining terms correspond to a tadpole and a self-energy diagram, see fig. 4.2.
Figure 4.2: Diagrams contributing to
BtZcpkq: The dashed line denotes theghost propagator and external ghostfields, the curly line denotes the metric.Regulator insertions are produced by the
B˜t-derivative acting on the propagators.
Irrespective of our choice of gauge in the ghost sector, i.e. for all values of the gauge param-eter ρ, we find that the tadpole does not contribute to the ghost anomalous dimension as thecorresponding vertex is zero; this is shown in app. A.3.1.We now choose a flat Euclidean background as we are interested in projecting onto a termthat is non-vanishing also for vanishing curvature, cf. eq. (4.11). Note that β functions might bedependent on the topology of the background: As observed in [234] the infrared part of the β
14Using a spectrally adjusted regulator Rk  Γp2qk rpyq will then also produce terms  BtΓp2qk on the right-handside of the flow equation.
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functions may be differ when evaluated on backgrounds of different topology. This feature alsodistinguishes β functions at finite temperature from those evaluated at zero temperature, sincewithin the Matsubara formalism the only change between the two settings is one in the topology,where the x0 directions is compactified on a circle at finite temperature. However, we expectthat the UV part of the β function should be insensitive to topological changes, as also observedin [234]. Thus it is consistent to use topologically distinct backgrounds to evaluate different βfunctions in the same truncation, as long as one is interested in UV fixed points. Here we willuse this observation to evaluate the β functions of the cosmological constant and the Newtoncoupling on a maximally symmetric background of non-vanishing positive curvature as before (seesec. 4.2), whereas we will choose the technically simpler evaluation of the ghost wave-functionrenormalisation on a flat background. As this truncation is presumably insufficient to capture allinfrared effects (as indicated by the divergence at λ  12 in many regularisation schemes), thepossible incompatibility of the two backgrounds in this regime is of no importance here.We again apply a York decomposition as in eq. (4.15) and eq. (4.17), where now the backgroundcovariant derivative reduces to the partial derivative, and we can directly work in Fourier space.The vertices contributing to the above diagrams are given in app. A.3.3.As the propagator matrix in the metric sector is diagonal only for ρ  α , we work for thischoice of gauge parameters. We neglect any running in these parameters.On a flat background, we project the flow equation in Fourier space onto the running wave-function renormalisation by
ηc   1?2Zc 14δαγ BBp˜2
» d4q˜
p2piq4
 Ñδδc¯αpp˜qBtΓk
Ðδδcγpq˜q
 c,c¯0. (4.40)
Our conventions for the functional Grassmannian derivatives are such that
Ñδδc¯αpp˜q
» d4p
p2piq4 c¯µppqMµνppqcνppq
Ðδδcγpq˜q  δpp˜, q˜qMαγpp˜q, (4.41)
where δpp, qq  p2piq4δp4qpp qq.Using a general regulator of the form
Rk mode  Γp2qk r Γp2qkZmodek2
 , (4.42)
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we arrive at the following flow equation:
ηc  ?2ZcB˜t » dp216pi2p2
 5pα  7q18pα  3qκ¯2ZN p2  2λ¯pkq	1  r p22λ¯pkqk2 		?2Zc 1  r p2k2		
  ακ¯2ZN p2  2λ¯pkq	1  r p22λ¯pkqk2 		?2Zc 1  r p2k2		
13  14 p2k2 r
1
p2k2	1  r p2k2	

 α18pα  3qκ¯2ZN pα  3qp2   4αλ¯pkq	1  rp2  4αλ¯pkqα3k2 

?2Zc 1  r p2k2		

2pα  7q   3p2k2 r
1
p2k2	1  r p2k2	

  16pα  3qκ¯2ZN pα  3qp2   4λ¯pkq	1  rp2  4λ¯pkqα3k2 

?2Zc 1  r p2k2		

p3α  4q  α p2k2 r
1
p2k2	1  r p2k2	
ff. (4.43)
Here the first term is the transverse traceless contribution. The second term is due to thetransverse vector mode, and the last terms result from the two scalar modes, respectively. Theterms  r1 are due to the external momentum p˜ flowing through the internal ghost line and beingacted upon by the Bp˜2-derivative in eq. (4.40). The Landau-deWitt gauge α  0 clearly plays adistinguished role as only the transverse traceless and the trace mode propagate. This favoursthe Landau-deWitt gauge from a computational point of view. As it is moreover a fixed point ofthe Renormalisation Group flow [94, 260], we consider the Landau-deWitt gauge as our preferredgauge choice.We observe that for ρ  α Ñ 3 the inverse ghost as well as the inverse scalar propagatordevelop a zero mode, see app. A.3.3. Accordingly they are not invertible, which simply impliesthat the gauge fixing is not complete for this choice. Since we will mainly be interested in α  0and α  1, our results are not affected.The expressions for βλ and βG and explicit representations for ηc are given in app. A.3.4, wherewe specialise to a spectrally adjusted regulator with exponential shape function as in eq. (4.21)such that the regularisation scheme in the Einstein-Hilbert and the ghost sector is consistent.For technical details on the evaluation of the B˜t-derivative see app. A.3.2.We can perform a numerical fixed-point search of these equations, where we insert the al-gebraic expression ηcpG, λ, ηN, Btλq into the expressions for ηN and Btλ and then demand thefixed-point conditions Btλ  0 and ηN  2.The table 4.1 lists numerical results for the NGFP in the deDonder gauge (α  1) and theLandau-deWitt gauge (α  0).The first important conclusion is that this enlarged truncation adds to the evidence for theexistence of the NGFP. We also note that the inclusion of this further coupling does not lead tolarge modifications in the values. In particular, the critical exponents and the universal productGλ are rather stable.
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gauge G λ Gλ θ1,2 ηcα  0 with ηc  0 0.270068 0.378519 0.102226 2.10152 i1.68512 0α  0 with ηc  0 0.28706 0.316824 0.0909475 2.03409i 1.49895 -0.778944α  1 with ηc  0 0.181179 0.480729 0.0870979 1.40864 i 1.6715 0α  1 with ηc  0 0.207738 0.348335 0.0723625 1.38757i1.283 -1.31245Table 4.1: Fixed-point values for the dimensionless Newton coupling G, cosmological constantλ, associated critical exponents θ1,2 and the ghost anomalous dimension ηc for different gaugesand approximations.
Interestingly, the gauge dependence of the result is reduced in some quantities, as, e.g. inthe real part of the critical exponents. We interpret this as a sign of a stabilisation of the flowunder the inclusion of a non-trivial ghost sector, as the gauge dependence of universal quantitiessuch as critical exponents is slightly decreased.We observe that the inclusion of the non-trivial ghost anomalous dimension results in areduced fixed-point value for the cosmological constant. Interestingly this implies a slightlyreduced backcoupling of metric fluctuations into the flow of other couplings. This is due to thefact, that the metric propagator, schematically 1p22λ , is enhanced for positive λ, and suppressedfor negative λ. A smaller value of λ therefore reduces the effect of metric fluctuations; for a furtherdiscussion of this, see sec. 5.1.3.In our enlarged truncation we may also consider the complete flow in the pG, λq-plane, for acomparison with the Einstein-Hilbert truncation where ηc  0. Since we observe a high degreeof similarity between the RG flow in both truncations, we interpret this as a further non-trivialconfirmation of the asymptotic-safety scenario.
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Figure 4.3: Since we are interested in the approach to the NGFP towards the UV, we plot theflow towards the UV. In the left panel, we plot the RG flow in the Einstein-Hilbert truncationwith a non-trivial ghost anomalous dimension ηc, and with ηc  0 in the right panel. Apart from aslight shift in the fixed-point position, the agreement between the flow in this extended truncationand the simpler Einstein-Hilbert truncation is very high. Both directions are UV-attractive inboth truncations.
We thus have asserted that this first step in enlarging truncations in a new class of directionsin theory space, namely those containing couplings to Faddeev-Popov ghosts, supports former
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findings of a NGFP at positive G and with two relevant directions in the Einstein-Hilbert sector.We now turn to interpret the implications of our value for ηc.In our calculation we observe that ηc   0 in both gauges. In particular, the value in Landau-deWitt gauge can be interpreted as an upper bound (within our truncation) under a variation ofthe gauge, since for α ¡ 0 the contribution of the scalar and the vector mode have to be takeninto account. These contribute with a negative sign.The value of the anomalous dimension determines the momentum dependence of the propagatorin the vicinity of the fixed point: As BtZc  ηcZc with ηc  const at the fixed point, eq. (4.3.2)can be integrated to yield Zcpp2q  pp2q η2 and accordingly
Γp2qpp2q  pp2q1 η2 . (4.44)
where we have gone to flat space for simplicity. Fourier transforming this expression for η  0yields real space propagators that scale logarithmically for η  2, i.e. like a 2-dimensionalpropagator. Since ηN  2, this is interpreted as one signal of a dynamical dimensional reductionto two dimensions in the vicinity of the fixed point [200, 201]. This might provide for a link toother approaches to quantum gravity, where indications for a similar effect have been found [270,271, 272]. If the effective physical manifold indeed goes through such a dimensional reduction, bybeing, e.g. fractal or fractal-like, one might expect that any field propagating on this backgroundshould reflect the effective two-dimensionality in the behaviour of the propagator. Our resultηc  2 can then be interpreted in several ways:First, crucial operators may be missing from the truncation that will result in ηc  2.As a second possibility, one might also expect that only physical fields (i.e. fields from whichobservables can be constructed) have to show the logarithmic falloff of the propagator in realspace. Since ghosts are not part of the physical Hilbert space, their anomalous dimension wouldremain unrestricted in this case.The last option is that ηN  2 implies that fluctuations of the metric interact so stronglythat the metric propagator changes to a logarithmic falloff, but this need not indicate that thesame effect applies to other fields coupled to gravity.The fact that ηc  2 might also be puzzling at first sight for the following reason: Asghosts are introduced into the theory to cancel non-physical components of the metric, one mightnaively expect that in order for this to work also non-perturbatively, the scaling exponents of thepropagators have to agree. In fact this need not be the case if vertices also acquire a non-trivialscaling, as then ghost diagrams can still cancel the effect of non-physical metric modes. Besides,the value ηN  2 holds for the background metric, or within a single-metric approximation,whereas the anomalous dimension of the fluctuations metric may be different.Since our result is compatible with ηc ¡ ηN it indicates that the ghost-propagator is lesssuppressed at large momenta than the metric propagator. We may interpret this as a sign fora possible ghost dominance at the fixed point, where the propagation of ghosts is dynamicallyenhanced in comparison to the metric. This is reminiscent of Yang-Mills theory in the IR, where theghost propagator is strongly dynamically enhanced, whereas the gluon propagator is suppressed(see sec. 3.2.2 for details). The physical consequences of a dynamic ghost enhancement ingravity remain to be investigated. Note, however, that for a full understanding of these issues itis necessary to depart from the standard single-metric approximation and evaluate the anomalousdimension of the fluctuation metric which is not restricted to be ηfluc  2, see, e.g. [273].An important conclusion can be drawn from the negative sign of the anomalous dimension: Asexplained above (see eq. (4.36)), the value of the anomalous dimension is decisive to determine
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the relevance of a coupling. Naturally the critical exponent of a coupling depends on the specificcoupling under consideration and one has to evaluate its β function fully to answer the questionof relevance. However a negative anomalous dimension may shift critical exponents such that, e.g.power-counting marginal operators become relevant, since then the corresponding contributionto the critical exponent is positive. Therefore ηc   0 implies that couplings in the ghost sectormay turn out to be relevant.We now have to understand the implications of this observation: As we have already explained,the effective average action in a gauge theory has to satisfy two equations, namely the Wetterichequation as well as the modified Ward identity (see sec. 2.3.2). Therefore determining the numberof relevant operators from the linearised flow around the NGFP does not determine the numberof free parameters of the theory: A subset of relevant couplings may indeed be related by the(modified) Ward identities, and therefore correspond only to a reduced number of free parame-ters. All operators containing ghost fields are subject to the Ward identities. This implies thatrelevant operators found in the ghost sector do presumably not directly correspond to measurablequantities. However, the solution of the (modified) Ward identities is highly non-trivial. One mayspeculate that the ghost sector may offer the opportunity to find relevant operators related tometric operators that are technically much more challenging to include in a truncation. Investi-gating the question of relevant operators in the ghost sector therefore corresponds to accessingthe critical surface from a completely different direction in theory space, and can be used to findan upper bound on the number of free parameters of the theory.
A simple check of effects of terms neglected in this truncation is given by the following idea:As, e.g. four-ghost operators cannot couple directly into the flow of the Einstein-Hilbert term dueto the one-loop structure of the Wetterich equation, an inclusion of such terms into our truncationwould only alter the value of ηc. Thus we examine the existence and the properties of the fixedpoint under variations of ηc. This will indicate if higher-order ghost terms can indirectly lead toa destabilisation of the fixed point in the Einstein-Hilbert sector. Of course it is still necessaryto check whether the β functions of such ghost couplings themselves also admit a fixed point.We find that in the Einstein-Hilbert sector the fixed point exists for values ηc between (-3,3),see figs. 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, which should cover the result for ηc in full theory space. Furthermore it liesat G ¡ 0 for all these values and accordingly is physically admissible, see fig. 4.4.
Figure 4.4: For the de-Donder gauge ρ  α 1 we show the fixedpoint values G andλ as a function of ηc,that we treat as a freeparameter here. Theself-consistently deter-mined value is ηc 
1.31.
In particular, we observe that the real part of the critical exponent is not affected much byvariations of ηc, which implies a high degree of stability under enlargements of the truncation in
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Figure 4.5: We show the universalproduct Gλ of the fixed-point val-ues in the Einstein-Hilbert sector as afunction of ηc, again for the deDondergauge.
Figure 4.6: We show the real and the imaginary part of the critical exponents in the Einstein-Hilbert sector as a function of ηc for the deDonder gauge.
this specific direction. Interestingly the imaginary part of the critical exponent can be reducedconsiderably, which is in accordance with the observation, that it can depend strongly on theregularisation and gauge-fixing scheme (Impθ1{2q P p2.4, 7q as found in other schemes [250]).The fixed-point value of the cosmological constant depends strongly on ηc. Therefore furthercouplings in the ghost sector can have an important indirect effect on the flow: Driving λ Ñ 0(or even negative values) suppresses metric fluctuations in comparison to positive λ. Such asuppression can strongly change the RG flow in the vicinity of the fixed point and alter the fixedpoint properties. In particular, since no analogous suppression mechanism works for the ghostsector, ghost fluctuations might thus contribute to the flow with a higher relative weight in thevicinity of the fixed point.
As already stressed in sec. 4.1.2, the calculation of β functions for gravity from the Wetterichequation also holds if the UV completion of gravity is not given by the asymptotic-safety scenario.Then, our calculations hold below some scale k0 (presumably below the Planck scale), for whichan effective description in terms of metric fluctuations is possible. Here we may assume, thatquantum effects are already smaller, and consider a perturbative setting where we assume ηN  0.To leading order in G (and for vanishing λ), we then have that
ηc   5α3  26α2   5α   124G4pipα  3q2  OpG2q. (4.45)We observe that ηc is negative for all admissible gauge parameters α ¥ 0. The incompletenessof the gauge-fixing at α  3 is again reflected in the divergence at this point.The Landau-deWitt-gauge limit is ηc   319piG  1.0964G. Of course, this result is non-universal, i.e. scheme dependent in four dimensions, as the power-counting RG critical dimension
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is d  2.
4.3.3 Extension of the truncation - first steps beyond Faddeev-Popov gaugefixingAs motivated, the non-perturbative regime may require to go beyond a simple form of Faddeev-Popov gauge fixing in order to solve the Gribov problem. As a very first step in such a direction westudy an extended truncation that distinguishes between the running of different tensor structures.Any n-point function can be decomposed into scalar dressing functions according to
Γpnqk µ1,...µmpp1, ..., pnq ¸i ak ipp1, ..., pnqT iµ1,...µmpp1, ..., pnq, (4.46)where we have gone to flat space for simplicity. On a generic curved background a generalisationholds. The ak ipp1, ..., pnq are running scalar dressing functions and the T iµ1,...µnpp1, ..., pnq denotethe different tensor structures that can be constructed. In general there is no reason to assumethat the different ak i satisfy the same flow equation. Hence our truncation in the ghost sectorwith just a single wave-function renormalisation corresponds to a simplifying assumption. Herewe will generalise the above truncation to
Γk gh  ?2Zcpkq » d4xag¯c¯µD¯ρg¯µκγκνDρ δZcpkqD¯ρg¯µκγρνDκ 1 ρ2 D¯µg¯ρσγρνDσ		cν, (4.47)
where we have introduced an additional running coupling δZcpkq [17], which was set to δZc  1in former truncations. This truncation is motivated by observing that within a single-metricapproximation, gµν  g¯µν there are four power-counting marginal operators that involve twopowers of the ghost field:
c¯µD2gµνcν c¯µrDµ, Dνscν c¯µtDµ, Dνucν c¯µRgµνcν. (4.48)
The first three of these naturally appear in the Faddeev-Popov determinant. In former calculations[16, 244] no distinction has been made between these three operators. Their running couplingshave been treated as one single wave-function renormalisation for the ghost field. Here we reporton the first step in a more detailed distinction between these three different tensor structures.Our truncation distinguishes the term D2gµν from the two terms rDµ, Dνs and tDµ, Dνu.On a flat background we can distinguish the two couplings Zc and δZc after a York decompo-sition of the ghost into a transversal and a longitudinal component. The propagators and verticeswhich arise from this truncation and the projection rules onto the running couplings are given inapp. A.3.5.Diagrammatically, the flow of these couplings is driven by a self-energy diagram as in fig. 4.2,the difference being that we apply a York-decomposition for the fluctuation and the backgroundghosts. We thereby get a self-energy diagram with external transversal ghost and antighost lines,and a second self-energy diagram with external longitudinal ghost and antighost lines. Both ofthese exist for the trace and the transverse traceless mode, and for internal longitudinal andtransversal ghosts, cf. fig. 4.7.Using the same techniques as outlined in the above sections, we determine the coupled system ofηN, Btλ, ηc and BtδZc, which are given in app. A.3.6. The large number of diagrams and the morecomplex structure of the vertices arising from the additional coupling ultimately accounts for the
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Figure 4.7: Self-energy diagrams contributing to the flow of ηc and BtδZc in the Landau-deWittgauge (for the projection onto these two couplings see eq. (A.75) and eq. (A.76)). Here, thewavy line denotes the trace mode and the curly line the transverse traceless mode. The dashedline denotes the longitudinal ghosts/antighosts and the full line the transverse ghosts/antighosts.Circles denote vertices coupling external longitudinal (anti) ghosts to internal metric and lon-gitudinal ghost propagators. Squares couple transverse external (anti)ghosts to internal metricand transverse ghost propagators. Finally diamonds denote vertices that mix transverse andlongitudinal ghosts, which are also all non-zero.
rather lengthy representation of β functions in a specific regularisation scheme, where we againchoose a spectrally and RG adjusted regulator with exponential shape function.Note that δZc is not an inessential coupling and therefore has to satisfy a fixed-point re-quirement. This can be seen directly from the β function for δZc, which depends on all couplingsin our truncation, including δZc. In contrast, the equation for the inessential coupling Zc onlydepends on all other couplings and β functions and can therefore be eliminated from the set ofdifferential equations determining the fixed points.Interestingly, we observe two fixed points, the properties of which are given in table 4.2 forLandau-deWitt gauge (α  0):
G λ ηc δZc  θ1{2 θ30.287 0.317 -0.780 1 2.034  i 1.499 0.6460.262 0.372 0.241 1.562 2.130  i 1.634 -0.826Table 4.2: We observe two NGFPs with differing universality properties. The values are givenfor the Landau-deWitt gauge α  0.
Let us comment on the fixed-point properties: At the first fixed point δZc  1 holds15, whichimplies that its properties are the same as in the truncation where we set δZc  1 by hand.We observe numerically, that the new direction, corresponding to δZc is not mixed with thedirections in the Einstein-Hilbert sector, in other words it constitutes a separate eigendirectionof the fixed point. As it is relevant, this implies that we will observe a non-trivial flow of δZctowards the infrared. Therefore the Faddeev-Popov operator will change in the flow towards theinfrared. This is a first manifestation of the assumption that we should not expect that a simpleFaddeev-Popov gauge fixing holds in the non-perturbative regime.
15This exact value arises from a global factor of pδZc1q in the fixed-point equation for this coupling (which is notreadily visible from eq. (A.80)). In the Landau-deWitt gauge ρ  0, this factor appears in the vertices, cf. eq. (A.68)and eq. (A.72). As in a further extension of the truncation the form of the vertices will typically change, the valueδZc  1 will presumably not hold beyond our truncation. Note further that it will also be gauge-dependent, sincefor ρ  0 the corresponding factor changes to p2ρ δZc  1  δZcq in some of the vertices.
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Let us speculate on the possible implications of this observation: In the strongly-interactingregime in Yang-Mills theory, the dominant field configurations in gauge-field configuration spacelie close to the first Gribov horizon, which is defined by the first zero eigenvalue of the Faddeev-Popov operator. Then, the dominant field configurations change, depending on the scale, as thetheory shows a transition from the perturbative, weakly coupled, into the strongly coupled regime.In this transition, the dominant field configurations change from perturbative configurations toconfigurations in the proximity of the Gribov horizon, which carry the physical information onconfinement. If we now assume, that in the strongly coupled regime in gravity the dominant fieldconfigurations also lie close to the first Gribov horizon (and if we assume that the first Gribovregion is also bounded16), then gravity shows an additional feature in contrast to Yang-Millstheory: As the Faddeev-Popov operator changes, depending on the scale, this implies that theboundary of the first Gribov region changes with scale. Thus, the dominant field configurationsin gravity would not only differ between the weakly coupled and the strongly coupled regime,but in addition change, depending on the scale, within the non-perturbative regime.The second fixed point shows a non-trivial value of δZc, which changes the ghost anomalousdimension to a positive value. This implies that this fixed point shifts further ghost operatorstowards irrelevance. Furthermore the additional critical exponent at this fixed point is irrelevant,too. Since, after imposing the Ward identities, each relevant direction corresponds to a freeparameter, this second fixed point might correspond to a UV completion for gravity with a greaterpredictive power, since less free parameters remain to be fixed by experiment.In view of the scenarios that we introduced for the ghost sector, this second fixed point alsooffers the possibility to more directly identify relevant couplings with measurable free param-eters and presumably circumvents the difficulties that accompany the interpretation of relevantdirections in the ghost sector.If this structure persists beyond our simple truncation, the ghost sector might offer a choicebetween two UV fixed points: One of these potentially shows a larger number of positive crit-ical exponents, whereas the other is characterised by a larger number of irrelevant directions.Furthermore adding new directions in the ghost sector presumably only increases the number ofirrelevant directions at this second fixed point, since the ghost anomalous dimension is positivethere.Let us now study the full flow: For slices with δZc  const through our three-dimensionaltheory space we observe that the flow pattern resembles the flow in the simple Einstein-Hilberttruncation to a very high degree (see fig. 4.8). This can also be observed by setting G  const (seefig. 4.9) or λ  const (see fig. 4.9), where clearly in most regions the flow is approximately confinedto a lower-dimensional subspace. We could have inferred such a flow pattern from observing thereal part of the critical exponents, which are more than twice as large in the Einstein-Hilbertsector than in the new direction. Accordingly the flow in the Einstein-Hilbert plane is faster, anda flow in orthogonal directions occurs mostly in the vicinity of the Einstein-Hilbert fixed point atfixed δZc.
Since we observe two NGFPs, one of which has one irrelevant direction, an RG trajectory existsthat connects the two fixed points. Thus the fixed point at δZc  1.562 can be interpreted
16This may not be the case; for an example where the Gribov region is unbounded in some directions in configurationspace in Yang-Mills theory, consider the maximal Abelian gauge [274].
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Figure 4.8: The flow towards theultraviolet in the pG, λq-plane forδZc  1 (upper panel) shows thewell-known spiral into the NGFP,and also trajectories passing closeto the Gaußian fixed point, wherea long classical regime can besupported. The flow at δZc 1.562 (lower panel) shows a veryhigh degree of similarity. The cor-responding fixed-point values areindicated by a purple square.
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Figure 4.9: In the upper panel theflow towards the ultraviolet in the
pG, δZcq-plane for λ  0.1 showsthat, due to the large difference inthe size of the (real part) of thecritical exponents, the flow staysin planes δZc  const, approxi-mately. The irrelevant directionof the fixed point at δZc  1becomes visible only around theseparatrix between the two fixedpoints. In the lower panel theflow towards the ultraviolet in the
pλ, δZcq-plane for G  0.1 againexhibits the same behaviour.
as an infrared fixed point. This allows to construct a complete RG trajectory, i.e. one withoutsingularities in the flow which can be extended both to k Ñ 8 and k Ñ 0. However the trajectorybetween these two fixed points does not support a long classical regime (cf. fig. 4.9 ) and thereforecannot constitute a complete RG trajectory that would describe our universe.Interestingly, a similar structure has been observed in a bi-metric truncation [66]. It is ahighly speculative possibility if a further extension of truncations including gauge-fixing-induced
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directions will support the existence of such two fixed points. If this were the case, an extendedtruncation might also allow for an RG trajectory that features a long classical regime. This wouldallow to circumvent the singularity at λ  12 that shows up in the flow in the Einstein-Hilberttruncation in many regularisation schemes.Having focussed on operators that are part of a simple Faddeev-Popov operator, we will nowbroaden our view a bit, and explain why we should generically expect the existence of furthernon-zero couplings in the ghost sector.
4.3.4 Non-Gaußian fixed point for ghost couplingsStarting from a perturbative gauge-fixing technique, one only needs to consider a Faddeev-Popovoperator in the ghost sector. We have already stressed that this presumably breaks down in anon-perturbative setting, one indication of which is the Gribov problem. Therefore one is leadto think about further ghost operators. Within the setting used here, one can easily see, thata non-trivial flow in many ghost operators will presumably be induced even if one starts with asimple Faddeev-Popov term only. The NGFP for the Newton coupling generically implies that,beyond the possibility that ghost couplings may also show NGFPs, even the GFP will be shiftedand become interacting for G  G  0.Let us consider a specific example here in order to exemplify this, namely a truncation withan Einstein-Hilbert and a gauge-fixing term and an extended ghost sector of the form
Γk ghost  ?2Zc » d4xag¯c¯µMµνcν   gghost » d4xag¯ pc¯µMµνcνq  pc¯µMµνcνq , (4.49)
whereMµν is the Faddeev-Popov operator. Then, the flow will be given by the B˜t derivatives ofthe following diagrams:
Figure 4.10: Within a truncation involving a Faddeev-Popov-term and the above four-ghost term,these diagrams drive the flow of the new coupling. A closer inspection of the vertices revealsthat due to the ghost-antighost-two-metric vertex being zero (see app. A.3.1), diagrams D andF vanish. In addition, diagrams A, B, C and E are proportional to at least one power of thefour-ghost coupling and therefore vanish if this coupling is set to zero by hand. Thereby the twobox diagrams generate a non-trivial flow of this coupling even if it is set to zero.
In particular we observe that the non-vanishing diagrams A,B,C and E are  gghostG, and ac-cordingly cannot generate a non-vanishing flow of gghost, if this coupling is set to zero initially.
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In contrast, the ladder and the crossed-ladder diagrams are  Z 4cG2, and therefore exist even ifgghost  0. These will presumably induce a non-zero flow βgghost  G2, unless a cancellation be-tween the two occurs. We observe a cancellation mechanism for such box diagrams in sect. 5.1.2,which relies on a scalar coupling of the metric to the vertex. Since this does not hold in thiscase, as in particular the transverse traceless metric modes couples to the momentum-dependentvertex, we do not expect a cancellation between the two diagrams. In this case gghost  0 wouldnot be a fixed point of βgghost , but the Gaußian fixed point, that exists if G  0, would be shiftedand become interacting. From this simple example we see that one should generically not expectthe RG trajectories to be confined to a hypersurface defined by vanishing ghost couplings in thenon-perturbative regime.We therefore conclude, that, even starting from a simple Faddeev-Popov term, the flow will ingeneral induce further non-zero ghost couplings, which are non-vanishing at the NGFP for theNewton coupling. Here, further investigations are necessary to determine the structure of termsin this sector and discuss the Gribov problem.
4.3.5 Ghost curvature couplingsAs explained above, a negative anomalous dimension suggests the emergence of further relevantdirections in the ghost sector. Here a large number of couplings exist, which is only restrictedby the Grassmannian nature of the ghost fields.We start with a simple truncation of the type [18]
Γk  ΓEH   Sgf   Sgh   ζ¯pkq » d4x?g c¯µRcµ. (4.50)
For simplicity, we work in the TT approximation, where only the fluctuations of the transversetraceless tensor modes induce the RG flow. In the Einstein-Hilbert sector we have observedthat the leading contribution to the critical exponents, which decides about the (ir)relevance ofa coupling, is stable under this approximation. For simplicity we shall assume that this propertyalso holds in the above truncation.We further assume that the new coupling will be at the (presumably shifted) Gaußian fixedpoint, and are interested in its critical exponent.The shift of the GFP should typically not change its stability properties, as is exemplified infig. 4.11.Diagrammatically, the complete flow in our truncation is given by the set of diagrams in fig. 4.12.
Now we have to carefully consider which diagram will be important to determine whether ζ¯ willbe a relevant coupling at the (shifted) GFP. As explained, we do not expect that the shift of theGFP changes its stability properties. Therefore we neglect the self-energy diagram  Z 2c andwork at the unshifted and therefore truly Gaußian fixed point for ζ¯. Clearly the tadpole and twoof the self-energy diagrams are  ζ¯ and therefore contribute to the critical exponent at the GFP.The diagram  ζ¯2 can induce a NGFP for ζ¯, but does not contribute to the critical exponent atthe GFP.We observe that within the TT approximation, the ghost-antighost-metric vertex which isrequired to build three of the sunset diagrams, vanishes on a spherical background. Since thiseffect is background-dependent, one might at this point worry how the background-independenceof the UV part of the β function is to be preserved if a specific class of contributions vanishes for
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Figure 4.11: Sketch of a β func-tion without metric fluctuations in blue,where the GFP is assumed to be theonly fixed point. Switching on metricfluctuations will generically shift theGFP point to a NGFP, without how-ever changing its stability propertiesalthough typically the value of the crit-ical exponent will change, but not nec-essarily its sign. Furthermore a secondNGFP may be induced.
Figure 4.12: The flow ofζ¯ is driven by a tadpolediagram, and four differ-ent self-energy diagrams,since we can form twotypes of ghost-antighost-metric vertices  Zc and
 ζ¯, respectively.
a certain choice of backgrounds. In fact, the contribution to the β function from these two sunsetdiagrams is of the form  G ζ, as is also the contribution from the tadpole diagram. Thus theseadd up to one joint contribution to the β function, which should not be background-dependent.We therefore conclude, that the weight of the two contributions is background-dependent, andthe spherical background is a particularly efficient choice for the evaluation of the β function. Inother words, choosing a different background also alters the ghost-antighost-two-metric vertex,and hence the numerical factor that results from the tadpole diagram. Adding the non-vanishingcontribution from the sunset diagrams would then result in the same contribution as from thetadpole alone on a spherical background.Therefore we remain with the tadpole diagram to decide about the (ir)relevance of ζ.Accordingly, when investigating the stability properties of the shifted GFP we focus on thetadpole diagram only.Since we have chosen a spherical background, the flow of ζ is mixed with the flow of acoupling of the type ξc¯µRµνcν . We would like to disentangle these as far as possible. Wetherefore determine our vertex without at this stage specifying a background. We first observethat if we set D¯µcκ  0 then also,
rD¯µ, D¯νscκ  R¯καµνcα  0. (4.51)Therefore also the contraction R¯µνcν  0 for this choice. Accordingly in our determination of thevertex necessary to build the tadpole, we drop all contributions that would vanish for D¯µcκ  0,since these would feed into the flow of ξ , but not of ζ 17.
17Note that this argument clarifies why the approximations in [18] are justifiable.
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The necessary vertex requires the variation of ?gR at constant external (anti)ghost fields,which is the same as in the pure Einstein-Hilbert term. Using the technique outlined in sec. 4.2for the evaluation of the right-hand side of the flow equation, we find for the dimensionlessrenormalised coupling ζ  ζ¯{Zc, that
Btζ  ηcζ   25Gζ6pi fpλq,fpλq  e4λ2λ  12


 e2λ p4λ  2q   8λ2 Eip2λq  Eip4λq. (4.52)
Setting ηc  0 we observe that the critical exponent is positive for the physical regime G ¡ 0,since fpλq   0 for all λ. As explained, there might be two possible values for the ghost anomalousdimension: The negative one renders the critical exponent for ζ even more positive. For thesecond value, ηc  0.241, the value of Gfpλq is decisive: For the fixed-point values in theLandau-deWitt gauge, ζ still corresponds to a relevant direction. Interestingly, it can be turnedinto an irrelevant coupling by including a large number of minimally coupled fermions into thetruncation. As observed in [218], these will induce a shift in λ towards large negative values. Thisin turn results in fpλq Ñ 0, thus the contribution from the tadpole diagram will be suppressed.Then the (ir)relevance of the coupling will be determined purely by the anomalous dimension,since the canonical dimension is zero. We thus observe that the number of relevant couplingsin the ghost sector might also depend on the number of matter fields, even if we do not includeterms coupling matter and ghosts directly into our truncation.Hence we have found a first coupling that we expect to be relevant even beyond our simpleapproximation. The physical interpretation of the related free parameter requires the solution ofthe Ward identities.The same investigation can be applied to a more generalised truncation of the form
Γk  ΓEH   Sgf   Sgh   n¸i1 ζipkq
» d4x?g c¯µR icµ. (4.53)
As discussed in [275], a similar result holds here: Depending on the precise value of λ, a growingnumber of curvature-ghost couplings may become relevant. Demanding the irrelevance of cou-plings beyond c¯µRcµ would then result in restrictions on the possible fixed-point values of G andλ. If this result holds beyond the approximations involved, we have found a region in theory space,where the fixed point comes endowed with a very large number of relevant directions. Avoidingsuch a large number of free parameters would imply that the coordinates of the fixed point haveto satisfy bounds in the pG, λq plane, beyond the physical bound G ¡ 0.
4.4 Summary and Outlook: Towards a non-perturbative under-standing of the ghost sector
In this chapter we have introduced a specific scenario for the UV completion of gravity, namelythe asymptotic-safety scenario, which may allow to construct a local quantum field theory of themetric invoking a non-perturbative notion of renormalisability. It is founded upon the existenceof a NGFP with a finite number of relevant directions.We have reinvestigated the well-understood Einstein-Hilbert truncation in a new combinationof gauge choice and regularisation scheme, and found further evidence for the stability of the
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universal quantities describing the fixed point under a variation of gauge and regularisation. Onthe technical side we have explained how an evaluation of diagrams contributing to the RG flowis possible without relying on heat-kernel methods. This is of advantage when considering flowsof Faddeev-Popov ghost couplings, and also matter couplings, see chap. 5.The use of the Wetterich equation in the investigation of this scenario necessitates the ap-plication of the background field method. Therefore theory space is enlarged by directionscorresponding to Faddeev-Popov ghosts. In this larger theory space all directions have to betreated on an equal footing, meaning that a priori there is no possibility to decide, what thecoordinates of a NGFP and what its relevant directions may be. We have discussed four sce-narios for the ghost sector, which differ in two respects: The NGFP may be compatible with asimple form of Faddeev-Popov gauge fixing, or necessitate further non-zero ghost couplings. Thissecond possibility could have interesting implications for a possible solution of the Gribov prob-lem, i.e. the non-uniqueness of gauge fixing in some gauges. Furthermore the NGFP may haverelevant directions that correspond to ghost directions or mixtures of ghost and metric directions.The challenging task is then to establish a connection between these relevant couplings andquantities that are accessible to experiment. Here, the Ward-identities will play a crucial role.In this chapter we have started investigations of this previously unexplored region of theoryspace and performed a first step in analysing these properties of the ghost sector of asymptoticallysafe quantum gravity in more detail. In particular, we have considered a truncation with a runningghost wave-function renormalisation. It further adds to the evidence for a NGFP, and results ina negative value for the anomalous dimension for all gauge parameters under investigation. Thisimplies in particular that further ghost couplings could be shifted towards relevance.In an extended truncation we have considered the separate running of different tensor struc-tures within the Faddeev-Popov operator. Here, we have found two NGFPs, which differ in thatat the first one the ghost anomalous dimension is negative, and a new relevant direction exists.At the second one the anomalous dimension is positive, and a further irrelevant direction exists.Thus this fixed point may potentially allow for the construction of a UV completion for gravity witha higher predictive power. This presents the possibility to construct a complete RG trajectory,which, however, within our truncation, fails to show a long classical regime.Furthermore we have presented an argument why further couplings beyond those in theFaddeev-Popov operator should be expected to be non-zero. Accordingly the non-perturbativeregime of gravity is presumably characterised by a more complicated ghost sector. This is inaccordance with the expectation, that a simple Faddeev-Popov gauge fixing does not hold beyondthe perturbative regime. The implications for a possible solution of the Gribov problem remain tobe investigated.Finally we have considered a specific class of ghost-curvature couplings, which turn out to berelevant within our approximation. The interpretation of these directions and their connection tomeasurable quantities remains to be studied further.To conclude, the ghost sector of asymptotically safe quantum gravity may be more complexthan one might think from a perturbative point of view. Non-zero couplings beyond the Faddeev-Popov operator and relevant directions may characterise the NGFP. Hence further investigationshave to show explicitly, what the structure of the ghost sector is, and how it can be reconciledwith a unique gauge fixing and also with a connection of all relevant couplings to measurableparameters.Let us again emphasise that also the couplings in the ghost sector all have to admit a fixedpoint in order for the asymptotic-safety scenario to be realised. Furthermore, since we haveargued that the fixed-point value of ghost couplings will typically be shifted to non-zero values,
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a non-trivial backcoupling into the β functions of metric couplings exists. Thereby these furtherghost directions can also considerably influence the fixed-point properties in the metric sector.Beyond this question, several interesting questions remain to be analysed in the future:
• What is the status of terms beyond the Faddeev-Popov operator at the NGFP? Which ghostcouplings acquire a non-zero fixed-point value? What does this imply for the uniquenessof gauge-fixing?
• Which ghost couplings contribute to relevant directions? How can these be related tomeasurable quantities?
The methods that we have introduced here, pave the way for a more detailed investigationof these questions. This opens up the possibility to gain a more detailed understanding of thisaspect of asymptotically safe quantum gravity and shed light on the structure of an interactingUV fixed point for this particular gauge theory.
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CHAPTER 5
Light fermions in quantum gravity
5.1 Matter in asymptotically safe quantum gravity
Quantum gravity phenomenology has two main goals: One is to predict experimentally accessiblephenomena which are genuine outcomes of quantum gravity and thus in some way result fromthe quantum nature of space-time. This goal is a highly challenging one, since the energy scaledetermining the realm of quantum gravity is many orders of magnitude above present earth-bound accelerator experiments. A possible access to quantum gravity phenomena may be givenby astrophysical observations, since tiny effects can accumulate over large distances1.On the other hand the phenomenology of quantum gravity also consists of showing that every-thing that has already been observed is consistent with a candidate theory for quantum gravity.In particular the theory has to support a semi-classical regime where an effective description interms of the Einstein equations holds. Furthermore it has to allow for the inclusion of (quantised)matter without changing the observed low-energy properties of the matter content. Here onespecific requirement is that it has to be possible to support masses much below the Planck scale,i.e. there has to be a separation of scales between the regime of strong gravity fluctuations(around the Planck scale), and the scale of chiral symmetry breaking, which is responsible forthe generation of the fermion masses in the Standard Model.Within the asymptotic-safety scenario for gravity the inclusion of matter is straightforward, incontrast to some other approaches to quantum gravity2. As the asymptotic-safety scenario stayswithin the framework of local QFT, matter actions are simply built along the lines of quantumfield theory on curved space-times, since these lead to generally covariant equations of motion.The framework naturally differs in the fact that metric fluctuations are also taken into account,not just matter fluctuations on a fixed given background. Accordingly in a functional RG approachboth matter and metric loops exist, see fig. 5.1.Thus running couplings in the matter sector receive contributions from metric fluctuations, andrunning couplings in the gravitational sector are driven by matter fluctuations. In such a waya unified picture emerges, that treats gravity and matter (meaning fermionic matter as well
1As an example, consider the high-energy end of the spectrum of high-energetic cosmic showers, which might beexplained by some property of quantum gravity, see, e.g. [276]. Further, some approaches to quantum gravity maybe connected to Lorentz-symmetry violations or deformations, see, e.g. [277]. This is currently being constrainedexperimentally, see, e.g. [278].2For example basing the theory on a discrete nature of space-time prohibits the use of most methods of quantumfield theory in the microscopic regime, thus rendering the inclusion of matter a highly challenging task.
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BtΓk 
Figure 5.1: Including matter, the flow equation contains contributions by metric (curly line), ghost(dashed line), bosonic matter (full line) and fermionic matter (dotted line) loops.
as gauge bosons) in the same way, quantising an action containing both fields in the path-integral framework by assuming the existence of a NGFP3. Let us emphasise that the RG flowwill generically also generate non-minimal matter-gravity couplings, which may have interestingphenomenological consequences, e.g. in cosmology or in regimes where curvature invariantsbecome large.In the following, we will also employ the framework of the FRG in the context of effectivefield theories. Here, the main idea is that on scales presumably below MPlanck it is not necessaryto know the UV completion for gravity and its true microscopic degrees of freedom. Instead, thetheory can be studied as an effective field theory with effective degrees of freedom, namely themetric. The underlying microscopic theory then determines the initial conditions for the RG flowwithin the effective field theory. Thus, the compatibility of other UV completions for gravity withthe observed low-energy properties of matter can also be studied here.Thereby our studies provide a well-defined framework to investigate a much larger class ofUV completions for gravity than asymptotic safety, since the effective-field-theory framework isalso expected to be applicable to UV completions which rely on other assumptions4. Thus theRG framework may also be used to study implications of quantum gravity which hold generically,and can thus establish connections between different approaches to quantum gravity.The investigation of the compatibility of asymptotically safe quantum gravity with quantisedmatter was pioneered in [218, 219], where the back-reaction of minimally coupled fermionic andbosonic matter onto the Einstein-Hilbert sector was investigated. Constraints on the mattercontent of the universe can be derived in this way. Most importantly, the matter content of theStandard Model is compatible with asymptotically safe quantum gravity within the investigatedtruncation [218], where not all possible combinations of fermion number and boson number supporta NGFP with a positive Newton coupling. Non-minimally coupled scalar fields have been studiedin [219, 255], which may be interesting for scenarios of inflation.These studies focus on the question, how matter fluctuations influence the existence and theproperties of the fixed point. On the other hand the effect of metric fluctuations and the NGFP onthe matter sector allows to investigate which properties of, e.g. the Standard Model are alteredby gravity.Here investigations so far have focussed on Yang-Mills theories and the Higgs sector. Withinthe functional RG setting, calculations in [256, 257, 259] show that asymptotically free gaugetheories keep this property when fluctuations in the metric tensor are included. Most interestingly,a U(1) gauge theory may also be rendered asymptotically free [55], thus potentially allowing for
3This does not preclude that some couplings may be zero at the fixed point, accordingly this picture is compatiblewith, e.g. asymptotic freedom of QCD.4Of course an effective description in terms of the metric would break down for a UV completion for gravity thatincluded further massless degrees of freedom, since then the decoupling assumption underlying the effective fieldtheory framework would not apply. Since we do not observe additional massless gravitational degrees of freedom atlow energies, their existence and their couplings are severely constrained.
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a solution of the triviality problem. On the other hand the QED-QEG system may also allowfor a NGFP where the QED coupling corresponds to an irrelevant coupling. In principle, such amechanism, where the NGFP renders perturbatively relevant couplings irrelevant is of course avery attractive, albeit highly speculative, possibility to reduce the large number of free parametersof the Standard Model.The Higgs sector of the Standard Model is likely to inherit the triviality problem from scalarφ4 theory. A NGFP in the Higgs sector itself may solve this problem [9, 189, 188], or the couplingof the Higgs to gravity may render the theory fundamental [254, 258].
5.1.1 Chiral symmetry breaking through metric fluctuationsA sector where metric fluctuations may be expected to have interesting consequences is thefermionic sector of the Standard Model. It contains light fermions, since their mass is protectedby chiral symmetry. Mass generation in the Standard Model is then linked to chiral symmetrybreaking, which results from strong correlations between fermions, which are induced either ina Yukawa-type fashion in the Higgs sector and also through gluonic interactions in QCD. Theassociated mass of the fermions is then naturally related to the typical mass scale of this sector.In the case of gravity this scale would be around the Planck scale, making fermions so massive asto remove them from currently accessible energies. This is of course in most severe contradictionto observations.Within the framework of the FRG, the onset of chiral symmetry breaking can be accessed withina purely fermionic truncation. In a fermionic language, chiral symmetry breaking is signalled bya diverging four-fermion coupling. In particular, we consider a Fierz-complete basis of SUpNfqLSUpNfqR symmetric four fermion couplings here, since any of the possible channels might becomecritical, with the others only following as a consequence. Thus the use of a Fierz-complete basisis expedient. In our case, it is given by
Γk 4fermion  12
» d4x?g λ¯ pV  Aq   λ¯  pV   Aq	 , where
V  ψ¯iγµψi	ψ¯jγµψj	 A  ψ¯iγµγ5ψi	ψ¯jγµγ5ψj	 (5.1)
Here the brackets indicate expressions with fully contracted Dirac indices and the Latin indicesi, j  1, ...Nf denote flavour indices. The four-fermion couplings λ¯ should not be confused withthe cosmological constant λ. For our notation regarding the vierbein and the spin connection,see app. A.4.1.Let us now explain how four-fermion couplings are linked to chiral symmetry breaking, beforewe motivate, how a coupling to gravity might modify the picture.Chiral symmetry breaking is expected to become manifest in the scalar-pseudo-scalar channel,which is actually related to the λ  channel by a Fierz transformationλ¯ pψ¯iγµψiq2  pψ¯iγµγ5ψiq2  λ¯σpψ¯iψjq2  pψ¯iγ5ψjq2, (5.2)where pψ¯iψjq2  ψ¯iψjψ¯jψi, and similarly for the pseudo-scalar channel. Here λ¯σ  12 λ¯  has tohold for an exact Fierz-identity.Introducing a composite boson for a fermion bilinear, we can schematically rewrite the pathintegral » D ψ¯ D ψ e ³pψ¯i {Dψ λpψ¯ψq2q  » D ψ¯ D ψ D φe ³pψ¯i {Dψ 2λφ2hφψ¯ψq. (5.3)
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Since chiral symmetry breaking implies the formation of a fermion bilinear condensate, this isrelated to the generation of a condensate for the boson. For a simple bosonic potential witha global symmetry we can read off spontaneous symmetry breaking easily: It corresponds toa Mexican-hat-type potential. The transition between the symmetric and the symmetry-brokenphase occurs when the boson mass vanishes. As is clear from eq. (5.3), the inverse four-fermioncoupling is related to the boson mass. Accordingly we find that the criterion for chiral symmetrybreaking within a purely fermionic truncation is a diverging four-fermion coupling. In order todetermine when this criterion can be satisfied, let us introduce the dimensionless renormalisedcouplings λ and the fermionic anomalous dimension ηψ:
λ  k2λ¯Zψ , ηψ  Bt lnZψ, (5.4)where Zψ denotes the fermionic wave-function renormalisation. The one-loop form of the Wetterichequation determines the possible terms in the β functions for λ:
βλ  p2  ηψqλ   a λ2   b λλ	   c λ2	   dλ   e. (5.5)Herein the first term arises from dimensional (and anomalous) scaling. The only purely fermionicdiagram that can be constructed from a truncation containing a kinetic term and four-fermion termsis obviously a two-vertex diagram, which results in the quadratic contribution. The coupling tofurther fields can result in a tadpole contribution  dλ, as well as a λ-independent part. Thenumerical values for a, b and c depend on the regulator; the contributions d and e will alsodepend on further couplings.Within a purely fermionic truncation, the β function for λσ is then a parabola, which genericallyadmits two real fixed points, a Gaußian and a non-Gaußian one. As shown in fig. 5.2, any initialcondition to the left of the interacting fixed point results in a flow that is attracted towardsthe trivial fixed point towards the infrared. Accordingly fermions will be weakly correlated onmacroscopic scales and chiral symmetry will remain intact. On the other hand an initial conditionto the right of the NGFP results in a diverging flow at a finite scale, and hence chiral symmetrybreaking.
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Figure 5.2: Sketch of the β function for λσ :The upper (blue, full) curve shows the genericsituation in a purely fermionic truncation,where two real fixed points exist. Arrows indi-cate the flow towards the infrared. The purpledotted curve indicates the situation, where theGaußian and the non-Gaußian fixed point an-nihilate. For the red dashed curve the zerosof the β function are all complex.
This picture gets modified in a crucial way when further interactions are allowed. In particular, inQCD, non-Abelian gauge boson fluctuations lead to chiral symmetry breaking and the formationof massive bound states when the gauge coupling g exceeds a critical value [52, 279, 7, 134].
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This effect is due to contributions  g4 in the β functions (cf. eq. (5.5)). Since the sign ofthis contribution is such as to shift the parabola downwards, the two fixed points annihilate forg  gcrit. For larger values of the gauge coupling no fixed points exist and chiral symmetrybreaking occurs for any initial condition.Due to the similarity between non-Abelian gauge theories and gravity a similar mechanismmight be expected to cause chiral symmetry breaking in the coupled fermion-metric system,induced by metric fluctuations. As such a process would be incompatible with our observationthat light fermions exist, this might allow to place restrictions on the asymptotic-safety scenarioor the allowed number of fermions. In particular, since the running Newton coupling plays asimilar role to the running gauge coupling, the requirement of unbroken chiral symmetry mightresult in an upper bound on the allowed fixed point value for the Newton coupling.The question that we are interested in here is actually not restricted to the asymptotic-safety scenario: Our calculation applies to any scenario which allows to parameterise gravityfluctuations in terms of metric fluctuations within an effective field-theory framework. Here weuse that, regardless of the nature of the UV completion for gravity, one can expect a regime wherequantum fluctuations of space-time can be parameterised in terms of metric fluctuations. Thisdescription presumably holds on scales k0 À MPlanck. Then, the microscopic theory in principledetermines the initial conditions for the flow. Every quantum theory of gravity has to allow for thepossibility to incorporate light fermions. Here we will show that this observation in principle mayallow to restrict other UV completions for gravity, since the initial conditions determined fromthe microscopic theory for the RG flow within the effective theory may actually lie in a region oftheory space which is not compatible with the existence of light fermions. Any candidate theoryfor quantum gravity which in such a way precludes the existence of light fermions, may be aninternally consistent theory, but is experimentally found to be incompatible with our universe.On the other hand a quantum theory of gravity which naturally allows for the existence of lightfermions, without requiring, e.g. a high degree of fine-tuning, receives non-trivial experimentalsupport here.To study chiral symmetry breaking, we thus need to evaluate the β functions of the four-fermion couplings λ. Since in particular NGFPs play a crucial role to stabilise the fermionicas well as the gravitational sector, it does not suffice to evaluate the β functions perturbativelyaround a GFP. We therefore need to access genuinely non-perturbative information on the βfunctions. Here the Wetterich equation is a well-suited tool.Of course a purely fermionic truncation is not suited for studies of the symmetry-brokenregime, but allows to study the onset of symmetry breaking. In QCD, this strategy allows todetermine the critical temperature for chiral symmetry breaking [134, 7].It is well-known, and can indeed be seen directly from the canonical dimension, that four-fermion interactions are perturbatively non-renormalisable. This does of course not preclude theirstudy in this setting here. The perturbative non-renormalisability translates into the fact thatthese couplings are irrelevant at the GFP. Accordingly they have to be set to zero at the UVscale, when one uses them to construct a fundamental theory within perturbation theory. Even ifset to zero initially, such couplings are generated in the context of QCD, or also when coupledto gravity. Their RG flow will then show if chiral symmetry is broken in this context.Furthermore NGFPs may exist which may allow to construct a non-perturbatively renormal-isable theory with non-vanishing four-fermion interactions.Note that our study differs from investigations of chiral symmetry breaking by a classicalbackground curvature. In such a system the fermion propagator contains a term proportional tothe curvature. Then, a classical background will screen or enhance fermionic fluctuations that
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lead to chiral criticality. For large positive curvatures, e.g. in a deSitter-type space-time, long-range fluctuations are effectively screened, which averts chiral symmetry breaking. Screeningmechanisms for chiral symmetry breaking of this type have already been studied in various chiralmodels, such as two- and three-dimensional (gauged) Thirring models [280, 281, 282] or the four-dimensional gauged NJL model [283]. This effect should not be confused with the setting thatwe will investigate in the following, where the classical background curvature is not taken intoaccount and instead large metric fluctuations, i.e. the quantum nature of gravity in contrast toits classical properties may break chiral symmetry.
5.1.2 Wetterich equation for four-fermion couplingsSince a minimally coupled kinetic term and four-fermion terms of the type above (see eq. (5.1))suffice to study the onset of the chiral phase transition in QCD [52, 279, 134, 7, 8] with quan-titatively good results, we study an analogous truncation here. As coupling fermions to gravityallows for a larger number of operators, a different mechanism for chiral symmetry breaking mayapply here, see sec. 5.1.4. We also disregard momentum-dependent four-fermion interactions,which could conveniently be included by performing a Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation andincluding a kinetic term for the resulting bosonic fields. Furthermore the flow will also generatefermion-ghost couplings which we set to zero here.On a general (curved) space-time our truncation then reads:
Γk  Γk EH   Sgf   Sghost   » d4x?g iZψψ¯iγµ∇µψi   Γk 4fermion, (5.6)
with the Einstein-Hilbert term eq. (4.8) and the gauge-fixing term eq. (4.9). The covariant deriva-tive ∇µ is given by ∇µψ  Bµψ  18rγa, γbsωµ abψ, where Latin indices refer to the tangent spaceand γµ  eµaγa. ωabµ denotes the spin connection, which can be determined in terms of the vierbeinand the Christoffel connection by requiring that ∇µeνa  0, for details on the coupling of fermionsto gravity see, e.g. [284, 285]. For the vierbein we work in the symmetric vierbein gauge [286, 287]such that Op4q ghosts do not occur. This gauge also allows to re-express vierbein fluctuationpurely in terms of metric fluctuations. Details on the second functional derivative of the effectiveaction can be found in app. A.4.1.Note that even in the Landau deWitt gauge ρ Ñ α Ñ 0 the wave-function renormalisationZψ receives a non-trivial contribution, which is a first difference between gravity and Yang-Millstheory [10]. Within a first study we do not evaluate ηψ  Bt lnZψ directly. Instead we simplykeep Zψ  1 in our calculation, which allows us to test the possible effects of a non-zero anomalousdimension.In our calculation we apply the following strategy: As the four-fermion interaction cannotcouple directly into the Einstein-Hilbert sector, nor modify the wave-function renormalisationin the pointlike limit, the fixed-point structure in the Einstein-Hilbert sector in the truncationηψ  0 is exactly given by the calculation taking into account only a minimally coupled kineticfermion term [218]. Therefore our new task is to evaluate the β functions in the fermionic sector.Accordingly a flat background g¯µν  δµν is fully sufficient, and technically highly favourable overbackgrounds with non-trivial curvature invariants.Diagrammatically the β function can be represented by the B˜t-derivatives of the set of diagramsin fig. 5.3, where we have performed a York decomposition of the metric fluctuation (as in eq. (4.15))and work in Landau-deWitt gauge (i.e. α  0), so that only the transverse traceless and the tracecontributions exist.
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Figure 5.3: Contributions to the run-ning of the four-fermion coupling,sorted according to the number of ver-tices they contain. The diagrams con-taining wavy lines receive contribu-tions from the trace mode, only (seebelow), the diagrams with curly linesexist only for the TT mode. Dia-grams 3a, 3b, 4a and 4b also ex-ist if fermions are coupled minimallyto Yang-Mills theory. The additionaldiagrams 1a, 1b, 2a and 2b can betraced back to the fact that the ?gin the volume element generates addi-tional graviton-fermion-couplings andthe covariant derivative in the kineticterm generates not only one- but alsotwo-graviton fermion couplings.
In order to construct these diagrams we have used some properties of the vertices, which arederived in app. A.4: The vertex that couples a fermion, antifermion and two gravitons5 only existsfor the transverse traceless component, whereas the vertex coupling a fermion, antifermion andgraviton only exists for the trace mode. In particular this leads to the fact that the second three-vertex diagram that one can draw using fermion-antifermion-graviton and fermion-antifermion-two-graviton vertices vanishes identically, cf. fig. 5.4.
Figure 5.4: The two vertices to the left exist only for the tracemode, whereas the vertex to the right only exists for the transversetraceless mode. The required propagator for the metric (the curlyred line) would be required to be non-diagonal in the metric modes.There exists no choice of gauge parameters α and ρ, for which thecorresponding off-diagonal matrix entry exists.
As a first result we observe a cancellation between the two box diagrams, which is actuallynot restricted to gravity: The condition under which these diagrams cancel is that the couplingshould be scalar and not chiral. In particular, a Yukawa coupling of the type φψ¯ψ also leads toa cancellation, whereas a chiral Yukawa coupling does not [10]. For a detailed calculation of thiscancellation see app. A.4.2.In Yang-Mills theory the box-diagrams are the only contribution that generates the four-fermion interaction even if it is set to zero initially. As gravity allows for a larger number of
5Note that again by gravitons we refer to metric fluctuations which are not necessarily small, i.e. we mean eitherhTµν or h resp. by this term.
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vertices from a minimally-coupled kinetic fermion term, the two-vertex diagram 2a in fig. 5.3 willcreate this contribution here. Thus the β functions will contain similar terms as in Yang-Millstheory, altough their diagrammatic origin is different.To determine the structure of the β functions note that each metric propagator is  G, and eachfour-fermion-vertex  λ. We observe that the gravitational diagrams do not lead to mixingbetween λ  and λ in the respective β functions, hence, e.g. no term  Gλ contributes to βλ  .The β functions for the dimensionless couplings are then given by
Btλ  p2  ηψqλ   a λ2   b λλ	   c λ2	   dG λf1pλq   eG2f2pλq. (5.7)
Here the details of the functions f1pλq and f2pλq as well as the precise numerical values of thecoefficients a, ..., e depend on the choice of regulator. Eq. 5.7 shows that the β functions arestructurally analogous to Yang-Mills theory, in that they contain terms  G2 (cf.  g4) and
 Gλ (cf.  g2λ). We might therefore expect a similar mechanism as in Yang-Mills theory tolead to chiral symmetry breaking through metric fluctuations.Clearly the coupled system of β functions for λ˜ will admit 22 fixed points which need not allbe real. If no real fixed points exist for some value of pG, λ,Nfq then chiral symmetry is brokenfor this choice. If fixed points exist then it may depend on the choice of initial conditions, if chiralsymmetry breaking is possible, see fig. 5.5. In particular it may happen that the fixed point isfound at negative values for λ. This does not pose any stability problems in a fermionic setting.
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Figure 5.5: Sketch of the β functionof one four-fermion coupling: With-out gravitational interactions theparabola for the four-fermion cou-pling admits a GFP and a NGFP(blue full line). Metric fluctua-tions may shift it (red dashed line),thereby inducing two interactingfixed points, or lead to a destabil-isation (purple dotted line).
From the vertices that exist within our truncation it is possible to construct a number of dia-grams with six external fermion/antifermion legs, which accordingly seem to generate an explicitlysymmetry-breaking 6-fermion interaction. A careful inspection of these diagrams reveals that theloop integral in each of these is over an uneven power of momenta and hence vanishes. Thisfollows, as the fermion propagator is linear, the metric propagator quadratic, and the fermion-antifermion-n-graviton vertex linear in momentum. Accordingly, although one may naively drawdiagrams that lead to explicit chiral symmetry breaking, these diagrams vanish identically if theregulator respects the symmetry, and the symmetry can only be broken spontaneously. Thisconstitutes an explicit example of how the flow equation respects symmetries of the theory aslong as no explicit breaking is introduced by the regulator.
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5.1.3 Results: Existence of light fermionsEvaluating the trace over space-time and Dirac indices to arrive at the β functions, we employthe identities for γ-matrices given in app. A.4.3. The β functions for the dimensionful couplingsfor a general regulator Rkpp2q  Γp2qk rpyq with y  p2k2 are then given by:
βλ¯  Btλ¯  2λ¯ 132 Ir0, 0, 1s  λ¯58 Ir0, 1, 0s 	 154096 Ir0, 2, 0s  λ¯ 316 Ir1, 0, 1s
 λ¯ 27256 Ir2, 0, 1s   fermionic contr.. (5.8)The fermionic contribution that we have not written out can be found in [10], and details on theintegral Irf,TT, hs can be found in app. A.4.4.Specialising to the case of a cutoff of the type
Rk gravpp2q  Γp2qk pk2q  Γp2qk pp2q	θpk2  p2q
Rk fermpp2q  Zψ {pdk2p2  1
θpk2  p2q (5.9)
the pair of β functions for the dimensionless variables is given by
Btλ  2λ   2ηψλ   2 5GpηN  6q24pip1 2λq2λ  Gp6  ηNq4pip3 4λq2 λ  5G2pηN  8q128p1  2λq2
 G p36ηN  7 p54 24λ  ηψp3  4λqqq25pip3 4λq2 λ (5.10)
9G p21ηN   24p14  ηψq  32p7  ηψqλq448pip3 4λq2 λ  p5  ηψqλ2 Nfλ2 Nfλ2 40pi2
Btλ   2λ    2ηψλ    2 5GpηN  6q24pip1 2λq2λ   Gp6  ηNq4pip3 4λq2 λ    5G2pηN  8q128p1  2λq2
 G p36ηN  7 p54 24λ  ηψp3  4λqqq25pip3 4λq2 λ  (5.11)
9G p21ηN   24p14  ηψq  32p7  ηψqλq448pip3 4λq2 λ 
 pηψ  5q2λλ   2Nfλλ   3λ2 40pi2 .Herein, the single terms correspond to the diagrams in fig. 5.3 in the following sequence: Thefirst two terms are due to the dimensionality of λ. The third and fourth term correspond to thetransverse traceless tadpole (1a) and the conformal tadpole (1b), respectively. The next term isrepresented by the two-vertex diagram with internal gravitons only (2a). The mixed two-vertexdiagram (2b) results in the sixth term. Finally the three-vertex diagram (3b) corresponds to thesecond last term and the purely fermionic contributions (3a) are represented in the two differinglast terms.We find four pairs of NGFPs for λ for G  0, as in [10]. The first is the Gaußian one,characterised by two critical exponents θ1,2  2, corresponding to the canonical dimension of
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the couplings. Two further fixed points have one relevant direction with θ1  2, and one irrelevantdirection. A last fixed point has two relevant directions. This structure persists under the inclusionof metric fluctuations. We cannot find values pG P p10, 10q, λ P p10, 1{2q,Nf P p2, 103qq forηψ  0, such that less than four real fixed points exist.This surprising difference to Yang-Mills theory can be understood from the fact that in thecase of gravity terms  Gλ outweigh the effect of terms  G2, in contrast to Yang-Mills theory.The naive expectation, that gravity, mediating an attractive interaction, will also lead to theformation of bound states in our setting, is contradicted (within our simple truncation). Insteadmetric fluctuations mainly modify the anomalous scaling of the interaction through terms of theform  Gλ. In more physical terms, the  G2 terms can be identified with the attractiveinteraction mediated by gravity, whereas the terms  Gλ constitute the gravity contributionto the (anomalous) scaling of the fermion couplings, Btλ   2p1   ηψ   . . . Gqλ   . . . . Themechanism for the generation of fixed points in the fermionic flows is a balancing between thedimensional and anomalous scaling on the one hand, and the fermionic fluctuations on the otherhand. Gauge-field fluctuations generate the four-fermion couplings even if they are set to zero,hence they support the fermionic fluctuation channels. In contrast, metric fluctuations also take astrong influence on the anomalous dimensional scaling which counteracts the general attractiveeffect of gravity.This viewpoint is further supported by other technical observations: whereas gravity is channelblind with respect to the scaling terms, i.e. Btλi  Gλi, gauge boson fluctuations with coupling galso give rise to terms Btλi  g2λj with i  j that act rather like the above mentioned fluctuationterms.Let us comment on the question, if metric fluctuations can in this way counteract gluonicfluctuations and prevent chiral symmetry breaking in QCD. Here it is important to realise thatthe scale at which metric fluctuations are strong is a regime, where due to asymptotic freedomgluonic fluctuations can be neglected. On the other hand, quantum gravity effects are expectedto be negligible on scales where the QCD coupling becomes large and gluonic fluctuations leadto chiral symmetry. This separation of scales implies that the results concerning chiral symmetrybreaking through gluonic fluctuations can be expected to remain unaltered.
Universality classes for the fermionic system
For G  0 the GFP is shifted and becomes an interacting fixed point (see fig. 5.7). This effect canbe traced back to the terms  G2 in the β function. Since the terms  Gλ dominate, the NGFPalso experiences a considerable shift, such that for G ¡ 0 the fixed points move further apart.If this structure persists beyond our simple truncation, the system has four different universalityclasses available in the UV.Since the four-fermion couplings do not couple back into the flow of the Einstein-Hilbertsector, the stability matrix has a 2 2 block of zeros off the diagonal. Therefore the eigenvaluesare determined by the eigenvalues in the Einstein-Hilbert, and the four-fermion subsector. Ac-cordingly the critical exponents are given by the two relevant directions in the Einstein-Hilbertsector and the two real critical exponents in the fermionic subsector. The dependence of thecritical exponents on Nf at each of the four fixed points is shown in fig. 5.6. Here we show valueswhich are determined by inserting a triplet pNf , G  G, λ  λq as determined in [218] withinasymptotically safe quantum gravity. The difference of [218] to our regularisation scheme adds toour truncation error, but will not change our findings qualitatively.
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Figure 5.6: Critical exponents in the fermionic subsector as a function of Nf , where we alwaysplot one critical exponent with red dots and the second one with blue squares. The upper leftpanel corresponds to the shifted GFP and therefore has irrelevant directions only.
Decoupling of metric fluctuations within asymptotic safety
The critical exponents tend to their values from the purely fermionic system for large Nf . Thisis due to the following mechanism being at work here: A negative value for λ acts similar to a"mass term" for the metric, since the metric propagator is schematically given by 1p22λ . Thereforeit suppresses the metric contribution to βλ . As shown in [218], the backcoupling of a minimallycoupled fermion sector into the Einstein-Hilbert sector shifts λ to increasingly negative values asa function of Nf . Therefore the interaction of both sectors, the fermionic and the metric one, leadsto a regime where the large "graviton mass" suppresses the contribution of metric fluctuations tothe running of fermionic couplings. This decoupling mechanism ensures that the properties of thematter sector will not be strongly altered by metric fluctuations.This feature distinguishes gravity from Yang-Mills theory, where no analogous mechanism existsto suppress gluonic fluctuations.Let us stress that this decoupling mechanism is a feature of asymptotically safe quantumgravity, and does not naturally occur in the effective field-theory setting, where the couplings canhave values unrestricted by any fixed-point requirement. Within the asymptotic-safety scenarioit is the interplay between fermionic and metric fluctuations in combination with the fixed point,that results in the observed decoupling mechanism.We observe that the decoupling mechanism is only at work in theories with a larger number offermionic degrees of freedom, as it is the case for the Standard Model. Since minimally coupledscalars shift the fixed-point value for the cosmological constant towards λ Ñ 12 , see [218], a largernumber of scalars even results in an enhancement of metric fluctuations. As a consequence, evenat the shifted GFP the fermionic system can develop strong correlations, since the fixed pointvalues for λ can then become quite large. Accordingly, in theories with a supersymmetric matter
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content and low-scale supersymmetry breaking, such a decoupling mechanism might not occuror only in a much weaker fashion. Supersymmetric theories with a quantum gravity embeddingmay thus have to satisfy stronger constraints as far as the initial conditions of their RG flow areconcerned.We exemplify the above by showing the RG trajectories (directed towards the infrared) in the
pλ , λq plane (see fig. 5.7). We set Nf  2 and ηψ  0 and then show the flow without themetric contribution, and with the metric contribution with G, λ taking their fixed-point values forNf  2 according to [218].
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Figure 5.7: RG trajectories towards the infrared in the pλ , λq plane. The left panel shows theflow with G  0  λ, the right one with G  2.3 and λ  1.38, which are the fixed-point valuesfor Nf  2 from [218].
Effective field theory: Restrictions on UV completions of gravityLet us now analyse the system in the setting of effective field theories, where no fixed-pointrequirement determines G, λ and ηN . Instead, any microscopic UV completion of gravity shouldallow for a regime at k0 À MPlanck, where our framework is applicable. The microscopic theorythen in principle determines the initial conditions for the flow at k0.Within standard scenarios for matter, the fermionic system should be in the vicinity of the GFPon scales where metric fluctuations die out and matter and gauge boson fluctuations dominatethe picture. Thereby the allowed initial conditions for the flow at k0 are restricted to lie withinthe basin of attraction of the (shifted) GFP (see fig. 5.8).As is clear from fig. 5.8, it is generically possible for a UV completion for gravity to determineinitial conditions for the RG flow that are compatible with the existence of light fermions withouta high degree of finetuning. Thereby our calculation suggests that the existence of light fermionsmight generically be compatible with quantum gravity. Naturally it has to be checked withinany specific proposal for quantum gravity if this possibility is indeed realised, which requires todetermine the values of the effective theory from the microscopic theory.We also observe that for generic values of G and λ the system can be altered considerably.As a first observation, the parabolas broaden as a function of G for a fixed value of λ, as shownin fig. 5.9. As an example, we depict the β function for λ , for fixed Nf  2, ηN  2, ηψ  0 andλ  0. We set λ on the shifted Gaußian fixed point value.
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Figure 5.8: Flow towards the infrared inthe λ , λ-plane for ηN  0, ηψ  0, G 0.1, λ  0.1 and Nf  6. For initial valuesto the right of the red lines the fermionicsystem is in the universality class of the(shifted) Gaußian fixed point. Any micro-scopic theory that would put the effectivequantum field theory to the left of the redlines would generically not support lightfermions.
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Figure 5.9: βλ  as a function of λ for different values of G, where λis set on the shifted GFP-value.The full blue line corresponds toG  0, the red dashed one to G 0.2, the purple dotted one to G 0.5 and the pink dotted-dashedone to G  2. The inlay shows theregion around the Gaußian fixedpoint, where its shift is clearly vis-ible.
A particularly strong effect can be observed for positive values of λ. Here, the contribution fromthe metric sector is further enhanced for λ ¡ 0, and indeed the β functions show the well-knowndivergence for λ  12 , which presumably should be attributed to a breakdown of the simpleEinstein-Hilbert truncation in the infrared.As an example, we depict the value of λ  at the shifted Gaußian fixed point in fig. 5.10.
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Λ+ Figure 5.10: Fixed-point value of λ  atthe shifted Gaußian fixed point for Nf 2, ηψ  0 and ηN  0 as a function ofλ for G  1 (full blue line), G  0.5(red dotted line) and G  0.2 (magentadashed line).
We observe that the GFP can be shifted to considerably larger values of pλ, λ q. This implies
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that the system will be strongly-interacting in this sector even at the shifted GFP, which mayalter its physical behaviour.We may now study to which extent an extension of the truncation with ηψ  0 can changeour findings. Here we do not determine the value of ηψ from the Wetterich equation, but simplycheck the effect of non-zero values for ηψ on the fixed-point structure in the fermionic sector.Interestingly a negative value of ηψ can lead to a crucial change in the flow: For ηψ  ηψ critthe shifted Gaußian and one fixed point with one relevant direction fall on top of each other (cf.fig. 5.11), exhibiting one marginal direction with a zero eigenvalue at this point. Since gravityhas been observed to induce a negative anomalous dimension for the fermions [258], this criticalvalue might be assumed at high energies. What one naively would suppose to be the basin ofattraction for the GFP might then end up in a different region in theory space under the flow,when ηψ crosses the critical value. A more detailed investigation is straightforwardly possiblehere with the methods outlined in this section.
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Figure 5.11: At ηψ  1.0592 (for thespecific parameter values Nf  6, G 0.1, λ  0.1, ηN  2) the Gaußianfixed point and a fixed point with onerelevant direction fall on top of eachother (in the lower right quadrant).
5.1.4 Outlook: Spontaneous symmetry breaking in gravityWe have investigated the compatibility of light fermions (i.e. unbroken chiral symmetry) with theasymptotic-safety scenario for quantum gravity and also studied a setting within the effective-field-theory framework. In contrast to Yang-Mills theory, where gluonic fluctuations break chiralsymmetry if a critical value of the coupling is exceeded, metric fluctuations induce no such effectwithin our truncation.As no combination of values pG, λ,Nf, ηN, ηψq can be found for which chiral symmetry is directlybroken, the asymptotic-safety scenario is compatible with light fermions within our truncation. Inthe case of a different UV completion for gravity the initial conditions for the flow equations thathold within an effective description, have to fall into a certain region in theory space, in order toavoid chiral symmetry breaking.In Yang-Mills theory, a truncation of FRG equations containing only minimally coupledfermions and gluons suffices to discover the effect of chiral symmetry breaking. In gravity anextension of the truncation might be necessary in order to observe chiral symmetry breaking.
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At dimension six (for two-fermion terms) and eight (for four-fermion-terms) we encounter avariety of new terms that are not forbidden by explicit chiral symmetry breaking, for instance
dim 6: » d4x?gR ψ¯ {∇ψ, » d4x?gRµν ψ¯γµ∇νψ, (5.12)
dim 8: » d4x?gR  V 2  A2 ,» d4x?gRµνψ¯iγµψi	ψ¯jγνψj	 ψ¯iγµγ5ψi	ψ¯jγνγ5ψj		. (5.13)
At higher dimensionalities the number of terms increases considerably, as then also, e.g. con-tractions involving the Riemann tensor will be possible. Furthermore couplings involving {∇ orhigher powers of the curvature are possible. Distinguishing between the background and thefluctuation metric leads to an even larger "zoo" of possible operators.Several comments are in order here: As a first requirement we demand the existence of afixed point for the extended truncation. Here, the above couplings do not only alter the fermionicflow, but, e.g. the non-minimal kinetic terms couple back into the flow of the Einstein-Hilbertsector and further metric operators. The effect of metric fluctuations implies that none of thesecouplings will have a GFP, as the antifermion-fermion-two-graviton vertex generically generatesthese couplings even if they are set to zero (see fig. 5.12).
Figure 5.12: The B˜t derivatives of thesediagrams generate contributions to thecouplings in eq. (5.13) (couplings toexternal metric structures result fromcorresponding derivatives of the dia-grams). The upper diagram also con-tributes to the fermion anomalous di-mension. Both terms are generatedfrom vertices arising from the minimallycoupled kinetic term.
Hence these couplings will typically assume non-zero fixed point values, thus constituting a non-vanishing contribution to the β functions in the Einstein-Hilbert as well as the fermionic sector.In particular, non-minimal kinetic terms give a contribution  G2 to the β functions for λ.As the absence of chiral symmetry breaking in our truncation follows from the dominance ofanomalous scaling of the fermionic interactions (i.e. terms  Gλ) over fluctuations that induceattractive interactions and drive the fermionic system to criticality (i.e. terms  G2), we expectfurther terms of the second type to play a crucial role. Clearly an extension of our truncationin this direction is of particular interest. Note that furthermore such non-minimal terms may beinteresting in the context of cosmological applications, such as chiral symmetry breaking in thehistory of our universe. Here, finite temperature effects as well as such non-minimal terms mayplay a crucial role and demand for further investigation.Let us stress again that the property, that metric fluctuations within the asymptotic-safetyscenario, but also within an effective field theory framework generically shift a Gaußian to a non-Gaußian fixed point is of interest beyond the question of chiral symmetry breaking. The samemechanism may apply for generic matter couplings, thus inducing (potentially strong) interactions
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of the matter theory at high energies. These may potentially play a role in early-universecosmology and thus are of interest for further studies.Let us now broaden our view a bit, concerning the so far unaddressed question of gravity-induced symmetry-breaking patterns. Here, we have assumed an SUpNfqL  SUpNfqR symmetry(with additional U(1) factors of particle number and axial symmetry), and implicitly assumed itsbreaking in a QCD-like fashion, i.e. to a remaining mesonic SU(Nf) symmetry. It may now bepossible that the pattern of symmetry breaking is different in gravity. One may, e.g. consider ascenario including an originally larger symmetry that may break to the standard chiral symmetryupon large metric fluctuations. In particular, such an extension of the symmetry group may inducea rich structure in the corresponding phase diagram of the theory: Different symmetry-breakingpatterns may be possible, corresponding to different phases with appropriate condensates andexcitations on top of these. If, e.g. a gravitationally-stimulated symmetry breaking transitionwith a remnant standard chiral symmetry occurred near the Planck scale, stable bound states(analogously to hadrons in QCD) may have remained and (if equipped with the right quantumnumbers) could contribute to the dark matter in the universe.Furthermore, in analogy to recent ideas in QCD, where a quarkyonic phase with confinementbut intact chiral symmetry supports a spectrum of bound states, bound states may form thatcorrespond to bosonised operators, e.g. of the form eq. (5.13). These might be generated at ascale where quantum gravity is strongly interacting, and may then become massive at the muchlower scale of chiral symmetry breaking. Supporting a stable bound state over such a large rangeof scales requires, of course, a highly non-trivial interplay between gravity and matter.Let us also point out that studies concerning the spontaneous breaking of global symmetriesof matter theories through metric fluctuations are generically of interest. Here, we have focussedon studying the spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry, but of course metric fluctuations maypotentially induce the formation of non-trivial VEVs that also break other global symmetries ofmatter theories, such as, e.g. baryon number or similar. Depending on the phenomenologicalimplications of such mechanisms, these may serve to further restrict generic UV completions forgravity, as well as the asymptotic-safety scenario.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusions: Relating micro- and macrophysics in high-energy physics
In this thesis we have studied how the Functional Renormalisation Group connects microscopicand macroscopic degrees of freedom and descriptions of physics. We have introduced the Renor-malisation Group flow, whose natural direction is from high to low momenta, i.e. from the ultra-violet to the infrared. The flow successively takes into account the effect of quantum fluctuationsscale by scale and works not only in the perturbative regime, but most importantly also beyond.In particular we have been interested in fundamental theories. These are theories which arevalid on all (momentum) scales, and do not show any unphysical divergences at any scale. Ina more physical language a fundamental theory can only be one, where we have identified thecorrect UV degrees of freedom. In contrast effective theories are only valid on a limited range ofscales and use effective degrees of freedom adapted to these scales. As an illustration, considera theory where the UV degrees of freedom form bound states in the macroscopic regime. Theeffective low-energy theory can then be formulated with the help of these macroscopic boundstates as effective degrees of freedom.As an example, we have considered QCD, where the microscopic action is determined bythe property of asymptotic freedom, i.e. the theory has a Gaußian fixed point with one relevantdirection. Towards the infrared, the theory becomes strongly interacting, and the relevant degreesof freedom change, since quarks and gluons become confined inside hadrons. We have studiedthe property of confinement at zero and at finite temperature in Yang-Mills theory. In both parts,i.e. for the evaluation of the gluon condensate at zero temperature as well as the study of thedeconfinement phase transition, we have relied on the background field method, where we haveused a non-trivial reconstruction of the corresponding fluctuation field propagators, thereby goingbeyond former approximations in this framework.In the first part we have focussed on the vacuum structure of Yang-Mills theory, and deducedthe existence of a condensate xF 2y from a full evaluation of the effective potential, which canbe interpreted as a condensation of gluons in the vacuum. Our value for the condensate agreesrather well with estimates from other methods. Interestingly, the functional form of the effectivepotential supports the leading-log model for the ground state of Yang-Mills theory, which allowsus to deduce a value for the string tension between a static quark-antiquark pair from ourcalculation. Here, a straightforward extension of our work will allow to resolve approximationsthat we have applied. In addition, an implementation of our calculation at finite temperature andwith the effects of quark fluctuations taken into account is also possible along the same lines,thus establishing a connection to the QCD phase diagram. Furthermore we have related thecritical exponents κA,c, characterising the scaling behaviour of the ghost and gluon fluctuation
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propagator in the deep infrared, to the asymptotic form of the β function of the background runningcoupling. The requirement of a strongly-interacting regime in the infrared, which is at the heartof both confinement as well as chiral symmetry breaking, imposes constraints on the form of theβ function in the vicinity of the Gaußian fixed point. These translate into an upper bound onthe critical exponents. This confinement criterion is fulfilled for critical exponents evaluated fromfunctional methods.In a second part we have gone beyond the zero-temperature limit of the theory, and studiedthe deconfinement phase transition. For the physical case of the gauge group SU(3) we findgood agreement with results from lattice gauge theory. Let us stress that since we do not usethe standard order parameter, the Polyakov loop, but a related quantity instead, we can deducea potential encoding confinement for our order parameter from the sole knowledge of the ghostand the gluon propagator. This is a crucial advantage in contrast to the Polyakov loop, theknowledge of which requires information on all n-point correlation functions of the gluon. Wehave then extended our study to different gauge groups, in particular SU(N) with 2 ¤ N ¤ 12,Sp(2) and E(7), which allows to shed light on the question what determines the order of thephase transition. Here our method allows to consider gauge groups which for technical reasonsare currently unaccessible to lattice gauge theory. We have found evidence suggesting that notthe center, but the size of the gauge group is the decisive quantity. Physically, this is due toa large mismatch in the number of dynamical degrees of freedom on both sides of the phasetransition. We have further discussed how the group structure enters the order of the phasetransition through the eigenvalues of the Cartan generators in the adjoint representation. Wehave developed a picture of constructive and destructive interference of SU(2)-potentials for theorder parameter, which can induce or prevent a second order phase transition, respectively. In thefuture, e.g. thermodynamic properties of the deconfined phase can be studied with our method.Using the RG flow in a less intuitive way, namely towards the ultraviolet, allows to search forUV completions of effective theories, thereby establishing a connection from a known macroscopicregime to a possible microscopic description. Here we use that UV completions can be found withthe help of non-interacting, i.e. Gaußian, or interacting, i.e. non-Gaußian fixed points in theoryspace. In gravity a fundamental quantum field theory of the metric can only be defined at theinteracting fixed point. The physical assumption underlying this scenario is that the descriptionof gravity with the help of the metric field is indeed valid on all scales. In a first study we haveexamined the Einstein-Hilbert truncation for a new combination of regularisation scheme andgauge fixing, and used a method independent of heat-kernel techniques to evaluate the right-hand side of the Wetterich equation. We have then studied a particular sector of the theory,namely the Faddeev-Popov ghost sector, which arises after gauge fixing. We have discussedseveral scenarios for this sector which we discriminate by the existence of relevant directionsand an interacting fixed point in this sector. The first has potentially challenging implications forthe relation between relevant couplings and measurable free parameters, whereas the second isclosely related to the possible non-uniqueness of gauge-fixing in the non-perturbative regime.Our first extension of formerly studied truncations in this sector contains a non-trivial ghostanomalous dimension. Our findings constitute further evidence for the existence of a physicallyadmissible, interacting fixed point.In contrast to a perturbative setting, the properties of the ghost sector in the non-perturbativeregime are largely unclear. Firstly, relevant couplings can be related to operators containingghost fields, which makes the connection between relevant couplings and measurable quantitieshighly non-trivial. Our evaluation of the ghost anomalous dimension suggests the existence ofsuch relevant couplings. As a specific example we have considered a ghost-curvature coupling,
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that turns out to be relevant at its Gaußian fixed point. A second issue is closely related to thenon-perturbative non-uniqueness of gauge-fixing, the so-called Gribov problem. Going beyondthe perturbative regime, and in particular requiring the existence of an interacting fixed pointfor the Newton coupling induces non-zero couplings in the ghost sector. In a diagrammaticexpansion of the flow equation it is easy to see that non-zero values of couplings are generatedeven if these are initially set to zero in a truncation. Thereby terms beyond a simple perturbativeFaddeev-Popov operator will be generated, and might even result in a unique gauge-fixing beyondthe perturbative regime. As a first study in this direction we have focussed on a resolutionof different running tensor structures in the Faddeev-Popov operator. Here we observe twophysically admissible fixed points, where one has a new relevant direction. The other one ischaracterised by a further irrelevant direction and a positive ghost anomalous dimension, whichshifts further ghost operators towards irrelevance. This second fixed point can be interpreted asan infrared fixed point, which allows to construct an RG trajectory with a well-defined IR as wellas UV limit. We have further considered an explicit example for terms beyond a simple Faddeev-Popov operator and suggested the existence of non-vanishing four-ghost couplings. Furtherinvestigations of the ghost sector along the lines outlined in this thesis are possible in the future,thereby further clarifying the structure of the interacting fixed point for gravity in this particularsector.Finally we have applied the RG flow to a system containing fermionic fields coupled to themetric. Specifically we have been interested in the compatibility of massless fermions with aquantum gravity regime which can be parametrised by (strongly-coupled) metric fluctuations,presumably around the Planck scale. This question establishes a connection between the micro-scopic regime of quantum gravity and the macroscopic regime, where we observe the existenceof light (compared to the Planck scale) fermions. In this setting, we have not only focussed ona fundamental theory of gravity, but also shed light on this question within the effective fieldtheory framework. We deduce chiral symmetry breaking from the fixed-point structure of the βfunctions of four-fermion couplings: If these do not show any real fixed points, the fermionicsystem becomes strongly correlated and chiral symmetry is broken, thereby endowing fermionswith a mass. Our findings suggest that asymptotically safe quantum gravity favours universesin which light fermions exist. Here, we have also discussed a physical decoupling mechanism:Fermionic fluctuations induce a negative fixed-point value for the cosmological constant, whichin turn suppresses metric fluctuations, whereby their influence on the properties of the mattersector is reduced.In the case of effective theories we have shown that the requirement of unbroken chiral sym-metry in principle restricts any UV completion of gravity. Here we use that, within the effectivefield theory framework, gravity fluctuations can be parametrised as metric fluctuations in a regimepresumably below the Planck scale, even if the microscopic theory supposes a different nature ofquantum gravity fluctuations, or even a discrete space-time. Then, the microscopic theory deter-mines the values of couplings in the effective theory at some initial scale. Since these have tofulfill certain requirements in order for light fermions to naturally exist, this allows – in principle– to restrict the microscopic theory.Our findings of unbroken chiral symmetry are in contrast to Yang-Mills theory, where in asimilar truncation gluonic fluctuations induce chiral symmetry breaking. This can be traced backto the fact that metric fluctuations strongly alter the scaling behaviour of the fermionic couplings,thereby preventing the breaking of chiral symmetry. Within our study we have also identifiedterms beyond our truncation that may potentially induce chiral symmetry breaking in gravity.Here, the methods used in our investigation also allow for a further extension of the truncation
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and a detailed study of possible mechanisms of chiral symmetry breaking in gravity.Let us stress, that applying the framework of effective field theories to quantum gravity, asin this thesis, could provide for a very useful window into the quantum gravity realm: Testingthe compatibility of low-energy properties of matter with quantum gravity can be used to restricttheories of quantum gravity. In the absence of experimental insights into quantum gravity suchtests provide for a non-trivial testing ground for candidate theories for quantum gravity.To summarise, let us say that the formalism of the functional RG, used in this thesis, allows toaccess, in a qualitatively as well as quantitatively meaningful way, the non-perturbative regime oflarge variety of theories. In particular, structural questions as, e.g. the properties of the sector ofa theory arising after gauge fixing, as well as more physical questions such as the deconfinementphase transition or the existence of light fermions in our universe, can be studied further withinthis formalism.Since the existence of a fundamental quantum field theory relies on the existence of a well-defined UV limit, candidates for fundamental theories show either a Gaußian or a non-Gaußianfixed point. In the first case, the microscopic regime of the theory is accessible with perturbativetools, but non-perturbative physics will emerge in the low-energy limit, such as in QCD. If weon the other hand construct a fundamental theory with the help of an interacting fixed point,the microscopic physics will generically be non-perturbative. We therefore find that in orderto understand fundamental theories, be they non-Abelian gauge theories as used to constructthe Standard Model, or be they candidates for a quantum gravity theory, we are bound to usenon-perturbative tools. As discussed in this thesis, the functional Renormalisation Group can beapplied to gain further understanding of these theories and might allow to show if the frameworkof quantum field theory is rich enough to incorporate not only low-energy phenomena such asconfinement in QCD, but also a microscopic theory of quantum gravity.
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APPENDIX A
Appendix
A.1 Yang-Mills theory
A.1.1 Notation in Yang-Mills theoryThe gauge field carries a Lorentz (denoted by greek letters) and an adjoint colour index (denotedby latin letters), and an explicitly indicated spacetime dependence: Aaµpxq. At zero temperaturethe spacetime coordinates will be collectively denoted by x, whereas at non-zero temperature wewill sometimes write px0, ~xq. The field strength tensor is given by
Fµν  BµAν  BνAµ   rAµ, Aνs  FaµνT a  pBµAaν  BνAaµ  igfabcAbµAcνqT a (A.1)
The dual field strength tensor is defined according to
rFaµν  12εµνκλFκλ, (A.2)where ε0123  1.Here we have introduced the Lie algebra generators which satisfy
rT a, T bs  ifabcT c, (A.3)
with the structure constants fabc which define the adjoint representation
pT aqbc  ifabc. (A.4)
In the fundamental representation they satisfy the normalisation
TrpT afundT bfundq  12δab, (A.5)whereas in the adjoint representation
TrpT aadjT badjq  Nδab (A.6)
for SU(N).
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A.1.2 Isospectrality relation on self-dual backgroundsTo evaluate the heat-kernel traces on a self-dual background we use that defining Tr1 as the tracewithout the zero mode, we make the following useful observation for the trace over some functionF :
Tr1xcLFpDTq
 2 N2c1¸l1
 fl2pi

2# 8¸
n,m0F 2flpn m  2q 
8¸
n0
8¸
m1F 2flpn mq 
8¸
n1F 2fln
+
 4 N2c1¸l1
 fl2pi

2 8¸
n,m0F 2flpn m  1q
 4TrxcFpD2q, (A.7)
where the trace subscripts denote traces over coordinate space “x”, color space “c” and Lorentzindices “L”. In other words, there exists an isospectrality relation between D2 and the non-zeroeigenvalues of DT.
A.1.3 Symplectic group Sp(2)The symplectic groups Sp(N) in the convention that we apply here can be defined in the followingway: Group elements U P SU(2N) that satisfy
U  JUJ:, (A.8)
where the matrix J is defined by J  iσ2b1. The requirement eq. (A.8) clearly allows the elementsU to form a group, as closure and the existence of an inverse as well as a unit element can beshown straightforwardly. Eq. A.8 also implies that Sp(1) is actually SU(2). To find the center ofSp(N), realise that eq. (A.8) implies that any U P Sp(2) can be written as
U  pW,Xq, pX,W q (A.9)
with complex N  N matrices X and W . As a center element must be a multiple of the unitmatrix, it follows that W  W  for center elements. This clearly restricts the center to be Z2 forall Sp(N). Our represenation of the generators of Spp2q in the fundamental representation is asfollows:
C1 

0 i 0 0i 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0
, C2 

0 1 0 0
1 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0
, C3 

i 0 0 00 i 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0
,
C4 

0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 i0 0 i 0
, C5 

0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 10 0 1 0
, C6 

0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 i 00 0 0 i
,
C7 

0 0 i?2 00 0 0  i?2i?2 0 0 00  i?2 0 0
, C8 

0 0 1?2 00 0 0 1?2
 1?2 0 0 00  1?2 0 0
,
C9 

0 0 0 i?20 0 i?2 00 i?2 0 0i?2 0 0 0
, C10 

0 0 0 1?20 0  1?2 00 1?2 0 0
 1?2 0 0 0
.
A.2 Asymptotically safe quantum gravity
A.2.1 Conventions and variations in gravityWe define the Riemann tensor by
rDµ, DνsV κ  RκαµνV α . (A.10)The Ricci tensor and Ricci scalar are then given byRµν  Rκµκν (A.11)R  gµνRµν. (A.12)For the evaluation of variations, we use the following symbolic notation:
Γk  Γkrh  0s   δΓk   12δ2Γk   ... (A.13)We have that δgµν  hµν (A.14)and for the inverse metric δgµν  hµν. (A.15)Here, a second variation is also non-zero, since δ2pgµκgκλq  δ2δλµ  0 and henceδ2gµν  2hµλhλν. (A.16)Further we have that δ?g  ?g12gµνhµν (A.17)and δ2?g  ?gp12hµνhµν   14h2q, (A.18)where h  gµνhµν . We also have that
δΓκµν  12gκλ pDµhλν  Dνhλµ Dλhµνq , (A.19)from which we deduce that δ2Γκµν  hκλ pDµhλν  Dνhλµ Dλhµνq . (A.20)
This structure arises, as the variation of the terms Dµhλν etc. can be summarised to be of the sameform as the variation of the metric gκλ multiplied by the covariant derivatives of the fluctuationmetric. Finally we have the first variation of the Riemann tensor
δRρµλν  DλδΓρµν DνδΓρλµ. (A.21)
From here, all further variation of metric invariants can be constructed by using the above firstand second variations.In particular, we have that
δ2gµνRµν Ñ hDκDµhκµ   12hD2h  hλµRµαρλhαρ   hλµRαλhαµ   hµλDλDρhµρ  12hµρD2hµρ, (A.22)
where by the arrow we indicate that we neglect all terms that will turn into total derivatives ifthis expression is integrated over.Furthermore δR Ñ hµνRµν  DλDµhµλ D2h. (A.23)
The second variation of the Ricci scalar is given by
δ2R Ñ 2hµλhνλRµν hµνD2hµν 12hD2hhλµRµαρλhαρhλµRαλhαµhµλDλDρhµρ12hµρD2hµρ. (A.24)
Finally we have the second variation of the Einstein-Hilbert term
δ2 » d4x?g pR  2λq  » d4x?g12hµνhµν   14h2


pR  2λq  hRµνhµν   hDλDµhµλ
12hD2h  hµλRµνhνλ  hλµRµαρλhαρ  hµλDλDρhµρ   12hµνD2hµν	.(A.25)
Applying a York-decomposition and going over to a spherical background finally leads to the formfrom which the inverse propagators for the metric modes can be directly read off. Note that weset gµν  g¯µν here, but for simplicity do not write the bars over the background quantities.
δ22κ¯2 » d4x?gpRq  2κ¯2hTµν 12D2   dpd 3q  42dpd 1q R

hµν T
 vµ RD2d 2d   R2d 2d2

 vµ
 σ pd 1qpd 2q2d2 D6   2 d2d2 R2D2   2 d2d RD4

 σ
 hd 2d2 D2R   pd 1qpd 2qd2 D4

 σ
 hR pd 2qpd 4q4d2  D2pd 1qpd 2q2d2

h (A.26)
Further the decomposition of the gauge-fixing term takes the following form
Γk gf  ZNκ2α
» d4x?gvµ Rd  D2

2 vµ
σ 1d2  pd 1qD2   R22 σ
 h2ρd2D2R  D4 2pd 1qρd2

 σ
ρ2d2hD2h (A.27)Note that in these expression the rescaling (4.20) remains to be completed.
A.2.2 Hyperspherical harmonicsA basis for symmetric transverse traceless tensor functions on a spherical background is given bythe tensor hyperspherical harmonics T lmµν pxq, which are eigenfunctions of the covariant Laplacian:
 D¯2T lmµν pxq  Λl,2pdqT lmµν pxq. (A.28)
Similarly a basis of transverse vector functions is given by the vector hyperspherical harmonics
 D¯2T lmµ pxq  Λl,1pdqT lmµ pxq. (A.29)
Finally a basis for scalar functions exists, the scalar hyperspherical harmonics:
 D¯2T lmpxq  Λl,0pdqT lmpxq. (A.30)
The eigenvalues depend on the curvature scalar R¯ , the dimensionality d, and the eigenvalue l:
Λl,2pdq  lpl  d 1q  2dpd 1q R¯Λl,1pdq  lpl  d 1q  1dpd 1q R¯Λl,0pdq  lpl  d 1qdpd 1q R¯. (A.31)
As expected, the eigenvalue does not depend on m, therefore the degeneracy factors Dlpd, sq(with s  2, 1, 0) are non-trivial and read:
Dlpd, 2q  pd  1qpd 2qpl  dqpl 1qp2l  d 1qpl  d 3q!2pd 1q!pl  1q!Dlpd, 1q  lpl  d 1qp2l  d 1qpl  d 3q!pd 2q!pl  1q!Dlpd, 0q  p2l  d 1qpl  d 2q!l!pd 1q! . (A.32)
Since the hyperspherical harmonics are basis functions, they satisfy completeness and or-thogonality relations as follows:
δdpx  x1qag¯ 12 pg¯µρg¯νσ   g¯µσ g¯νρq  8¸l2
Dlpd,2q¸
m1 T lmµν pxqT lmρσ px1q (A.33)δlkδmn  » ddxag¯ 12 pg¯µρg¯νσ   g¯µσ g¯νρqT lmµν pxqT knρσ pxq (A.34)δdpx  x1qag¯ g¯µρ  8¸l1
Dlpd,1q¸
m1 T lmµ pxqT lmρ px1q (A.35)δlkδmn  » ddxag¯ g¯µρT lmµ pxqT knρ pxq (A.36)
δdpx  x1qag¯  8¸l0
Dlpd,0q¸
m1 T lmpxqT lmpx1q (A.37)δlkδmn  » ddxag¯ T lmpxqT knpxq, (A.38)(A.39)
A.3 Faddeev-Popov ghost sector of asymptotically safe quantumgravity
A.3.1 Vanishing of the tadpole diagramThe vanishing of the graviton tadpole contribution to the running of Zc can be shown by makinguse of the second variation of the Christoffel symbol, see eq. (A.20). Varying the ghost kineticterm twice with respect to the metric produces the following type of terms:δ2pgκνDρcνq  δ2pgκνΓνρλqcλ
 p2hκνδΓνρλ   gκνδ2Γνρλqcλ. (A.40)Inserting the first and second variation of the Christoffel symbol from eq. (A.19) and eq. (A.20)leads to a cancellation between the two terms. Accordingly, the second variation of the ghostkinetic term with respect to the metric vanishes (for all choices of ρ). Hence, there is no gauge inwhich a graviton tadpole can contribute to the running of the ghost wave function renormalisation.
A.3.2 Details on the B˜t-derivativeAfter having evaluated the derivative with respect to the external momentum, the right-hand sideof the Wetterich equation contains the shape function rpyq as well as its derivative r1pyq. Thenwe have that
B˜tfprj , r1jqppq ¸i
» ddp1
p2piqdBtRipp1q δδRipp1qfprj , r1jqppq, (A.41)where by the sum over Latin indices we denote a summation over different types of fields. SinceRi  Zipp2  λiqrippq, (A.42)
where λi may be, e.g. a cosmological constant or a mass-term, we can writeδδRipp1q  1Zipp12  λiq δδripp1q (A.43)Thus
B˜tfprj , r1jqppq

¸
i
» ddp1
p2piqd BtRipp1qZipp12  λiqf p1,0qprj , r1jqδpp, p1q   f p0,1qprj , r1jqk2p1µ2p2 Bp1µδijδpp, p1q

¸
i

2yr1i  ηiri  Btλik2 1ypri   yr1iq

 f p1,0qprj , r1jq
 

2pr1i   yr2i q  ηir1i   Btλik2 1y2 pri  yr1i  y2r2i q

 f p0,1qi prj , r1jq, (A.44)
where y  p2k2 and ηi  Bt lnZi.
A.3.3 Vertices for the diagrams contributing to ηcIn this appendix, we derive the building blocks for the expansion of the flow equation in terms ofthe quantities P and F . In the following, we always aim at a Euclidean flat background. Here,our conventions for 2-point functions are given by
Γp2qk,ijpp, qq  ÑδδφippqΓk
Ðδδφjpqq , (A.45)
where φppq   hTµνppq, vµppq, σppq, hppq, cµppq, c¯µppq and i, j label the field components. Here,we have chosen the momentum-space conventions for the anti-ghost opposite to those of theghost, i.e. if cµppq denotes a ghost with incoming momentum p then c¯µpqq denotes an anti-ghostwith outgoing momentum q. The ghost propagator is an off-diagonal matrix,
P1gh   0 Γp2qk,cc¯pp, qq   RkΓp2qk,c¯cpp, qqq   Rk 0
1 (A.46)

 0
Γp2qk,c¯cpp, qq   Rk	1Γp2qk,cc¯pp, qq   Rk	1 0


 0 P1cc¯P1c¯c 0

 , (A.47)
where
Γp2qk,cc¯,µνpp, qq  ÑδδcµppqΓk gh
Ðδδc¯νpqq  Γp2qk,c¯c,µνpp, qqq. (A.48)
Within our truncation, the ghost propagator reads explicitly
Γp2qk,c¯c   Rk	1µν  1?2Zcp2
δµν   ρ  13 ρ pµpνp2

 1
p1  rpyqqδ4pp qq.
The graviton propagators are obtained from the second variation of the Einstein-Hilbert and thegauge-fixing action. Setting gµν  g¯µν  δµν after the functional variation yields the followingexpression in Fourier space:
δ2Γk EH gf  κ2 » d4pp2piq4hαβppq14 pδαµδβν   δανδβµqp2  12δαβp2δµν   δαβpµpν
12 ppβpµδνα   pαpνδµβq   λk
12δαβδµν  12 pδαµδβν   δανδβµq

 (A.49)
  1α12 ppαpµδβν   pβpµδβµq  1  ρ2 pαpβδµν   p1  ρq216 δαβp2δµν	hµνppq.
Inserting the York decomposition eq. (4.15) into eq. (A.50) then results in the following expression,from which the inverse propagators follow directly by functional derivatives:
δ2Γk EH gf  ZNκ2 » d4pp2piq4hT αβppq12  p2  2λkhTαβppq   vβppq
p2α  2λk

 vβppq
  σppq 316
p2 3 αα  4λk

 σppq   hppq3ρ  α8α p2σppq
  116hppq
p2ρ2  3αα   4λ

hppq. (A.50)
In this work, we confine ourselves to the gauge choice ρ Ñ α where the propagator matrixbecomes diagonal in the graviton modes. The vector and transverse traceless tensor propagatorsgo along with transverse and transverse traceless projectors, respectively. In d-dimensionalFourier space, these projectors read
PT µνppq  δµν  pµpνp2 ,PTT µνκλppq  12 pPT µκPT νλ   PT µλPT νκq  1d 1PT µνPT κλ, (A.51)
where the last term in the transverse traceless projector PTT removes the trace part.The resulting propagators together with the regulator Rk constitute the P term in the expan-sion of the flow equation eq. (4.39).The F term carries the dependence on the ghost fields that couple via vertices to the fluctuationmodes. To obtain these vertices, we vary the ghost action once with respect to the metric andthen proceed to a flat background, yielding:
δΓk gh  ?2Zc » d4xag¯c¯µD¯ρhµνD¯ρ   D¯ρ D¯νhµρ  D¯ρhρνD¯µ  12p1  ρqD¯µhρνD¯ρ
14p1  ρqD¯µrD¯νh λλ s	cν
Ñ 
?2Zc » d4pp2piq4 d4qp2piq4 c¯µpp  qqhρσppqcκpqqq  pp  qq12  δρµδσκ   δσµ δρκ
pκ2  ppρ   qρqδσµ   ppσ   qσqδρµ qµ2 ppσ   qσqδρκ
 ppρ   qρqδσκ	  12 1  ρ2 ppµ   qµq pδρκqσ   δσκqρq   1  ρ4 pκδρσppµ   qµq	
 
?2Zc » d4pp2piq4 d4qp2piq4 c¯µpp  qqcκpqqV pTqκµ ρσpp, qqhTρσppq   V pvqκµ ρpp, qqvρppq
 V pσqκµ pp, qqσppq   V phqκµ pp, qqhppq	. (A.52)
Here, we introduced the York decomposition eq. (4.15) for the graviton fluctuation, such thatwe can read off the corresponding vertices connecting ghost and anti-ghost with the gravitoncomponents:
V pTqκµ ρσpp, qq  q  pp  qq12  δρµδσκ   δσµ δρκ pκ2  qρδσµ   qσδρµ qµ2 pqσδρκ   qρδσκ q
 12 1  ρ2 ppµ   qµq pδρκqσ   δσκqρq ,
V pvqκµ ρpp, qq  2iap2pσq  pp  qq12  δρµδσκ   δσµ δρκ pκ2  qρδσµ   ppσ   qσqδρµ
qµ2 pppσ   qσqδρκ   qρδσκ q   12 1  ρ2 ppµ   qµq pδρκqσ   δσκqρq	
V pσqκµ pp, qq   1p2pκpµ
34p2   q2   3 ρ2 q  p


  qµqκ 14p2
ρ  12


14p2δµκ  q2   q  p  pκqµ
12p2   1 ρ2 q  p


  pµqκ 1  ρ8 p2
V phqκµ pp, qq  14q  pp  qqδµκ   pκppµ   qµqpρ  1q
 pµpκ  qµqκ 1 ρ2   pµqκ 1  ρ2 	. (A.53)
From this, the four possible fluctuation matrix entries contributing to the quantity F in theexpansion eq. (4.39) can be evaluated:
Γp2qhTcpq, pq  ÑδδhTµνpqqΓk gh
Ðδδcκppq  ?2Zcc¯τpp qqV pTqκτµνpq, pq
Γp2qhTc¯pq, pq  ÑδδhTµνpqqΓk gh
Ðδδc¯κppq  ?2Zccτpq pqV pTqτκµνpq, q pq
Γp2qchTpq, pq  ÑδδcκpqqΓk gh
ÐδδhTµνppq  ?2Zcc¯λpp qqV pTqκλµνpp,qq
Γp2qc¯hTpq, pq  Ñδδc¯κpqqΓk gh
ÐδδhTµνppq  ?2Zccλpq pqV pTqλκµνpp, q pq, (A.54)and similarly for the other graviton modes.
A.3.4 β functions for G, λ and ηc
Setting ρ  α and using a spectrally adjusted exponential regulator function, we arrive at thefollowing β functions, where all couplings are dimensionless:
Btλ  2λ
 136pi
Gλ#150pBtλ  2λqEip2λq  12pBtλ  2λqEi   4λα3α  3  150Li2  e2λ
 6Li2 e 4λα3	  36Li2  e2αλ
  6pα  3q2

3αp3α  2qpBtλ  2λqEip2αλqpα  3q2  9αLi2  e2αλ pα  3q2
 p7α  9qLi2 e 4αλα3	 pα  3q  2αpBtλ  2λqEi 4αλα  3


2ipiλαp39α  166q   219
 Btλ25 ln  1  e2λ pα  3q2   2 ln1  e 4λα3	 pα  3q
 α3p3α  2q ln  1  e2αλ pα  3q2   2p7α  9q ln1  e 4αλα3	ff
  1α  3e 4pα 1qλα3

2e 4pα 1qλα3 18ipipα  3qαp3α  2qλ  p7α  27q  pi2  3ηc	
3e 4αλα3 pα  3qηN   75e 2p3α1qλα3 pα  3qηN   9e 2ppα1qα 2qλα3 pα  3qp3α  2qηN
3e 4λα3 p7α  9qηN+
 9G8αλLi2
e 4αλα3	α  3   4αe
4αλα3
pα  3q2 pBtλ  2λq
#α   e 4αλα34αλEi4αλα  3


  ipi

pα  3qLi2e4αλα3  3+  62λpBtλ  2λqpEip2αλq   ipiqα2   BtλLi2  e2αλ α
 2Li3  e2αλff  4Li3 e 4αλα3	 e 4αλα3ηN  3e2αλ p2Btλα   4λα   ηNq
 54λpBtλ  2λqpEip2λq   ipiq   2BtλLi2  e2λ  4Li3  e2λ e2λ p2Btλ  4λ  ηNqff
  4pα  3q2
Li3 e 4λα3	 pα  3q2  4BtλLi2 e 4λα3	 pα  3q
 e 4λα3 p4Btλ  8λ pα  3qηNq pα  3q   16ipiλpBtλ  2λq
 16λpBtλ  2λqEi 4λα  3


  8 pηc  4ζp3qqff, for λ ¡ 0. (A.55)
We find the following expression for ηN within the gauge choice ρ  α and a spectrally andRG adjusted regulator with exponential shape function:
ηN  G36pi
54e2αλpBtλ  2λqα2  144λ ln
1 e 4αλα3	 α2
pα  3q2  36e2αλpBtλ  2λqα
18p3α  2qpBtλ  2λqEip2αλqα
18p3α  2q  2ipiλ  e2αλpBtλ  2λq  Btλ ln  1  e2αλ α

24λ ln1 e 4αλα3	 αα  3   144λpα  3q2 ln1 e 4αλα3	 α  12pBtλ  2λqEi
  4λα3α  3
 12p7α  9qpα  3q2 pBtλ  2λq
ln1  e 4αλα3	 Ei 4αλα  3


 α   27e2αληNα
3e 4λα3ηNαα  3  150pBtλ  2λqEip2λq  300λ ln  1 e2λ  150Btλ ln  1  e2λ
 300λ ln  1  e2λ 24λ ln
1 e 4λα3	α  3   24λ ln

1  e 4λα3	α  3
 
12Btλ ln1  e 4λα3	α  3  150Li2  e2λ  6Li2 e 4λα3	  18p2 3αqLi2  e2αλ
 
6p7α  9qLi2 e 4αλα3	α  3  2pα  9q
 pi2  3ηcα  3  12  pi2  3ηc  75e2ληN
18e2αληN   9e 4λα3ηNα  3   3e 4αλα3 p9 7αqηNα  3
ff for λ ¡ 0. (A.56)
In the Landau-deWitt gauge (α  0), we find the following expression for ηc, where the threelines are the transverse traceless contribution and the last lines are due to the trace mode:
ηc L   35162pie4λG
e6λ6Btλ  ηc  3ηN   6 e8ληN   3e4ληc   8λ  4
 12e2λBtλp6λ 1q   λpηN   12λ 2q ηcλ	E1p6λq
 12e2λBtλe2λp4λ 1q   ληc   4λ  e2λpηN   8λ 2q	E1p2λq
 12ηcλ  e2λ6λBtλ  Btλ  pηc   ηN  16λ  2qλ	
 e4λp4λBtλ  Btλ  ηN  8λ  2qλ	Γp0,4λq
  2243pie8λ{3G

8e4λ{3λp8λ 3ηcq   e4λ{3Btλp8λ 3q   λp3ηN   16λ 6q	Ei4λ3


 83ηcλ  e8λ{3Btλp8λ 3q   λp3ηN   16λ 6q  e4λ{33Btλp4λ 1q
 λp32λ 3pηc   ηN   2qqqEi8λ3


  3e8λ{33ηc   e4λ{34Btλ  ηc    3  e4λ{3 ηN   6	  16λ  12	
  8  ηcλ  e4λ{3p4λBtλ  Btλ  pηN  8λ  2qλqEip4λqff. for λ ¡ 0. (A.57)
The exponential factors result from the spectral adjustment of the regulator. The expressionis linear in G, as each contributing diagram contains exactly one graviton propagator.
In the deDonder or harmonic gauge (α  1), we have to take contributions from all modes intoaccount. Accordingly, we arrive at the following expression, which decomposes into transversetraceless eq. (A.58), vector eq. (A.59), scalar eq. (A.60) and trace eq. (A.61) contributions:
ηc dD   518pie4λG
e6λp6Btλ  ηc  3ηN   6q   e8ληN   3e4λpηc   8λ  4q
 12e2λpBtλp6λ 1q   λpηN   12λ 2qq  ηcλ	E1p6λq
 12e2λBtλe2λp4λ 1q   λ  ηc   4λ  e2λpηN   8λ 2q	E1p2λq
 12ηcλ  e2λpp6λ  1qBtλ  pηc   ηN  16λ  2qλq
 e4λpp4λ  1qBtλ  pηN  8λ  2qλq	Γp0,4λq (A.58)
  172pie4λG
12e8λ  24λ2  2p6Btλ  ηN   2qλ 2Btλ ηN
e6λ576λ2   12p18Btλ  ηc  3pηN   2qqλ  30Btλ  7ηc  33ηN   66	
 6e4λpηc   16λp3λ 2q   16Btλp4λ 1q   λpηN   8λ 2qqpEip2λq  Eip4λqq  4q
96ηcλp3λ 1qpEip4λq  Eip6λqq   48e2λλp2p7 6λqλ  ηcp3λ 2qqEip2λq
 
2Btλp9pλ 1qλ  1q   λ  48λ2  p3ηc   3ηN   50qλ  2pηc   ηN   2q	Eip4λq

2Btλp9pλ 1qλ  1q   λ 36λ2  3pηN   12qλ  2pηN   2q	Eip6λq	 (A.59)
  1432pie4λG
4e8λ  72λ2  6p6Btλ  ηN   2qλ 6Btλ 7ηN
e6λ576λ2   12p18Btλ  ηc  3pηN   2qqλ  126Btλ  23ηc  81ηN   162	
 18e4λp3ηc   4p4pλ 2qλ 3q   16pBtλp4λ 1q   λpηN   8λ 2qqpEip2λq  Eip4λqqq
288ηcpλ 1qλpEip4λq  Eip6λqq  144e2λλ  4λ2  pηc   10qλ  2ηcEip2λq
 

16λ3   p6Btλ  ηc   ηN   38qλ2  2p7Btλ  ηc   ηN   2qλ 2Btλ	Eip4λq
 
12λ3  p6Btλ  ηN   28qλ2   2p7Btλ  ηN   2qλ  2Btλ	Eip6λq	 (A.60)
 1432pie4λG
2e8λ  144λ2  12p6Btλ  ηN   2qλ 12Btλ  ηN e6λp54Btλp4λ 1q
9pηN  16λ 2qp4λ 1q   ηcp12λ 7qq  36e4ληc  4  2λ2   λ  1  2pBtλp4λ 1q
 λpηN   8λ 2qqpEip2λq  Eip4λqq	 72ηcλp4λ  1qpEip4λq  Eip6λqq
72e2λλ  8λ2   2ηcλ  ηcEip2λq
   32λ3   2p6Btλ  ηc   ηN  2qλ2   p2Btλ  ηc   ηN   2qλ  BtλEip4λq
 pBtλp2λp6λ  1q  1q   λpηNp2λ  1q   4λp6λ  1q  2qqEip6λq	. (A.61)
for λ ¡ 0. (A.62)
A.3.5 Extended truncation in the ghost sector
The first variation with respect to the full metric gµν of our truncation eq. (4.47) yields the followingexpression, where we drop the bar on the background metric and the covariant derivative, as wenow have identified gµν  g¯µν:
δΓk gh (A.63)
 
?2Zc » d4xag¯c¯µDρ phµνDρq  Dρ pDρhµνq 1 δZc2  Dρ  Dνhµρ 1  δZc2
Dρ pDµhρνq 1 δZc2  DρhρνDµδZc  1  ρ2 δZc
DµhσνDσ   12Dµ pDνhq
cν,
where the covariant derivatives act on everything to the right of them, unless they are foundinside a round bracket, when they do not act beyond the bracket.We now proceed to flat space where we also use a York decomposition of the ghost
cµppq  cT µppq   ipµap2ηppqc¯µppq  c¯T µppq  ipµap2 η¯ppq, (A.64)
where pµcTµ  0. Now the vertices are given by a derivative with respect to the ghost andantighost fields. In the following we indicate the longitudinal/ transversal ghost and antighostby pL, T q, or pL¯, T¯ q, respectively. The vertex involving a transverse traceless metric mode carriesa TT, the scalar vertex an h.Accordingly
V TT, T¯ ,Tκµρσ pp, qq  12 pδµρδσκ   δµσδρκq

p  q q2  1 δZc2 pp2   p  qq

 (A.65)
1  δZc2 pκ2 pqρδσµ   qσδρµq   14 pqρδσκ   qσδρκq pqµq p1 ρq δZc
V TT, T¯ ,Lµρσ pp, qq  iaq2

pqσδµρ   qρδµσqp  q 12q2  14p2   δZc4 p2


1  δZc2 qρqσqµ
 (A.66)
V TT, L¯,Tκρσ pp, qq  iapp2   2p  q  q2q

1  δZc4 pκ pqρpσ   2qρqσ   pρqσq (A.67)14 ppρδσκ   pσδρκq
p  qp3  δZcq  2q2  1 δZc2 p2


 14 pqρδσκ   qσδρκq2p  q 2q2   δZcq2pρ  1q   2p  qδZcρ
 p2δZcp1  ρq	
V pTT, L¯,Lqρσ pp, qq   1ap2   2p  q  q2aq2
14 ppσqρ   pρqσq 

 p1  δZcqp2  4p  q 2q2  123p  q 2q2   δZc  p2  p  q q2
 δZcρ  p2   2p  q  q2	ff, (A.68)
where in the transverse antighost terms we used pµ  qµ. (Note that due to the transverseghost propagator the two versions of the vertex that can be obtained by interchanging pµ Ø qµyield the same contribution to the β-functions.)The trace mode couples to the ghosts via:
V h, T¯ ,Tκµ  pκqµ8 p1 δZcq   δµκ8  p2p1 δZcq  3p  q  δZcp  q 2q2 (A.69)
V ph, L¯,T qκ  iapp2   2p  q  q2q
pκ8 q2 p3 δZc   2δZc ρq   p2 p2ρ δZc  1  δZcq
 p  q p4  4δZc ρq	 (A.70)
V h, T¯ ,Lµ pp, qq  i qµ8aq2  4p  q 3q2  δZcq2  p2p1 δZcq (A.71)
V ph, L¯,Lqpp, qq  1aq2 pp2   2p  q  q2q
p  q8 q2 p4δZc ρ  δZc  5q
 pp  qq28 p4ρ δZc  4q   p  q8 p2 p2ρδZc   δZc  1q
 
 q228 pρ δZc  δZc  2q   p2q28 p1  ρqδZc
. (A.72)
In all expressions involving a transverse antighost we have again used transversality to substitutepµ  qµ. On the 4-sphere the decompositioncµ  cTµ   pD¯2qp1qD¯µη (A.73)leads to the transverse and longitudinal inverse propagators:
ΓTTk  ?2Zc » d4xag¯c¯µ T D¯2g¯µν   δZ R¯4 g¯µν
 cν T
ΓLLk  ?2Zc » d4xη¯D¯21  δZ 1 α2


  R¯4 p1  δZq
 η (A.74)
To project on BtZc, note that
BtZc  1?2 14δαγ BBp˜2
» d4q˜
p2piq4
Ñδδc¯α T pp˜qBtΓk
Ðδδcγ T pq˜q c,c¯,η,η¯0 (A.75)
The projection onto the longitudinal ghosts allows to write
BtδZ  ?2Zcp1 αq

B
Bp˜2
» d4q˜
p2piq4
Ñδδη¯pp˜qBtΓk
Ðδδηpq˜q   ?2Zcηc
1  δZ2 p1 αq

 c,c¯,η,η¯0 (A.76)
A.3.6 β functions in extended truncation
We now find the following β functions for λ ¡ 0 with a spectrally and RG-adjusted regulator withexponential shape function. Here, we have specialised to Landau-deWitt gauge ρ  α  0.
ηN  172pi pδZc   2q 2
#G12Li2  e4λ{3 pδZc   2q 2  300Li2  e2λ pδZc   2q 2
 8Ei4λ3


p2λ  βλq pδZc   2q 2  300Eip2λq p2λ  βλq pδZc   2q 2   44λ ln  1 e4λ{3
2 ln  1  e4λ{3 p2λ  βλq   75  ln  1  e2λ p2λ  βλq  2λ log  1 e2λ	 pδZc   2q 2
2pi2 pδZc p9δZc   20q  2q  3pδZc p9δZc   29q   16q ηc
   9 e4λ{3   25e2λ pδZc   2q ηN	 pδZc   2q  3pi2βδZc p3δZc pδZc   4q   14q
 6βδZc pδZc p9δZc   28q   32q+ (A.77)
βλ  172
 1pi pδZc   2q 2
#G12Li2  e4λ{3 pδZc   2q 2  300Li2  e2λ pδZc   2q 2
 8Ei4λ3


p2λ  βλq pδZc   2q 2  300Eip2λq p2λ  βλq pδZc   2q 2
 44λ ln  1 e4λ{3 2 ln  1  e4λ{3 p2λ  βλq
 75  ln  1  e2λ p2λ  βλq  2λ ln  1 e2λ	 pδZc   2q 2
2pi2 pδZc p9δZc   20q  2q  3pδZc p9δZc   29q   16q ηc
   9 e4λ{3   25e2λ pδZc   2q ηN		 pδZc   2q  3pi2βδZc p3δZc pδZc   4q   14q
 6βδZc pδZc p9δZc   28q   32q	λ+
144λ  1pi
#2G36Li3  e4λ{3  180Li3  e2λ  12Li2  e4λ{3βλ   90Li2  e2λβλ
 16λEi4λ3


p2λ  βλq   180λEip2λq p2λ  βλq   4λ4 ln  1 e4λ{3
4 ln  1  e4λ{3  45  ln  1 e2λ ln  1  e2λ	 p2λ  βλq   72ηc  36ηN
45e2λ p4λ  2βλ   ηNq  3e4λ{3 p8λ  4βλ   3ηNq
 18βδZcδZc   2  144ζp3q	
+ for λ ¡ 0. (A.78)
Finally we give the two β functions in the ghost sector. Here, the large number of possibleinteraction vertices from the coupling of the diverse metric modes to the ghost modes leads tothese rather lengthy expressions.
ηc  115552pi
#e4λG1290e6λ pδZc p19δZc   15q  58q   18e2λ80pEip2λq  Eip4λqqδZc pp4λ  5qδZc   5q  2p2λ  9q	λ2
  20e2λ p2λp4λ  7q   9qδZ2c  2p4λpλ  5q   11q   5 p2λδZc   δZcq	 5e4λ p8λp2λ  3q   7qδZ2c  4pλp4λ  19q   5q   5 p4λδZc   δZcq		
  6e2λ p2λ  βλq40e6λp6λ 1qδZ2c  1	 60e2λp4λ 1qpEip2λq  Eip4λqq pδZc p7δZc   5q  20q
 30e4λ12λ  δZc p4p3λ 2qδZc  5q   21	 12pEip4λq  Eip6λqq40λp3λ 1qδZ2c  1	 5p6λ 1q pδZc p7δZc   5q  20q		
  e2ληN90e4λ p4λ  δZc pp4λ 6qδZc  5q   19q  10e6λ p24λ  δZc pp24λ 17qδZc  15q   56q
  72λ5e2λpEip2λq  Eip4λqq pδZc p7δZc   5q  20q  5pEip4λq  Eip6λqq pδZc pp4λ  7qδZc   5q  4pλ  5qq		
  109e4λ pδZc p9δZc   5q  22q   e6λ p12λ  δZc p2p11 6λqδZc   15q  61q   36e2λλpEip2λq  Eip4λqq pδZc pp4λ  7qδZc   5q  4pλ  5qq
 36λpEip4λq  Eip6λqq pδZc pp8λ  7qδZc   5q  4p2λ  5qq	ηc
  1δZc   2
#2 1δZc   2!e6λp7 12λq  36e4λ   72e2λλp2λ  1qpEip2λq  Eip4λqq  72λp4λ  1qpEip4λq  Eip6λqq	βδZc)
 270e6λδZc pδZc   1q   90e2λ16pEip2λq  Eip4λqqλ2  4e2λp2λ  1q   e4λp4λ  1q	δZc pδZc   1q
 30e2ληN e4λ 3  e2λ	  12λe2λEip2λq  1  e2λ	Eip4λq   Eip6λq		 δZc pδZc   1q
  180e2λ 2e2λp4λ 1qpEip2λq  Eip4λqq  e4λ  2p6λ 1qpEip4λq  Eip6λqq	 p2λ  βλq δZc pδZc   1q
 30e4λ 3  e2λ	  12λe2λEip2λq  1  e2λ	Eip4λq   Eip6λq		 δZc pδZc   1q ηc+
  1pδZc   2q 2
#2e4λ{38e4λ{3Ei4λ3

3e4λ{3p8λ 3qβλ pδZc   2q pδZc pδZc   7q p5δZc  1q  96q
  λpδZc   2q3e4λ{3p3ηN   16λ 6q pδZc pδZc   7q p5δZc  1q  96q   8λ16λ pδZc  1q pδZc   1q pδZc   3q
  3 pδZc pδZc pδZc   22q  3q  84q	  3 p48pλ  6q  3δZc pδZc   7q p5δZc  1q  16λδZc pδZc pδZc   3q  1qq ηc	 6p4λ  3qβδZc		
 3e8λ{3e4λ{3p7 8λq  36	βδZc   pδZc   2q464λ2   60λ  81	  e8λ{3256λ2  32 pηN  4βλ   2q λ  7ηN  32βλ	
 81ηc   e4λ{3 512λ2  16 p3p ηN   2q   12βλ   ηcq λ 27ηN   84βλ   17ηc   54		δZ3c
  64p4λp8λ  17q   69q   e8λ{3 128λ2  16 pηN  4βλ   2q λ  13ηN  16βλ	 69ηc
  2e4λ{3 128λ2  4 p3pηN   2q   12βλ   ηcq λ 21ηN   40βλ   9ηc   42		δZ2c

464λ2   84λ  99	  e8λ{3 256λ2  32 pηN  4βλ   2q λ  13ηN  32βλ	 99ηc
  e4λ{3 512λ2  16 p3pηN   2q   12βλ   ηcq λ 45ηN   108βλ   23ηc   90		δZc  68p16λpλ  6q   81q
  4e8λ{3 32λ2  4 pηN  4βλ   2q λ  11ηN  4βλ	 162ηc
 e4λ{3 256λ2  8 p3pηN   2q   12βλ   ηcq λ 135ηN   204βλ   49ηc   270				
 8Eip4λqe4λ{3βλ pδZc   2q64 pδZc  1q pδZc   1q pδZc   3q λ2   4 pδZc   11q7δZ2c   δZc  24	 λ 3 pδZc pδZc   7q p5δZc  1q  96q	
  λ3 pδZc   2q pδZc pδZc   7q p5δZc  1q  96qe4λ{3pηN   2q   ηc	
 2p8λ  3qβδZc  4λ pδZc   2qe4λ{3 p6pηN  8λ 44q   δZc p2ηN  16λ  δZc p2δZcηN  6ηN   7δZc   16λ pδZc   3q   78q  13qq
 4 pδZc  1q pδZc   1q pδZc   3q ηc					 8Ei8λ3

3e4λ{3βλ pδZc   2q64 pδZc  1q pδZc   1q pδZc   3q λ2
  4 pδZc   11q7δZ2c   δZc  24	 λ  e4λ{3p8λ 3q pδZc pδZc   7q p5δZc  1q  96q  3 pδZc pδZc   7q p5δZc  1q  96q	
  λpδZc   2q3e8λ{3p3ηN   16λ 6q pδZc pδZc   7q p5δZc  1q  96q  96λ pδZc  1q pδZc   1q pδZc   3q ηc
 9δZc pδZc   7q p5δZc  1q ηc   864ηc   e4λ{3512 pδZc  1q pδZc   1q pδZc   3q λ2  48δZcηN  ηc
  δZc p3ηN   3ηc   δZc pηN   ηc  4q  50q   8 3 pηN   ηc  58q	λ 9 pδZc pδZc   7q p5δZc  1q  96q pηN   ηc   2q		
 68λ  e4λ{3p4λ  3q   3	βδZcff++ for λ ¡ 0. (A.79)
βδZc  17776pi pδZc   2q 2
#e4λG8e8λ{3Ei4λ3

3e4λ{3p8λ 3qβλ pδZc  1q pδZc   2q pδZc pδZc p5δZc   7q  136q  48q
  λδZ2c   δZc  2	8λ16λ pδZc  1q δZc pδZc   4q   3δZc ppδZc  5q δZc  120q  144	 316λ pδZc  1q δZc pδZc   4q
  3δZc pδZc p5δZc   7q  136q  144	ηc   3e4λ{3 pδZc pδZc p5δZc   7q  136q  48q p16λ 3ηN  6q
 6p4λ  3qβδZc pδZc  4q 432e2λEip2λq pδZc  1q5e2λp4λ 1qβλ pδZc   1q pδZc   2q7δZ2c   δZc  22	
  λ5 pδZc   1q pδZc   2q4λ5δZ2c  δZc   4λδZ2c   δZc  2	 18	 7δZ2c   δZc   4λδZ2c   δZc  2	 22	 ηc
  e2λ 7δZ2c   δZc  22	 p8λ ηN  2q	 2 p2λβδZc   βδZc q		  3e4λ5504λ2   9840λ 1539 pηc  4q
  e4λ{3 512λ2   16 p12βλ   ηc  3ηN  6q λ 84βλ  17ηc   27ηN  54	 40e2λ288λ2   6 p18βλ   ηc  3ηN  6q λ 72βλ
 11ηc   27ηN  54	  20e4λ 288λ2  24 p6βλ   ηN   2q λ 24βλ   17ηN	
  e8λ{3 256λ2   32 p4βλ   ηN   2q λ  32βλ  7ηN		δZ5c   44064λ2   5256λ 882 pηc  4q
  e4λ{3512λ2   16 p12βλ   ηc  3ηN  6q λ 60βλ  11ηc   9ηN  18	 60e2λ144λ2   3 p18βλ   ηc  3ηN  6q λ
 27βλ  4ηc   9ηN  18	  15e4λ 288λ2  24 p6βλ   ηN   2q λ 24βλ   11ηN	
 e8λ{3 256λ2  32 p4βλ   ηN   2q λ 32βλ   ηN		δZ4c  4992λ2   32208λ 3861 pηc  4q  40e2λ288λ2
  6 p18βλ   ηc  3ηN  6q λ 252βλ  41ηc   117ηN  234	  3e4λ{3512λ2   16 p12βλ   ηc  3ηN  6q λ 580βλ
 141ηc   399ηN  798	  20e4λ 288λ2  24 p6βλ   ηN   2q λ 24βλ   77ηN	 3e8λ{3256λ2  32 p4βλ   ηN   2q λ
 32βλ   131ηN		δZ3c  218880λ2   37728λ 5499 pηc  4q  40e2λ1008λ2   21 p18βλ   ηc  3ηN  6q λ 297βλ  46ηc
  117ηN  234	  e4λ{3 2560λ2   80 p12βλ   ηc  3ηN  6q λ 1308βλ  307ηc   801ηN  1602	
  10e4λ 2016λ2  168 p6βλ   ηN   2q λ 168βλ   149ηN	  e8λ{3 1280λ2   160 p4βλ   ηN   2q λ  160βλ  257ηN	δZ2c
 
e2λp28 48λq   e4λ{3p8λ 7q  108	βδZc   16432λ2   282λ  81	 81ηc   75e2λ p6βλ   ηc  3ηN   6q   75e4ληN
  e4λ{3 256λ2   8 p12βλ   ηc  3ηN  6q λ 180βλ  43ηc   117ηN  234	
 2e8λ{3 64λ2  8 p4βλ   ηN   2q λ 8βλ   19ηN			δZc
  436 p4p2λp20λ  51q   59q  59ηcq   e2λ pp12λ 7qβδZc   40 p36λ  17ηc  6 p18pλ 1qβλ   λ p48λ  ηc  3ηNqq  45ηN   90qq
 e4λ{3 pp8λ 7qβδZc   72 p4βλ   ηc  3ηN   6qq  72e8λ{3ηN   20e4λ 288λ2  24 p6βλ   ηN   2q λ 24βλ   29ηN		
 144Eip6λq pδZc  1q5e2λβλ pδZc   1q pδZc   2q24δZ2c   δZc  2	 λ2   2 pδZc p17δZc  1q  58q λ 7δZ2c  δZc   22	
  λ5 pδZc   1q pδZc   2qp16λ δZc p7δZc   8λ pδZc   1q   1q   22q ηc   e2λ48δZ2c   δZc  2	 λ2
 4 p2ηN   δZc pδZc pηN  17q   ηN   1q   58q λ  7δZ2c  δZc   22	 pηN   2q		 2 p4λβδZc   βδZc q		
  8Eip4λqe2λβλ90e2λp4λ 1q pδZc  1q pδZc   1q pδZc   2q7δZ2c   δZc  22	
  e2λ{3 δZ2c   δZc  2	576λ  δZc 64 pδZc  1q pδZc   4q λ2   4δZc p7δZc  3q λ 1504λ 3δZc p5δZc   7q   408	  144	
  90 pδZc  1q pδZc   1q pδZc   2q24δZ2c   δZc  2	 λ2   2 pδZc p17δZc  1q  58q λ 7δZ2c  δZc   22		
  λ2e4λ{3p8λ  3qβδZc pδZc  4q  36e2λp2λ  1qβδZc pδZc  1q  36p4λ  1qβδZc pδZc  1q
 
δZ2c   δZc  2	90 pδZc   1q7δZ2c   δZc   8λδZ2c   δZc  2	 22	 ηc  e4λ{332λ pδZc  1q δZc pδZc   4q
  3δZc pδZc p5δZc   7q  136q  144	ηc   90e4λ pδZc   1q7δZ2c   δZc  22	 p8λ ηN  2q
  e8λ{3128 pδZc  1q δZc pδZc   4q λ2  8δZc 7δZ2c   3δZc   2 pδZc  1q pδZc   4q ηN   376	  144	 λ
 3 pδZc pδZc p5δZc   7q  136q  48q pηN   2q	  90e2λ pδZc   1q64δZ2c   δZc  2	 λ2
 4 pδZc pηc   ηN   δZc pηc   ηN  22q   2q  2 pηc   ηN  38qq λ  7δZ2c  δZc   22	 pηc   ηN   2q	+
  17776pi pδZc   2q 2
#e4λG8e4λ{3Ei8λ3

3e4λ{3βλ δZ2c   δZc  2	64λ2δZ3c   28λδZ3c  15δZ3c   192λ2δZ2c
 12λδZ2c  21δZ2c  256λ2δZc  1504λδZc   408δZc  576λ  e4λ{3p8λ 3q pδZc pδZc p5δZc   7q  136q  48q   144	
  λδZ2c   δZc  2	3 p32λ pδZc  1q δZc pδZc   4q   3δZc pδZc p5δZc   7q  136q  144q ηc
  3e8λ{3 pδZc pδZc p5δZc   7q  136q  48q p16λ 3ηN  6q   e4λ{3512 pδZc  1q δZc pδZc   4q λ2
 48δZcδZc p3ηc   3ηN   δZc pηc   ηN  4q   4q
 4 pηc   ηN  62q	  96	λ 9 pδZc pδZc p5δZc   7q  136q  48q pηc   ηN   2q		 68λ  e4λ{3p4λ  3q   3	βδZc pδZc  4q	+
for λ ¡ 0. (A.80)
A.4 Fermions in quantum gravity
A.4.1 Vertices for fermion-graviton couplingsThe relation between the vierbeins and the metric is given by
gµν  ηabeµaeνb (A.81)The inverse vielbeins are obtained via
eµae aν  δµν (A.82)e aµ eµb  δab (A.83)In the following we expand the vierbein around a (flat) background:
eµa  e¯µa   δeµa, (A.84)where higher orders are not needed in our calculation. In the following we choose the Lorentzsymmetric gauge with gauge-fixing functional [286][287], as then all vierbein fluctuations can berewritten in terms of metric fluctuations without ghosts due to the Op4q gauge fixing:
Fab  eµag¯µνe¯νb  eµbg¯µνe¯νa. (A.85)This allows to write
δeµa  12h κµ e¯κa (A.86)δeκb  12h κµ e¯µb (A.87)(A.88)
The spin connection is determined from the requirement that the covariant differentiation com-mutes with the transition to the local orthonormal frame. As the vierbein is used in this transition,this requirement translates into
∇µeaν  Bµeaν  Γλνµeaλ   ωaµ bebν . (A.89)This establishes the following relation between the spin connection and the Christoffel connection
ω abµ  pBµe aν qeνb   Γνµσeνaeσb, (A.90)which also implies that ωµ ab  ωµ ba. (A.91)For the variation, we then have that
rγa, γbs δωµab  rγλ, γνsDνhλµ. (A.92)From eq. (A.92) we can deduce for constant external fermions, where total derivatives can bediscarded, that
rγa, γbsδ2ωµab  rγλ, γνshσλDνhµσ  hσνDσhµλ  12hκλDµhκν	, (A.93)
where we have set gµν  g¯µν and eµa  e¯µa, and then dropped the bar on the covariant derivative.We then go over to Fourier space
ψpxq  » d4pp2piq4ψppqeipx
hµνpxq  » d4pp2piq4hµνppqeipx
ψ¯pxq  » d4pp2piq4 ψ¯ppqeipx, (A.94)where ψpxq and ψppq denote Fourier transforms of each other.Now we may evaluate the mixed fermion-graviton vertices, where our conventions are
Γp2q  ÑδδΦT ppqΓ
ÐδδΦpqq , (A.95)where the collective fieldsΦT pqq  hTTκλ pqq, hpqq, ψTi pqq, ψ¯ipqq	 (A.96)Φpqq  hTTµν pqq, hpqq, ψjpqq, ψ¯Tj pqq	 . (A.97)Here the second line should be read as a column vector. The symbol T refers to transpositionin Dirac space and in field space. As we work in the Landau deWitt gauge, only the transversetraceless and the trace mode can contribute.The first variation of the kinetic fermion term with respect to the metric is given by
δΓkin  iZψ » d4xψ¯iδp?gqγµ∇µ  ?gδγµ∇µ  ?gγµδ∇µ	ψi. (A.98)
To read off the trace-mode-fermion-vertices we Fourier-transform the first variation of the kineticterm with respect to the metric to get (in agreement with [254])
δΓkin  Zψ » d4pp2piq4 316hppqψ¯ippq{pψi  316 ψ¯i{pψippqhppq		. (A.99)
In this notation, ψ¯ and ψ are the constant background fields, whereas the momentum-dependentfluctuation fields are distinguished by carrying an appropriate argument. This allows to evaluatethe following vertices:
V h ψ¯i Tkin  δδhppq Γkin
Ðδδψ¯i T pqq  316Zψψi T {pT (A.100)V hψikin  316Zψψ¯i{p (A.101)V ψi Thkin  316Zψ {pT ψ¯i T (A.102)V ψ¯ihkin  316Zψ {pψi, (A.103)
where the momentum is always the momentum of the incoming graviton.The corresponding vertices with the TT mode vanish, as the first term in eq. (A.98) containsonly the trace mode, the second term vanishes by transversality for constant external fermionfields and the last term vanishes as the contraction γµrγν, γκsDκhTTµν  0.The second variation of the kinetic fermion term with respect to the metric contains only a TTcontribution, as the trace contribution is always of the form ψ¯ih {Dhψi, which can be rewritten asa total derivative for constant external fermions.From the fact that we have constant external fermions at least one of the variations has to hitthe covariant derivative ∇µ and hence produce a rγa, γbsδωµ ab. Accordingly the second variationwill necessarily contain γµrγκ, γλs. As there is one derivative in the kinetic term, the vertex hasto be proportional to the momentum of one of the gravitons. The only possibly structure thatcannot be rewritten into a total derivative is then γµrγκ, γλshκσDµhσλ . Our explicit calculationnow only has to fix the sign and the numerical factor of the vertex. From eq. (A.93) and eq. (A.92)we deduce that δ2Γkin  iZψ » d4x?gψ¯i116

 hµλγνrγλ, γκsDνhκµψi. (A.104)
The vertex that results from this expression is given by
V hTThTTkin µνκλ  1128pτψ¯rγρ, γαsγτψδµρδκαδνλ   δµρδκνδαλ   δµλδνρδκα
 δµκδνρδαλ  δρκδλνδαµ  δρκδλµδαν  δρλδκνδαµ  δρλδκµδαν	. (A.105)
The variations of the four-fermion term with respect to the metric are very simple: Due to
δpγµγµq  δp4q  0, (A.106)
only the determinant factor can contribute, and not the various γ matrices. They always appearwith completely contracted spacetime indices, such that the above identity applies. Hence thevertices containing three external (anti)-fermions, one internal (anti)-fermion and one internalgraviton only exist for the trace mode, as δ?g  12?gh. The vertices are given by f
V hψ¯j T4f   λ¯   λ¯ 2 ψ¯iγµψi	ψj TγTµ  λ¯  λ¯ 2 ψ¯iγµγ5ψi	ψj Tγ5TγTµV hψj4f  λ¯   λ¯ 2 ψ¯iγµψi	 ψ¯jγµ   λ¯  λ¯ 2 ψ¯iγµγ5ψi	 ψ¯jγµγ5V ψj Th4f   λ¯   λ¯ 2 ψ¯iγµψi	 γTµ ψ¯j T  λ¯  λ¯ 2 ψ¯iγµγ5ψi	 γ5TγTµ ψ¯j TV ψ¯jh4f  λ¯   λ¯ 2 ψ¯iγµψi	 γµψj   λ¯  λ¯ 2 ψ¯iγµγ5ψi	 γµγ5ψj . (A.107)The tadpole receives contributions from both the TT and the trace mode. The correspondingvertices are given by
V hh4f  116 λ¯pV  Aq   λ¯ pV   Aq	 , (A.108)V hTThTT4f µνκλ  18 pδµκδνλ   δµλδνκqλ¯pV  Aq   λ¯ pV   Aq	 . (A.109)
The variations of the four-fermion terms with respect to the fermions read as follows:
V ψi T ψ¯j T4f  λ¯   λ¯ 2 2γµ T ψ¯i T	  ψj Tγµ T 2γµ Tδij ψ¯kγµψk	
  λ¯  λ¯ 2 2γ5γµ T ψ¯i T	  ψj Tγ5γµ T 2γ5γµ Tδij ψ¯kγ5γµψk	V ψi Tψj4f   λ¯   λ¯ 2 2γµ T ψ¯i T	ψ¯jγµ	 λ¯  λ¯ 2 2γ5γµ T ψ¯i T	ψ¯jγµγ5	V ψ¯iψ¯j T4f   λ¯   λ¯ 2 2  γµψi  ψj Tγµ T λ¯  λ¯ 2 2  γµγ5ψi  ψj Tγ5γµ TV ψ¯iψj4f  λ¯   λ¯ 2 2δijγµ ψ¯kγµψk	  2  γµψi ψ¯jγµ	
  λ¯  λ¯ 2 2δijγµγ5 ψ¯kγµγ5ψk	  2  γµγ5ψi ψ¯jγµγ5	 . (A.110)Here we suppress the Dirac index structure; by round brackets we indicate the way in which theDirac indices of the terms have to be contracted.
A.4.2 Cancellation of box diagramsThe two box diagrams are given by terms OpP1Fq4, where the vertices arise from variations ofthe kinetic term only. Using the notation
Ihψ  δδhpqqΓk kin δδψppq , (A.111)and analogously for derivatives involving the antifermion, the fluctuation matrix (restricted to theentries relevant for us) reads
F   0 Ihψ Ih ψ¯TIψT h 0 0Iψ¯ h 0 0
. (A.112)
Multiplication with the propagator matrix
P1 
P1hh 0 00 0 P1ψT ψ¯T0 P1ψ¯ ψ 0
, (A.113)
taking the fourth power and the supertrace (not forgetting the negative signs in the fermionicentries) yields STrpP1Fq4  2 trP1hhIhψP1ψ¯ hIψ¯ hP1hhIhψP1ψT ψ¯T Iψ¯ h
 2 trP1hhIh ψ¯TP1ψ¯ ψIψT hP1hhIh ψ¯TP1ψ¯ ψIψT h
 2 trP1hhIhψP1ψT ψ¯T Iψ¯ hP1hhIh ψ¯TP1ψ¯ ψIψT h
 2trP1hhIh ψ¯TP1ψ¯ ψIψT hP1hhIhψP1ψT ψ¯T Iψ¯ h. (A.114)
Herein the remaining trace is over Dirac, flavour and Lorentz indices, and of course contains themomentum-integration.The scalar coupling of the trace mode to the fermions allows to schematically rewrite all fourterms as
pP1hhq2  pfermionicpartq . (A.115)We can now use that
trL f DIh ψ¯TP1ψ¯ψIψT hppq  trL f DIhψP1ψT ψ¯T Iψ¯ hppq, (A.116)as there are now external momenta, and all vertices have the same sign. The trace is over Lorentz,flavour and Dirac indices. Accordingly the negative sign is induced by the transposition, followingfrom the Grassmannian nature of the fermions. This yields a complete cancellation of all terms.
A.4.3 Identities for traces containing gamma-matricesWe may use the following identities in order to simplify the traces occuring on the right-hand-sideof the flow equation:
γµγµ  4 (A.117)γµγνγµ  2γν (A.118)ψ¯γµγνγκψ	ψ¯γµγνγκψ	  10ψ¯γµψ	ψ¯γµψ	  6ψ¯γµγ5ψ	ψ¯γµγ5ψ	 (A.119)ψ¯γµγνγκψ	ψ¯γκγνγµψ	  10ψ¯γµψ	ψ¯γµψ	 6ψ¯γµγ5ψ	ψ¯γµγ5ψ	 (A.120)(A.121)
Furthermore » d4ppµpνfpp2q  14δµν
» d4pp2fpp2q (A.122)» d4ppµpνpκpλfpp2q  124 pδµνδκλ   δµκδνλ   δµλδνκq
» d4p  p22 fpp2q. (A.123)
These follow from the fact that pµpν and pµpνpκpλ are completely symmetric tensors. The nu-merical factors on the right-hand side are then fixed by taking the trace on both sides.
A.4.4 Fermionic β functionsWe define the shape-function dependent integral
Irf,TT, hs  B˜t » d4pp2piq4 1pZψp2p1  rfpyqqqf  1Γp2qk TT p1 TT puq	TT
1Γp2qk confp1  rhpyq	h pp2qn,
where n  TT f h1. Herein TT counts the number of transverse traceless metric propagators,h does the same for the trace part, and f for the fermions.
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